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• 
WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY SENATE 

AGENDA . 

Meeting Notice: November 8, 1982, 126 Clinton Hall, 3:30 p.m. 

Order of Business: 

I. Calling of the Meeting to Order 

II. Informal Proposals and Statements 

III. Approval of the minutes for the meeting of 
October 25, 1982 (Vol. XIX, No. 4). 

IV. New Business: 

• ~ -s+ f,,ne£d Nominations to Senate Committees 

• 

Statement on Professional Ethics 
(Attachment A) 

Report on Teacher Evaluation--Dr. Ben Rogers 
(Attachment B) 

Summary of Survey on Fringe Benefits-
Dr. James Clark 
(Attachment C - will be distributed as 
soon as available) 

V, Adjournment . 
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ATTACHMENT A 
To Agenda 11/8/.82 

_[J .cC!2-'mPnT '2 
STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONAL ETHICS 

I. Faculty members, guided by a deep conviction of the worth and 
dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognize the special responsi
bilities placed upon them. Their primary responsibility to their subject 
is to seek and to state the truth as they see it. To· this end they devote 
their energies to developing and improving their scholarly competence. 
They accept the obligation to exercise critical self-discipline and judgment 
in using, extending, and transmitting knowledge. They practice intellectual 
honesty. Although they may follow subsidiary interests, these interests must 
never seriously hamper or compromise a faculty member's freedom of inquiry. 

II. As teachers, faculty members encourage the free pursuit of learning 
in their students. They hold before the student the best scholarly standards 
of their discipline. They demonstrate respect for the student as an individ
ual and adhere to their proper roles as intellectual guides and counselors. 
They make every reasonable effort to foster honest academic conduct and to 
assure that they evaluate students according to their true merits. They 
respect the confidential nature of the relationship between tea~her and 
student. They avoid any exploitation of students for private advantage and 
acknowledge significant assistance from them. They protect the student's 
academic freedom. 

III. As colleagues, faculty members have obligations that derive from 
common membership in the community of scholars. They respect and defend the 
free inquiry of their associates. In the exchange of criticism and ideas 
they show due respect for . the opinions of others. They acknowledge their 
academic debts and strive to be objective in their professional judgment of 
colleagues. They accept their share of faculty responsibilities for the 
governance of their institution. 

IV. As members of their institution, faculty members seek above all to 
be effective teachers qnd scholars. Although they observe the stated regula
tions of the institution, provided these do not contravene academic freedom, 
they maintain their rights to criticize and seek revision of them. Faculty 
members determine the amount and character of the work they do outside their 
institution with due regard to their paramount responsibilities within it. 
When considering interruption or termination of their service, they recognize 
the effect of their decisi_on upon the program of the institution and give due 
notice of their intention. 

V. As members of their community, faculty members have the rights and 
obligations of any citizen. They measure the urgency of these obligations in 
the light of their responsibilities to their subject, their students, their 
profession, and their institution. When faculty members speak or act as 
private persons they avoid creating the impression that they speak or act for 
their college or university. As citizens engaged in a profession that depends 
upon freedom for its health and integrity, faculty members have a particular 
obli_gation to promote conditions of free inquiry and to further public under
standing of academic freedom . 
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REPORT 

of 

The Ad Hoc Committee on Teaching Evaluation 

Preamble 

The original charge of this committee was to review the various procedures 

which . have been developed, used, and evaluated for the purpose of providing 

information concerning the student perception of teaching in individual courses. 

The purpose of the review was to provide information to the Senate concerning 

various features of these procedures relevant to their use in teaching improve

ment and in the evaluation of teaching for tenure and promotion. 

Our initial inquiries concerning types of procedures used on this and other 

campuses quickly showed that there are innumerable forms and questionnaires that 

have been used to solicit information from students about teachers and their 

teaching. However, these seem to break down into only a few basic types. Also, 

a quick search of the literature on the subject revealed a few other approaches 

to gaining such information, such as surveying alumni, and established that the 

results from the latter correspond well to the results obtained from surveys of 

current students (Centra, pp. 41-42). Since various kinds of questionnaires 

administered to current students are the cheapest and least obtrusive means 

of obtaining such information, and seem to produce the same results as other 

methods, we have concentrated on these. 

Fortunately for the committee, a good deal of research has been done on 

methods for obtaining student perceptions, and in this report we rely heavily 

on recent authoritative reviews of this research by Centra and by McKeachie. As 

• a consequence of these initial findings, the committee felt that it could not 

only provide the information requested by the Senate in its original charge 

but that it could also make some specific recommendations about the kind 
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of procedures which could best be put to specific uses. It petitioned the Agenda 

Committee for permission to enlarge its charge to make such recommendations, and 

this petition was approved. 

Aft~r the Senate enlarged the charge of the committee, a preliminary draft of 

this document was written which reported the findings of the committee to that 

point but which did not contain specific recommendations. This draft, accompanied 

by reprints of material by Centra, Scriven, and McKeachie, was circulated to a 

representative faculty bodies in each of the colleges. Also, each of these groups 

was given for discussion a sketch of possible, but mutually incompatible, recom

mendations which had been canvassed by the committee. Then the committee, or a 

subcommittee thereof, met with each of these groups to discuss the work of the 

committee and recommendations it might make to the Senate. No formal action was 

requested of any of these groups with respect to the report or possible recommenda

tions. Subsequent to meeting with these college bodies and considering their 

concerns and advice, the committee formulated its recommendations. 

Questionnaires 

The most widely used procedure for obtaining student perception of teaching 

is the administra tion of questionnaires of the type which are represented by 

LASTIC and IDEA forms on this campus. Such questionnaires have b een proven to b e 

statistically reliable by a number of tests (Centra, pp. 26-28). Practically 

speaking, this means that the questionnaires are a good means for getting student 

perceptions of teaching. The crucial question which everyone wants answered is 

whether student perception of the quality of teaching has any relationship to the 

actual quality or effectiveness of teaching. 

As soon as the question is raised, there is an immediate difficulty. If 

one is to relate the student perceptions to teaching effectiveness, there must 

be some independent way to judge and rate teaching effectiveness. That is very 

2 
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difficult to do. First, there are usually a great number of different things a 

teacher wishes to accomplish in a single course. Socond, there is the further 

question as to the desirability of the things the teacher wishes to accomplish. 

Third, there is the difficulty of measuring what the students bring to the class 

and what they gain from the class. Finally, in order to judge teacher effective

ness one must know what is a typical gain, in order to have a meterstick for 

comparison. Usually, most of these things are not known. There is some measure 

of comfort available from the fact that in the few well-designed experiments 

which have been performed on one accepted criterion--amount of relevant material 

learned, there is significant positive correlation between the amount of material 

learned and student ratings of their teachers (Centra, pp. 36-38). 

Another area of frequent faculty speculation about such questionnaires 

concerns the effect on student ratings of teaching effectiveness of factors other 

• than the quality of teaching. There have been literally hundreds of studies of 

• 

this kind done. The best-established results follow (Centra, pp. 28-34). 

Student characteristics having little or no relationship to ratings of teacher 

effectiveness are: sex, grade point average, college year, academic ability, and 

age. Class size has an effect: classes of less than 15 have the highest ratings, 

followed in order by 16-35, over 100, 36-99. There are slightly higher ratings 

in humanities classes compared with social sciences and natural sciences. Also 

students give slightly higher ratings in major courses than the courses taken to 

fulfill college requirements. 

Grade anticipated in courses did not directly affect ratings of teacher 

effectiveness. However, in questionnaires given after final grades were known 

there is a difference in ratings given by those who got the grade they expected 

or higher and those who received a lower grade than they were expecting • 

3 
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Teachers in their first year as a group get the lowest ratings. After that, 

there is no appreciable difference, until there is a slight decline after twelve 

years of teaching. Academic rank, sex, teaching load, and research productivity 

have little effect on student perception of teaching effectiveness. 

The Use of Information on Student Perceptions 

There are two principal uses to which the information obtained concerning 

student perceptions are put: teaching improvement, and summative evaluation for 

determination of tenure, promotion, and salary. Those procedures, forms, and 

questionnaires which are appropriate for various aspects of one of these purposes 

are not necessarily appropriate for the other purpose. Some questionnaires, 

properly administered, are plausible candidates to use for both purposes. At 

this university, various items have been used for both, sometimes correctly, 

sometimes not. It is the purpose of this report to make some recommendations 

to improve this situation. 

Formative Evaluation 

It is useful to have a term to describe that kind of evaluation which is 

aimed primarily at obtaining information to be used directly for changing course 

parameters and teaching styles, i.e., aimed at improving teaching performance. 

In the literature on evaluation this kind of evaluation is called formative 

evaluation. We shall adopt this terminology. The principal means to gather 

such information is by the use of standardized questionnaires and instructor

developed forms. 

Standardized Questionnaires 

There are considerable advantages in using standardized questionnaires to 

• obtain student perceptions of one's teaching. These advantages flow from the 

4 
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standardization itself. First, the scores generated allow teachers to compare 

• themselves to the group on which the form was standardized. If the standardization 

group is representative in the appropriate ways, teachers have a good idea of 

• 

how their teaching stands with respect to their peer group on a number of different 

items or factors. Second, standardized tests of this kind have generally been 

shown to be reliable, and the reliability of the particular test in use may be 

known. Third, the data from the standardization group can be grouped by statistical 

techniques, of which factor analysis is one, giving a better indication of what 

area of teaching performance each item of the form samples. This kind of analysis 

increases the reliability of the scores that the individual instructor receives. 

Fourth, the effect of different variables, such as class size, on the student 

perception of teaching effectiveness can be studied and account of these 

effects can be taken in interpreting the evaluation. 

Standardized tests have their weaknesses, however. They are not open-ended, 

and valuable information about the course or the teacher may be missed. Futher, 

the standardized test is not responsive to information about particular features 

of the course design, different teaching styles or methods, and may be biased 

toward one particular teaching mode (such as lecturing). 

A comparison of actual standardized forms is useful in understanding the 

strengths and weaknesses of different approaches to sampling student perceptions. 

The LASTIC questionnaire, for example, has a local data base, which allows WSU 

instructors to compare themselves to the local peer group in interaction with 

the local students. Having a local base allows one to study the effect on student 

perceptions of local conditions, which may be different from those found nation

ally, which results were reported in an earlier section. LASTIC results are 

presented in the form of scores on six factors, which is a reliable kind of 

• presentation. However, there is a possible bias built into the data base in that 

5 
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the base was formed of teachers who volunteered to administer the tests. This may 

mean that the base group had higher scores than the group of all faculty would have, 

since those in doubt about their performance would be less likely to give the 

questionnaire. LASTIC does not permit the instructor to enter new questions into 

the form, but it does seek open-ended reponses. 

The IDEA form has national data base which .. is useful for seeing how WSU 

teaching compares to the national norm base but is less useful for comparison 

with the local talent teaching the local student. The absence of a local data 

base also precludes studying the effects of local conditions. Another disadvantage 

of IDEA is that the scores are reported only on each item rather than being grouped, 

say by factor analysis. This reduces the reliability of the result and is more 

likely to lead to misinterpretation. The universities and colleges in which IDEA 

was given in order to establish a norm base were chosen because the writers of IDEA 

had friends there. In addition, there is no evidence that the teachers who used 

• IDEA in these colleges and universities were not self-chosen. So there is reason 

to suspect that the norm base for IDEA is every bit as biased as we suspect LASTIC 

of being with respect to being normed over teachers who get good student response 

on an informal basis. And since the colleges and universities in which IDEA was 

normed were not chosen randomly, they probably do not constitute a representative 

national norm base. 

• 

One interesting type of questionnaire in use at Purdue, Michigan, and Illinois 

allows each teacher to choose from 200 items which are to be added to a non-optional 

core of five items. This allows for considerable flexibility in tailoring the 

questionnaire to the needs of a particular instructor but one loses the advantages 

of standardization on the optional questions. Many questionnaires allow the 

instructor to add five questions to the standard group. Of course, the scores on 

these questions do not allow for inter-peer-group comparison. Most other forms 

in general use seem to be only minor variants of the types exemplified by the 

forms discussed above. 

6 
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Forms Developed by Instructors 

In some ways the strengths and weaknesses of forms developed by individual 

instructors are mirror images of standardized questionnaires. Their strengths 

are flexibility and specificity. They can be open-ended, formed to the needs of 

the individual course or instructor, and designed to provide information about 

specific aspects of texts, courses, 'or methods of presentation. On the other 

hand, the interpretation of scores is more difficult because there is no standard 

against which to judge the results. Also, the scores are of unknown reliability, 

and the sophistication of the forms and its analysis is heavily dependent on the 

sophistication of the instructor who develops the form. 

There are also considerable ethical responsibilities which the instructor 

bears directly, with regard to neither seeking personal information about the 

student nor otherwise disregarding their anonymity. These safeguards are usually 

assured for the standardized test • 

The Effect of Student Evaluation 

Does student evaluation bring about improvement of teaching? It is clear 

that the questionnaires give a certain amount of information about how the students 

perceive the course and the instructor. It is often less clear what needs to be 

changed to bring about a better score . Studies of the effectiveness of student 

evaluation show that if they are obtained in mid-course and if changes are effected 

as a result of the inquiry then there are improvements in scores on subsequent 

tests (Centra, pp. 38-41). There is no direct evidence that teacher effectiveness 

improves, largely because the study of this question is difficult and does not 

seem to have been done. 

Sununative Evaluation 

Summative evaluation is the jargon for evaluation for the purposes of tenure, 

promotion and salary. The comments on standardized questionnaires and instructor-

7 
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constructed forms made in the above section of formative evaluation are largely 

• applicable with respect to sunnnative. Additional aspects of these forms relevant 

to summative evaluation are considered below. 

The Place of Student Perceptions in Summative Evaluation 

Since the students are the persons most directly affected by good or poor 

teaching, it seems only just that they have a say about the quality of teaching 

received. Thus, it is necessary to have an appropriate vehicle for students to 

make known their evaluation of the instruction they receive. 

However, there are aspects of teaching effectiveness that students are not 

likely to be in a position to judge, for example, whether or not the course content 

is current. Hence, on this and similar matters, there is no substitute for appro

priate peer judgement. Hence, evaluation of teaching .£l_ students should not be 

the only evidence used in the determination of teaching quality. Other kinds of 

• evidence are necessary. A large list of kinds of relevant evidence is given in 

the report of the Blue Sky Committee. More specific recommendations are given by 

Scriven (see bibliography). 

• 

Difficulties with the Present Situation 

The committee has received a large number of remarks from faculty, students, 

and administrators expressing their concerns with present practices in regard to 

the collection and use of student perceptions of teaching effectiveness in summative 

evaluation. It judges the following concerns and difficulties to be valid. They 

constitute important issues which any proposal concerning future practices must 

address. 

1. There is no single standard for presenting student perceptions, so comparisons 

among faculty are difficult. Yet evaluators are called upon to make comparative 

judgements. 

8 
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2. LASTIC is probably the form most widely presented as evidence of teaching 

effectiveness. While it is intrinsically sound in concept as a measure of 

student perception of teaching performance and has the advantage of being 

normed over a local population, the present method of administration allows 

for the significant manipulation of its results. Also as previously mentioned, 

the base group is likely biased toward high scores, and no study has been made 

of the effects on scores of conditioning on different subgroups. A revision 

of the LASTIC form is underway, and some of the defects will be corrected. 

3. IDEA is also widely used here. There is no local data base so local com

parisons cannot be made directly. The item presentation of scores easily 

leads to misinterpretation of the scores for sumrnative evaluation. The usual 

means of administration is open to manipulation. 

4. 

5. 

Results on instructor-generated forms, while usefu~ for certain specific needs 

in formative evaluation, provide no valid basis for comparison with other 

faculty, so they have a very limited use in surnrnative evaluation. 

Quite often instructors provide an insufficient or unrepresentative series of 

questionnaire results for surnrnative purposes. According to Centra, (p. 27) 

at least five courses must be sampled in order to insure dependability if the 

number of students in the courses is at least 15. If as many as ten courses 

are sampled, the number of students in the courses makes little difference. 

6. Quite frequently student perception questionnaires are the only form of 

evidence presented for surnrnative evaluation. This leaves out important 

factors in the proper evaluation of teaching. 

7. The committee received a number of complaints that indicated students in 

substantial numbers were not taking seriously filling out LASTIC and IDEA 

forms. Two hypothesis as to the cause are: the forms are too long, the 

students are not made adequately aware of the real use and importance of the 

questionnaire results. 

9 
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8. Certain questions on many forms are biased toward certain styles or methods 

• of teaching, e.i. lecturing (see Scriven, p. 253). 

• 

• 

Minimum Criteria for Adequate Student Input into Sunnnative Evaluation 

1. The administration of questionnaires must insure the integrity of the results 

and the anonymity of the students. 

2. Ideally, the results should be interpreted with respect to an adequate, local, 

unbiased data base. 

3. The means of gathering the information must be relatively unobstrusive. 

Specifically, there should be control of the length of the form, the means 

of administration, and the frequency of administration. 

4. How to interpret the results correctly must be widely understood by those 

making decisions. In particular, small differences in scores should not 

be used to rank persons. 

5. A fairly large sample of instructor's courses should be represented, and 

these should not be chosen by the instructor. Either the sample should be 

random or exhaustive. 

6. Sufficient statistical analysis of the norm group should be carried out on 

the effects of different teaching conditions to allow reasonable interpre

tation of individual scores. In interpreting the scores allowance should be 

made for biases discovered in such statistical analyses. 

Recommendations 

On the basis of the foregoing considerations, the committee makes the following 

recommendations: 

1. That the faculty mandate the adoption of a un i versity-wide questionnaire for 

obtaining student perceptions of the t eaching effectiveness of individual 

instructors for use in summative evaluation . 

10 
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It is only just that students have a reliable vehicle for the transmission 

• of their views concerning the effectiveness of their instructors to those who are 

responsible for the professional evaluation of these instructors. Such a question

naire, in wide-spread use, is an appropriate means to accomplish this end. 

• 

• 

Members of the faculty, about whom judgments regarding tenure, promotion 

and salary are made, deserve to have available to them reliable information 

concerning their student's perceptions of their teaching. Presently such informa

tion does indeed enter into their evaluations in all sorts of ways, many of which 

are of dubious reliability. The creation and implementation of a well-designed 

questionnaire, correctly administered, will provide a much more reliable,systematic, 

and fair means of providing this component of teacher evaluation than do current 

practices. 

2. A technical committee should be created to design such a questionnaire, or 

adopt an existing one, to design a process for its correct administration, and 

to oversee its administration. 

This technical committee should: 

a) be composed of persons professionally qualified to create or 

judge the proper design of such tests and of other members of 

the faculty from areas not directly concerned with such design; 

b) consult with colleges and departments with regard to problems 

they have experienced in the use of previous questionnaires of 

this type so as to try to avoid these difficulties in the 

construction or adoption of this one; 

c) provide faculty groups and administrators involved in faculty 

evaluation with guidelines for the correct interpretation of 

questionnaire outcomes in the evaluation of individual faculty 

members; in particular they should investigate the effect of 

evaluation with respect to different norm groups and other such 

11 
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studies as they deem relevant to determining correct interpre

tive guidelines; 

d) be a continuing committee charged with the periodic review of 

the questionnaire and the responsibility to revise it as 

experience proves necessary. 

This committee is necessary for the creation and maintenance of the question

naire mandated in the first recommendation • 

12 
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Appendix 

IDEA 

The IDEA survey form for obtaining student reactions to instruction 

and courses was developed by the Center for Faculty Evaluation and 

Development at Kansas State University. It is a questionnaire form with 

45 items. It uses a five point Likert-type scale (that is, for each item 

there is a choice of five responses, say, from stron~ly agree to strongly 

disagree). The basic data base includes responses from roughly 17,000 

classes. One of the unusual features of IDEA is that i ,t attempts to 

measure the degree of motivation of each student taking the course. The 

information returned to the instructor is normed against other courses of 

similar size in which students report similar levels of motivation. The 

report to the instructor consists of an item by item analysis of student 

response, which is a generally less reliable form of information for 

summative purposes than is a factor analysis report. It may provide an 

instructor with valuable information about a specific strength or weakness 

for formative purposes. The form is administered by the instructor. 

Current costs are $0.33 per student form which includes the cost of 

processing and report to the instructor. 

LASTIC 

The LASTIC student survey form was developed at WSU by the Liberal 

Arts and Sciences Teacher lmporvement Committee. It consists of a 

questionnaire that contains 11 demographic items and 39 instructor/course 

evaluative items. The responses to the evaluative items are recorded on a 

five-point Likert-type scale. Provision is also made for student response 

to open-ended questions. The data base consists of 42,019 questionnaires 

14 
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collected from 2,115 class sections. Responses are reported to 

instructors both by an analysis of individual items and a factor analysis 

that shows the insturctor's standing with respect to six factors. The 

format for reporting results is currently .under review. The factor 

analysis format is a statistically reliable means of providing information 

for summative review, provided that the the questionnaire is properly 

administered. Currently, the questionnaire is administered by student 

proctors from the class under evaluation. It has been difficult to 

determine the cost of administering LASTIC. 

College of Business Administration's SPTP Form 

The SPTP form was developed at WSU in the College of Business 

Administration and has been adopted by its faculty specifically for 

teacher evaluation. It consists of a questionnaire with six demographic 

items and ten evaluative items, two of which are open-ended. For the 

remaining evaluative items, responses are recorded on a five-point Likert

type scale. In order to establish a college-wide basis for evaluation, 

the Business faculty voted to have a mandatory evaluation in each class in 

the college for a two semester period, with the stipulation that the 

mandatory evaluation for all classes would not constitute a precedent 

establishing procedure. This was done last year. The primary advantage 

of this questionnaire, aside from it universal data base, is its brevity. 

It requires only five to ten minutes of class time to administer. The 

main disadvantage is that it is a relatively unsophisticated 

statistically. There is only one item per area of evaluation, and this 

poses problems with reliability and validity. Costs are not yet 

• available. 

15 
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Music Performance Department Forms 

Forms for student evaluation of music performance instruction were developed 

because most of the instruction in that department takes place in the private 

studio or in the rehearsal of musical ensembles and they perceived that neither 

activity is completely compatible with the _approach and questions of other forms 

used in the university. The form consists of 18 to 21 questions, the responses 

to which are recorded on a five-point Likert-type scale. In addition, there is one 

open-ended question. No body of statistical data has been assembled from these 

evaluations, so interfaculty comparisons are impossible as well as judgments as 

to reliability. Costs of administration are unavailable. 

CHRP Course/Instructor Evaluation Questionnaire 

The College of Health Related Professions developed a Course/Instructor 

Evaluation Questionnaire. It consists of 20 questions, of which four are demographic • 

The responses to the remaining questions are recorded on a five-point Likert-type 

scale. The use of this form was mandatory for several semesters in all lecture 

classes with 10 or ·more students and three or fewer instructors. The data base 

from this use is available. Mandatory student evaluation of teaching has since 

been discontinued. The cost of printing and administering this form is $0.074 

per student, with no charge for scoring. 

In addition, there was developed in CHRP a questionnaire for use in clinical 

courses. The form consists of 30 questions. Responses are recorded on a five~point 

Likert-type scale. The form was developed because, like the music performance 

faculty, the clinical faculty felt that the more widely used forms were not appro

priate in the clinical setting. It was used on a trial basis by several faculty, 

but no comprehensive record exis ts. Costs are unavailable . 

16 



• 16 Dc&ermining Facuhy Effectiveness 

to gi\'e nw1c importance co peer judgments a& other institutions and 
less importance 10 the sheer number of an ides in all types of journals. 

Overview 

In the n.·maining d1apters the evaluation of faculty perfor
mance will be discussed as it rclaws to using thecolkned information 
10 make personnel decisions or 10 imprm·e fan1lty p<-rfonnancc: in 
their \'arious acti\'itic:s. Evaluators rder to the former as .summati1•e 

e11a luativ,1 because it "sums up" pe.-fnrmancc at the end of a time 
period and results in some kind of overall judgment . £\·al11,11iun to 
improve performance can be called furmati1,e bemuse it is meant 10 
help "form" performance while it is in progress. Chapters Two 

• through Five discuss 1he C\'aluation uf teaching-the strengths and 
limi1a1ions of student 1·atings (Chapter Two), sdf-assessmt·nt and 
self -analysis , ,d1id1 iududcs audio and video pla)·back a!> well .is the 
so-called indi vidu.dizcd devclop111c111 plan (Chaptt·r Three), colk;1gue 
naluation~ (Cli ,1p1e1 Four), and the assessment of student learning 
(Chapter Fin:). Chapter Six considers the evalu.uion uf research, 
ad\'isiug, and publi c ser\'icc, and Chapter Seven discusses leg,11 con
cerns in personnel policy. Key <1ucs1ions are raised· in ead1 of the 
chapters, research re lated to each of 1hese questions is s11mm,u-izcd. 
anc.J 1t com1nl·11da1ions ar(· offered at the chapter's nmdusion . 

The fin a l chapter s111nmariles some key points and details ,1 
comprehe11 si\·e model of faculty e\',tl11a1ion with reference to other 
models . It also discusses the admini~tr,11or's role and 111ethods of 
using nalu;11ion information for personnel decisions . 

•• 
John A. Centra, Determining Faculty Effectiveness, 
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979. 

TWO 

Uses and ·Limitations 
of Student Ratings 

Dt'spite some strong opposition 
to incorporating student ratings in faculty C\·alua1io11, they aa·e widely 
used and endorsed by both students and fan1hy members. Sevt'nty-two 
peu:cnt of responding college freshnwn in the 19i7 an11ual sur\'ey by 
the American Council on Education (:\CE) felt that tht·y should lwlp 
to evaluate facuhr performance (Astin, 1978). The past half dozen 
ACE sur\'eys reported similar findings. And in 197!? nc:arly 70 percent 
of a national sample of facult)' members agreed that "fan1hy 
prnmotiom should be based in part on formal swde111 evaluatim~s of 
their teaching" (Bayer, 1973). 

Student ratings take place ,ll the end of llw nnarst· and arc 
generally dt'scribed as informal or formal. l11fon11;1I student n·alua
rions invoh·e occasional commtnts 10 tlw ins1n1nur or the dt'an hy a 
few students in the class. Such opiniom may 1101 repn·sent the \'il'WS 
of all the students and arc therefore less useful than those comprehen
sive or formal systems that ask students for wrillt'll responses to a set of 

17 
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short-answer, open-ended questions concerning the co urse a nd the 
teaching methods. 

What Are the Characterisria of Effective Teaching? 

Many techniques have been used over rhe years 10 identify 
potentially useful items for inclusion in formal systems of rating 
teaching and courses. A widely used me1hod requests 1he opinions of 
£acuity members, students, administrators, and alumni. Using such 
consultation, a Universily o( Toledo study (Perry and Baumann, 
1973) idemified some sixty teacher behaviors that students, faculty, 
and alumni associated with effective teaching. Ranked high in te;ich
ing value by all three groups were such behaviors as being well 
prepared for class and exhibiting interest in the subject u nder study, 
while items with low teaching ,•alue included being neally d ressed or 
having irritating personal mannerisms. 

Hildebrand , Wilson, and Dienst (1971) sought to describe ef
(ec1ive teaching by a survey of students and faculty at the University of 
California, Davis. Students-asked to identi(y the best and the worst 
teachers that they had had in the previous year and 10 describe their 
te~ching-induded as distinguishing features or good teach ing such 
items as "explains clearly, . .. seems to enjoy teaching, . . . makes 
diHicult topics easy to understand, . . . knows if class is understanding 
the teacher or not, ... keeps well informed about class progress , ... is 
sensiti\'e 10 student's desire to ask a question. " Faculty members 
queried in the same survey listed such comments on good teaching by 
their colleagues as "seems to ha\'e a congenia l relationship wi th 
students, . . . uses well-chosen examples to clarify poinis, . . . empha
sizes way5 of solving problems rather than solutions, . .. is a n excel
lent public speaker" (emphasis added). 

In 1975, Wo1ruba and Wright summarized twenty-one studies 
in which \'arious groups had been asked to identify the qualities of 
effective teaching. The resulting list, typical of what would be found 
in most studies of thi s kind, included ten most frequently named 
characteristics: 

• Communication skills-dearly interprets abstract ideas and theo
ries 

• Favo rable attitudes toward students 

• Uses and Limitations of Student Ra tings 19 

• Knowledge of subject 
• G ood organization o f subjl'ct ma t1 t·1 and cotll ~t· 

• En thusiasm a bout subject 
• Fairness in examinations a nd grad ing 
• Willingness to experiment_:_flcx ihle 
• Encouragement of students to 1hin k for themst'lvcs 
• Interesting lecturer-good speaking ahi li ty 

Studies such as these have genera((:d a poo l o l ir ems tha 1 
institutions can use in develo ping the h1111drc-cls o f 1 ;11 i11 g 10 1111s 1ha1 
have been developed over the years. (T hl' hcsl -kll0\\'11 of I h rsc j ll SIT II· 

men ts are briefly desn ibcd in the Appendix.) Two t rn11111n cia I forms 
currently used by the la rgest numhn of, o lleges an· rite F.cl111 a1ional 
Testing Sen·ice's (ETS) S111den1 lm u 1u1io11a l Report (SIR ) a 11<l 1he 
Instructional Dt·velo pmC'nt anti Efft:cti\'t:1wss . .\sscs,11 wnt Sys1t·111 
(IDEA) from Kansas State U t1 i\'ns ity ( ~tT Exh ihir s :1 ;111d fi ). 

What Should Be the Content of Rating l'orm s? 

Factor analysis studic·s o f studen t ra1ings p11bl i, hed o \'<T the 
past twenty-five years (examples an · Coffma n, 19:'d; I lodgson , 1958; 
Isaacson and o thers. 196-1; Centra . 1973a) ha,e idrnri(i (.'(I st·,Tr;tl 
common dimensions or groups o f items. Th n:e ol 1h11se ;1ppeari ng in 
the majority of instruments d evised a re (I) o rga11 i1a1i,,n . struct mt' , ot 

clarity, (2) 1eacher-studen1 interact io n 11r 1appo r1 , and (3) 1ead1i11g 
skill , communication , or lec1uring ahi li1y (sec Exh ibit 7 ). Other 
categories incluck d occasionall y in I a t i ng i 11strumen1 ~ are C\'a I 11a1 io ns 
of the course workload o r difficult y. grading a 11d exam ina tio ns, im
pact on students (self-rated snuk nt an-omplish nw111 ). a nd glo ba l o r 
overnll effectiveness. 

Teachers can add five to te 11 optiona l i t<"ms w m·i,st m ad 1i nt> 
scored forms in order to obtain st1 11!t-111 reanions to su ch a reas as 
par1 icular assignments, 11·sts, aml 1cd111 iq ll<"S used . \\" i I h o p t io n:i I 
items, s1udcnts G ill a lso ratl' thl' ad 1i,·,·,·111t·111 o l spt·, i I i1 em u st· o hjn. 
ti\"CS. Grasha (1977) dt·snihes 011t· s11d1 p1ocn l1111· . Tht' insr runor. 
after re\·iewing each objenivc, asks s1111k111s 10 idt' nti l, ;111 y objenin· 
that has not been made d ear du ring rhe co urse and 10 explain the 
reasons for this lack of d ari1 y. Studems a lt' asked I!> iml icarc their 
difficulties in achieving each objcct i\'e and to namt· rhe fac rors re-
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Exhibit 5. Student Instructional lltporl 

1 rt111 ~u,u+onu•ut g11i1c~ yOu an opponvn11y 10 e•prn, M1onymouily you, vieWI of thi1 couue 

i1nJ 1hc w•y t, hiH bun l,orJll 1111.J,ulc 1h1t tftponM doMU 10 yOUf w.aw Ly blxk..-,int 1he 
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Do not ~in i,;k o, bill point pen 

SIR Repo,1 NumlM, 

W=t=tJ 
NA 10, ,.. .. 1 ol> pL/1 ...... ,., o, Wn"1 .. no,)... Tl,, 11,u, .. .., ... dUf'I •tQI 
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SA ••• ~~~tL~lt!! Yo., mo'"l)I, ~t!I •'lo•III .,,, ...... ""''' 

N •I AC•lll•I• IQ 11111.:oufMtJf HlllluC Wt . 

A 1)1 • ~ Vc.u 4V'H OtOtl if16'1 yOu d<Wi"fT ...... h II .. II.Ille· 

m e n t u •I ..,,,1,n tu 01t1 <Ckl•M 01 on11t .. C:t0f . 
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Exhibit S. (continued) 

2s. W• Clas& liH 111i1f.:10,y for I.he 
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. • , Ya. mo11 ol fl• time 
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Exhibit 6. Instructional Development and Effectiveness 
Assessment Sv11em (IDEA) 

T- -..,..., ... won lo - "'"- wlN ,. ..... llolpf,,I ___ .. ,_ ........... . 
• DlscriN 1M ''9'""'' ef ,..,, 1•11,vcee,•1 ,.1eN111 ,..M.,.,.., """ "'° ............. , 

I - Her-., I- 1- s.-11-, 
I - Occa1l .... lly I - F,tt1 .. •IIJ I - Alto"t Alw1rt 

........ ,, ••• l 
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JI. I *'°"Id like to lekeanoflwr courM from"''' Instructor 
ll. A1 1 rHuh of .. Uno this courM. I ha•• more Pollitt•• fNll"fl, 

toward this IJetd of 1tudy. 

lt. t hi•• ''"'•n thouottttut c0111iderat1on lo the cav-111ons on "''' 

'°''" 
• OetcriN ,..,. 1tatw1MINhlk,wi .. ,, •1tdtt1t"1 t11t .,_,,.,.. .... 
-.ace ... Ille ........ C•r•. 

A. 1 o which 1t • . , .. •out> 4lo ,ou belont? 
I - Ftrt\Ale, under 1S 
1 - Malt, under 1S 

J - ftm•lt . JS or e\ler 
t - - M.tle. H or o.,., 

I . Do rou consider ,ourNtf lo be a full -lime or a p,arf .hr,,e 1tudtntf 
I -full -llmt 
1 - Parl time 

C. Counting the pr11tnl term. for hOW "''"'f' term,,....,, y0u atltndtd 
this coll• or unlwtrslty? 

J-tor I I - I ltrm 
, _, ... > • - • or more 

0 . WNt tr•cM do ,ou ••peel tor«.tiwt ,n lh,s courH? 

1-A J - C 
t-1 •-Dor F S-Ot,,., 

E. What 11 rour clenitlcellon? 

J - J"'"•or or Senior 
•-Gredua,. , - oi ... , 

f. Fttr how- man, courlt'I hawt you tflled oul this form durlnt IN 
Pf'•Mnl term? 

I - 1"'41 It the first court• 
I - 1 or J course, J - • or more courtts 

G . How w•lt did tht quf'lllont on 1h11 form ~rmtl you lo dttcrtbt 
,our lmp,n1lon1 of tt'lit instructor •nd <ouf'le? 

I - Very well J - Not very wtll 
J - °'111• w•II t - Poor I, 

H yew NlslfwclH ,..., •••• flv•ti.,., , a,ttwer t1Min1 6n lht fPICt 
•utn.ae.4 en IN ... ,_,.H C•rtl . 

Yevr umnttAfl •rt htiute4 ... Mw the instr•cl• Mithl 6,n,rewt 
•s CMlrtt er teHIMfll precedvrtt. Use IN ,ac11 ., .,.. ... ,,_.. 
c.,, lvn .. u •lf'ltrwke 41irecte41. 

, .. , ..... e, ......... ,ec ... .,1 ....... - ..... ~-....... ,-.,-. ,,,. 
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Exhibit 7. factors or c.atcgories of Ratings and Examples of hems 

I. Organization, S1r11nurc, or Cla.-it)' 
• Material presented in an orderly manm·r 
• lnsirunor well prepan·d for cad1 dass 
• Class 1imc well spent 
• Course well organized 
• lnstruoor made dear whar we w1·1<· ,·xpnw<l 10 lo-a111 
• C'.onsidcrable agrcenu:nt herwc·c·n ,11111111111n"d ol,jl', 1in·s a11d wha, 

was ta11gl11 

2. Tcac lll'r -S111dc111 lmcranion or Rappon 
• lnsumtor readily a,·ailahlc (or 1u11suha1ion wirh ,111dn11s 
• lnstruclOr s1·enlt'd IO know wh1·11 s1111l1·111s clit111 ·1 1111d« ·1,1a11d 1lw 

ma1crial 
• lnstrnoor acth·ely hdplul whl'n s111dn11s hail clilli« 11hy 
• S11ulc111s lch hce 10 ask qucs1ions rn 1·xprcss opi11io11s 
• lnsunnor St'l'111t·d conn·1m·d wi1h ,,-llt'1h« ·1 ,111di:111s ka1111 ·d 

the ma1nial 

.!I. Teaching Skill, Commu11ica1io11, ot L<T1111 i11g .\hiliry 
• lnsnuoor 11~ed cxamplt·s ,,, ill11s11;11i,J11, 1,, c L11il1· rlw 111a11·1i:il 
• lnsnunor spoke audihly anti dea1 ly · 
• lnstm<1or prese111t'd m,ucrial dea1 ly 
• lnstrucwr summarized or e111ph,hi1nl 111aJ111 p111111s III k, 1111t·s 

or disn1ssio11s 

4. Workload, ComS<' DiHicuhy 
• In relation IO other courses, this wm lduad was h1·;11 \ 
• lnsuunor u-inl to co,·er too 1111tch 111a1t·1ial · 
• Reading assign111e111s wnt· , ·cry dilfo uh 
• Course challengl·tl mt· i111dlt-n11ally 
• I put a grca1 c.kal or dlnn i111111his c.Ht1ht' 

5. Grnding, Examinations 
• lns1ruc1nr wld s111den1s hm,· 1hey \,·oultl he e\·aluarnl 
• [xa111i11a1ions reflent'cl 1he i111pona111 a,pt·1 IS 111 rllt', 1111r-1· 

• lnstr11«-1or 111adt· hl'lplul co1111111·111s 1111 pa1 ,1·1, , ,1 t"X;1111, 
• l11s1rnnor assigned gradl's (ai1 ly and i111pa11i ;1lly 

6. lmpan 011 S111dents, S1mlc111 Sdl-Rau·d .\uo111pli,li111t"11h 
• I learned a great deal in 1his nmrst· 
• This CT>llhl' gt'llt'lally (ullillt·tl 111y g11;1ls 
• This n111rsc.· ,limula1ccl lllt' 10 wa111 lo 1a~ e 11101, · " ·, 11 I,; 111 1he ,amt' 

or a rt·t11t·d an·.1 

7. (;lohal, On·rall R,11i11g, 
• l11s1111nm 's dltTtin·nt·ss ;1s a lt'ath, ·1 " ·a, : (, ·x,dl.-.11 111 prn11) 
• On·rall value of lhl' t 11111st' was : (n1 dl, ·111 111 prn ,1 1 
• lnsiruc 101 111:1111· a majrn co1111ili111i1111 10 lllt' \'.1liu- 111 rhis n1111si· 

• C1·11t·1al q11ali1y o( l«Tllm·s w;1s: (t·x, dl,·111 10 p,1111) 

• C:ennal quality o( d.iss di,n1s~i1111s wa, : (1 ·s1 d lt-111 '" poo1) 
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sponsible for such problems. An ahernaae approach is 10 ask saudents 
to rate individually their prngress toward each specific content 
objective. 

_ In formal, most rating instruments encourage students to add 
comments about the course and the way it was taught. Open-ended 
questions-such as "How do you think the course can be improved?" 
or "What did you like least (and most) about the course?"-can be 
used to elicit student reactions that single-response questions fail to 
tap. Some instructors and departments prefer 10 use such open-ended 
questions. Students mighl understandably (eel constrained, however, 
abqut making negative comments, (earing that their course grades 
would be affected; typing would ensure anonymity, bua the cost and 
time involved in this practice limits its use. Responses to open-ended 
questions are also vulnerable to more subjecaive interpretation than 
are answers to single-response questions. Uthe comments are used in 
a summary evaluation o( the instructor, care musl be aaken not to put 
undue weight on a (ew highly negative or highly positive remarks. 

Including an optional section or open-ended questions on 
rating forms allows instructors greater Hexibility in improving the 
course and their teaching practices. Another way to give individual 
teachers some Uexibility and choice, devised at Purdue University, is 
known as the "ca(eaeria system" (see the Appendix). This computer
assisted system allows teachers to choose from a catalogue listing 200 
items. Selections are added aoa nonoptional core o( five items, and the 
computer prints individually designed questionnaires. As with 
standard forms, the computer then scores and processes student re
sponses. Other institutions such as the University of Illinois and the 
University of .Michigan have similar rating programs. 

Although the major use of student ratings is to guide insuuc
tional improvement and faculty summative evaluations, another use 
is 10 help students in their choice of courses and teachers. Forms for 
this use indude items rating the evaluation of class sessions, the 
relevance of the course, the amount of work required, and the degree 
of teacher interest i11 the class. Such information is also useful 10 
teachers for course improvement. In practice, most of the items typi
cally found in forms designed for student use are included in instru
ments designed for teacher use, so the contents of the two types of 
ins1nune111s generally differ much less than do their intended 
audiences. 

· :-· • 
Uac:s and Limitations of Student Ratings 

Some student government groups and oth'er student organiza
tions collect and publish student rating information. As might be 
expected, student-produced critiques vary considerably in quality 
from one institution to another and from one year to the next, de
pending on the students involved. A few stud~nt-spo_nsored rat~ng 
programs allow teachers to sec their personal rat~ng~ pnor to pubh~a
tion in order to include their comments on the hndmgs or to provide 
additional information aholll the comscs. This approach is more 
impartial, and it provides information about the comst'.s _,hat is not 
usually found in college catalogues. Unfon11natcly, certaan student
sponsored course critiques are based 011 .-ati11gs by small and nonrep
resentative samples of students or may emphasize some of the more 
critical comments about a teacher. regardless of how generalized such 
comments may be, thus leading many faculty members to object to 
student-conducted course ratings. Critics also argm: that student
sponsored ratings result in "instructor hos1ili1y, r~·sentmen~, and 
distrust," and thus alienate fan1hy members from their work wuh the 
class (Kerlinger. 1971. p. 354). · 

A recent and less common use of student ratings is to determine 
whether or not teachers possess the minimal competencies and behav
iors expected of all fat:uhy members. At Michigan State Univers~ty, 
for example, the Academic C.ouncil approved a code of teadung 
responsibility that included se\·en specific provisions rccom.mended 
for use in making salary, promotion, and tenure decisions. The coun
cil also approved a student rating form 10 reflc<:t sped fie points in the 
code, including the following (Ohon, 1977): 

l. Were the insnuctional objectives stated either in writing or orally 
at the beginning of the term? Was instruction consistent with 

stated object~ves? 
2. Did the instructor explain course grading procedures either in 

writing or orally? Were the stated grading procedures followed? 
5. Were graded materials returned 10 you soon enough to be useful 

in your learning? . 
4. Did the instructm meet your class at the schedult·d or agreed upon 

time? 
5. Did the instructor have scheduled oHic·e hours for consultation? 

Was the instructor or teaching assistant available during office 

hours? 
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6. Was lhe ins1ruc1or available for prearrangedappointmems with 
you? 

The \'as, majorily of faculty members would receive positive 
responses to these and other items on the form. For the few who might 
not, the information obtained would be useful in making administra· 
tive decisions and in enforcing a reasonable teaching code. 

Regardless of their purpose, student rating forms should be 
succinct. Ten 10 fifteen minutes should be 1he maximum time needed 
10 complete a set of questions; anything longer strains s1uden1 i111eres1 
and tolerance and diminishes the quali1y of responses, especially if 
forms have been completed for sevetal comses. As teachers, 100, 
wourd rese111100 much class time being spent in this way, institutions 
might orfer them a short form of no more than ten questions. A 
slight!)· longer form designed particula.-ly for ins1ruc1ional im
proveme111 could be administered when teachers want more detailed. 
information. 

Are S1uden1 Ralings Reliable? 

An instrumen1 of poor reliability can be 1ho'ught of as an 
elastic yardstick 1ha1 would provide a diHerent reading each time it 
was used. Student ratings are not elastic yardsticks. Their reliability 
or consisiency, as indicated by numerous studies, is ,·cry good, prm·id
ing enough s1uden1s in a class have made ratings. For personnel 
decisions, i1 is also importam 10 base judgmems on several courses 
1augh1 by a specific teacher. 

Feldman ( 1977) discussed severa I procedures used b)' researchers 
10 determine 1he reliability of studem ratings. Each procedure es1i
ma1es the extent of student agreement on ratings within a class or 
lheir internal consistency. The results are fairly similar, regardless of 
the specific: procedure. One method draws pairs of s1Uden1s at random 
from a <:marse and correlates their rntings, with higher conelations 
indicating greater consislt'tH"y among s1tule111 respondems. :\ similar 
method computes 1he mean scores for rnndom hah•es of a class and 
then conela1es these means across a number of classes. A third and 
more hequenrly used method computes 1he imradass correlation 
coefficient (Winer, 1962). This index compares the variation within 
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classes with the varia1ion across classes 10 provide a11 t·stima1r of 1he 
rela1i\·e homogeneity of ratings. A low reliabili1y es1 imate, acrnrding 
10 this method, usually indicates a wide varia1ion in ratings among 
smdents in a typical class. Ideally. it is desirable 10 ha,'t' more diHercn-
1iation among mean scores for teachers than among i11divid11al s1uden1 
responses in each class. As with the other proced111 cs, this docs not 
measure the extent 10 whid1 s1uden1s gi,·e exactly 1he same rating. 

Applying the inrraclass conelarion pron·d111 e, I cakulat('d 
reliabilities for each of thirty instructional ra l ing i1nns and for \'arying 
numbers o( student raters (C'..enua, 1973a). Wi1h H·n rains. 1he relia
bility c.oeHiciems were about. 70 fur mos, items and. 78 for ratings of a 
teacher's overall effectiveness. The estimated rdiahility for fift een 
student raters was above .80for most of the itl'lns; for I\\Tnl y rarcrs. tht' 
reliabilities wete close to .90. These a,·eragt' rdiahili I it·s arc ~imilar 10 
those reported in other studies. 

Given this information, how many s1mkn1s an· ll<'<'dcd 10 
provide a sound basis for a reliable an·,age rating? The answer 
depends on how the rating results are 10 I><' us<'d. For ins1nrc1ional 
improvements, average ratings based on as few as cigl11 or ten students 
could provide the instructor with usdul information , bur larger 
numbers are preferable. To e,·alua1e a teacher's im1ructional effec
tiveness for a promotional decision, bo1h the 1111111ht.T of s111den1s 
raring each course and the number of toruses to he considered are 
critical. A study by Gilmore, kane, and Naccarato ( 1978) shows that 
the use of ratings from five or more courses in which some fif1ce11 
students responded will result in a "dependable" assessment of teach
ing effectiveness; they found that ra1 ings from more I ha11 fi ve courses 
are required for dependability if teachers ha,·e ta11gl11 rela 1i\·ely sma II 
sections (fewer than fifteen studen1s). U as man\' as It' ll courses are 
considered, then the number of s1ude111 raters for 1he rnrious courses 
makes lillle difference. I( the ratings of only on<· or 1wo courses are 
considered, however, the researchers concluded 1ha1 the results shou Id 
not be used as a measure of 1e;1ehi11g dfccri,·em·ss for personnel 
decisions, regardless of the numbn of rains. 

The proponion of a dass 1ha1 ratt·s an instntrlor is as imponam 
as the number of raters. If only twenty 0111 of sixty s11ule111s in a class 
respond to a rating form, i1 is possible that rhey do nor represent the 
reactions of the entfre class (unless raters are sclt'1 t<'d on a random 
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basis). Even wi1h responses from 1wo third·s of the enrolled studen1s in 
a course-1he minimum desirable proportion-there could be some 
response bias. Using the evalua1ions of a sufficiem number of stu· 
dems, however, will reduce 1he effecas of a few divergent raters. 

The s1ahilit)' of student responses has also been investigated to 
de1ennine 1he inrtuence of student moods and 01her invalid effects. 
Ra1ing forms given twice to the same students O\•er a short period of 
1ime produced fairly s1able resuhs (C,0s1in, 1968; C..entra, 1972); 1he 
mean ra1i11gs for 296 1eachers collec1ed abou1 five weeks apart, for 
example, conela1cd an average of . 70 for 1wen1y-three ra1ing items. 
Ratings collected a year a pan from 1he same studems also correlated 
significanlly, 1hough the la1er ra1ings ,ended to ra1e the teacher as less 
effective 1han ,hose collccicd at ,he end of the course (Overall and 
l\larsh, 1978). 

Do S1uden1 and Class Charac1eris1ics Affect Student Ratings? 

The fan 1ha1 s1udem ra1ings are reasonably reliable and stable 
when based on responses from a sufficiently large sample of students 
docs not guaraniee 1ha1 1hey are immune from contamination. 
Whe1her 1he ratings ac1ually assess teaching behavidr or reflect char
acieris1ics of (I) a course O\'er which 1he ,cacher has liule conirol or (2) 
of the ra1ers 1hn11seln.·s are cri1ical ques1ions-especially when ratings 
are used adminis1ra1ively. S1uden1 charac1eris1ics that could affect 
ra1ings include: age, sex, college year (freshman, sophomore, and so 
on), academic abili1y, grade poi111 a\'erage, expec1ed grade in 1he 
course, reason for 1aking 1hc course, and personality differences. 
Course d1aractcris1 ics lha1 cou Id ha \'Can effec1 ind udc: 1ype of course 
rcquircmen1 (major rcquiremc111, general college requirement, or 
electivt:), subjeci ma11er area, class size, and me1hoJ of instruction. 
The relationship be1wcen 1hese factors and student ratings has been 
i11\'cs1iga1cd in hundreds of madies, se\'eral o( which are re\'iewcd b)' 
Cos1i11, Crn·11ough, a11d i\leuges ( 197 I), Kulik .iml .\kKcad1ic( 1975). 
am! Doyle ( 1975). 

For a dosn look a1 1hc possible effects of s1ude111 and nmrse 
fanors 011 ra1 i11gs, ,vc drew 011 responses from O\'Cr 300,000 s111dents 
and apprnxima1cly 16,000 classes at O\'er JOO colleges 1h,11 had used 
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the Student lnstruc;tional Report (Ccnira and Creech, 1976). To facili
ta&e compu1a1ions, a random sa11111le of approximately 15,000 s111de11ts 
and 9,000 classes was selcncd aml analyn·d, fonasing on the fol lowing 
five-point global question: Compared to other ins1rnctors you have 
had (secondary school and college), how effecti\'c has the ins1rnctor 
been in this course? 

• ·one of the mos1 cfkctivc (among &he top 10 pt:1<ent) 
• More effecli\'e than most (amo11g &he &op 30 pem·111) 
• Abou1 average 
• Not as effecti\'e as most (in tht: lowcs1 30 pt·1ce111) 
• One of the least effecth1e (in 1he lowest 10 pt'IH' lll) 

Findings from 1his survey were similar 10 1hosc from many 01her 
studies: the rda1ionships between s1udent or t ·m11 ~e d1arac.1eris1ics 
and student ratings were generally imignific:an1 or small enough 1101 
10 ha\'e any practical significanc:e. for se\'eral fauor~. howe\'er-dass 
size, subjee1 area ofthe course, and (occasionally) 1ht· course i11 relation 
10 the students' curriculum-the corrdations wi1h ratings were high 
enough 10 recommend that they be considered in i111t·1preting ra1ings. 

Student characteristics ha\'ing weak or insignificani relation
ships with ratings of teac·her d(eciin:ness \\'en·: sex, grade poini 
a\'erage, college year, academic abili1y. and age. For example, the 
mean ratings gi\-en by females and males were al111os1 ide111irnl: 3. 7-l 
and 3. 73. But this is 1101 10 say 1ha1 1t·;1chers who dircn 1heir 1ead1ing 
toward slUdents of a particular sex or ahili1y ll'\'cl will llOI be ra1ed 
differently by 1hose groups. as Ellioi ( 1950) ~11ggests. He finds a 
positi\'e corrcla1ion between grade poi 111 a\'eragcs and 1eacl,.er ra1ings 
only wht·n the teacher 1augh1 10 1hc bt·uer stude111s in 1he class. 
Another study (Centra and Linn, l976)a11alyzed separa1ely the s1udent 
ratings wi1hi11 each of 1hn:e l;irge classes. Subgroups or students in 
each of the 1hrt'e classes rated diHt·n·n1 ly such thing~ as cmuse exami
nmions, class discussions, and ~1ssii.;11111c111s, bu1 in only om· of the 
courses (ti~lcd (significa11tly?) "S1Ki;1I hw,111ali1y'·) did such s1ude111 
charac1eris1ics as grades, gender, ,11111 colkgt· yt·a1 diHen·111ia1e 1he 
subgroups. Similarl)·, Yonge and Sasst·ma1h ( l91i8) i11\'cs1iga1t·d 1he 
relationship between s111dent perso11ali1y factors and ratings for each 
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of three instructors; they found personality factors to be somewhat 
related to ra1 ings, but the relationships were not consistent for all 
three instructors. 

These analyses within classes, as well as the numerous studies 
based on data pooled across classes, indicate that student characteris
tics, although not systematically affecting the ratings given, may o n 
occasion have a significant effect. Teachers who use ratings for self
improvement thus may find it useful 10 look beyond the average 
ratings born the entire class and inspect the responses of identiriable 
subgroups of students, such as those with high or low grade point 
averages. By examining subgroups' responses, instructors may dis
cover a rating pattern that suggests that one segment of the class is 
being sligh1ed. If so, some adjustments in teaching methods or course 
design may be needed. 

In personnel decisions, ratings should span a number of 
courses tauglu by a particular instructor in order to reduce the likeli
hood that the ratings have been systematically biased for or against 
the instructor. Providing norms or comparison information for sim
ilar courses can be equally valuable. This is especially important for 
factors, including the following four, that are more highly related to 
ra1ings. 

Class .Size. Very small classes-those with less 1han ten or 
fiheen studems-are most highly rnted. Those with fewer than 
fifteen students clearly received the highest ratings, followed by those 
with sixteen to thir1y-five students and &hose with over a hundred 
students. The lowest ratings are found in classes with thirty-fi\·e to a 
hundred students (Centra and Creech, 1976). Classes of more than a 
hundred students may receive higher ratings because colleges or 
departments assign their best teachers and resources to such large 
classes and because the teachers themselves may prepare more tho r
oughly for particularly large groups of students than they would for 
smaller ones. Classes with thirty-five to a hundred students may not 
receive such a11ention and may also be too large to facilitate teacher
student interaction. Smaller classes, especially those with fewer than 
fihecn students and thus with fewer demands and less student varia
tion, allow more questions to be posed and answered and enable 
teachers 10 adjust material more closely to student needs than cl'o 
larger classes. For the same reasons, discussion courses are generally 
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rated higher in both course value amt 1cad1er efkn ivl'ness 1han arc 
lec1ure courses. 

Subject Matter. In comparing thousands o f classes i11 each or 
the fields of study, slightly higher student ratings of rnurse val 11e and 
reacher effectiveness a re found in the fields or 1hc h11111an i1ies 1ha11 in 
the social sciences and the natural sciences (Ccnt ra am! Crccd1, 1976; 
Educational Test ing Service, 1975, 1977). Why this grncral pa11t·1 n 
exists is not clear, bu& it may be due 10 1hc re lati\'c i111port:111cc 
accorded to leaching and to 1·c~earch hy ins1r11crms i11 each of the 
different fields . In one study (Parsons a nd P l a 11 , 1968). 1cachcrs in I he 
natural sciences judged research 10 be th ree times as im portan t as 
teaching and social science teachers saw rt'scaH h as heing "four 
thirds" as important as teaching; only i111he huma11i 1it·s did instruc
tors see research and teaching as equa l in importancr. 

Students in more than four hundred classes frn111 fivt· colleges 
rated courses in the natural sciences as fa~tet pact'd, mort' d iffic u lt, 
and less stimulating than those in the humanities, so,ia l sciences. and 
education (Centra, 1972). They reported natural scicncl' teachers 10 be 
less open 10 new viewpoints than teachers in otlwr disciplines. 11 11-

manities teachers, compared to those in the other three areas , were 
rated as less likely 10 inform students of e\'a lua1io11 ml't hods and less 
likely 10 leach toward announced ol>jecti\'t'S. 

Type of Course Requiremmt. S1ude111s gi \ c slightly h igher 
ratings to their majors or elcc1ivcs tha n to courses taken to fu lfill a 
college requirement (Centra and Creech . 1976). Their 111oti\'atio11 and 
their personal interest in their major coursf's and in subjects tht·,· han : 
chosen to study would lead tht'm 10 rate the courses as mot e \'al uable 
and effective. In addition, some 1cad1ers ha \'e less interest in lower
level, college-required courses a nd thus put ll'ss effort into 1heir 
teaching. 

Grade Expected. Ol major com:ern in ra ting programs a 1t· the 
influence of students' grades on thei r ratings and the possibility 1hat 
students will reward easy-grading teachns ,,·it h highn I al ings. There 
seems to be no o,·erriding evidence 1ha1 s1udents rate an in str11l'tor 
more favorably o r unfavorably on the hasis of 1lw gr:uks 1hey a 111 id
pa1e receiving-although there may ht· on a~io11s " ht'111 ha1 ocn 11 s, as 
shown by Holmes ( 1972), who found I hat studems gi , ·1· 1hr inst rnrtm 
lowl'r ratings if their actual grades are lower 1ha11 1hose 1hcy had 
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expected . Similady, they give lower ratings when their expected 
grade is lower than the grades they have received in mher courses, as 
indica1cd by 1heir cumulative grade point average (Bausell and Ma
goon, 1972; Ccntra and Creech, 1976). 

The correlation between grades and ra1ings is usually in the 
.20 range. In one l>tudy (Cemra and Creech, 1976), students expecting 
an A grade gave 1eachers an average rating of 3.95 (on a five-point 
scale), while ,hose expening a Cgrade gave them an a\'crage ra1i11gof 
3.11. The correlation between expec1ed grade and student ratings of 
the course value are ge11erally a liule higher than che correla1ion 
bet ween cxpened grade and teacher rating. Both correlations are 
based on da1a pooled across classes, hut evidence indicates that the 
same rela tionships would hold for analyses within classes as ~ell 
(Ceama and Linn, 1976). 

One way to interprel 1he association between expec&ed grade 
aml ra1ings is to \'iew i1 as partial evidence for validi1y: If a grade or an 
ex1wc1ed g rade 1dlects how much a studem knows about the subject 
ma11cr a, 1ht: end or 1he course, then there should be some relationship 
between tha t grade and the student's ratings of 1he teacher and of the 
course. In pan . then, 1he relationship can be viewed as modest evidence 
&ha t s1ude111s ra te higher those courses in which they learn more. 

Are Ratings Affected by Teacher Characteristics? 

Whether s1ucien1 ra1ings reflect characteristics of· instructors 
that :.hould ha ,·e no eUecc on 1heir leaching effeni\·eness is a major 
co11cern . (\\'e wo uld hope. for example, that s1udents would not raie 
hill professors highly simply because or their rank or s1a tus on cam
pus.) Research evidence indicates 1ha1 teacher charac1eris1ics are gen
erally 1101 rdatcd 10 the ra1i11g~ they recei\'e. The one exception is the 
number of years of teaching experien<.e, bu11he pauern of ratings for 
teadaers \\' ith , ·;1ryi11g years of experience is d early explainable and 
prnbal>ly docs nrn adk l"l bia~. 

. .\11.ilpis of 1he rat ings or on·rall 1ead1i11g eHcni\·encss for 
111on· than 8,000 1c.id1tT\ \\"ith ,aa yi11g )Tars of experience shows 1hat 
thme i11 their first year of tt·;u hi11g generally receive the poorest 
ra1i11gs (a\'crage :iS :I 011 a rin·-poi111 scale (Cemra and Creech, 19761 ). 

Te.adtets wi1h OIi<' oa 1,,·o years or experience and &hose with more 
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than twelve years receive similar racings, an av<:rage o f about !l.75. 
Slightly higher are teachers in the thrt:e· co twelve-r ear range, with an 
average of !1.8!1. First-year tead1ers arc usually learning on the job; 
most of ahem have had li1tle formal u-aining in graduate school on the 
process of teaching. In using ratings for administrative purposes, 
then, it should be recognized that first-year tt'adwrs ma y improve 
considerably with experience. While instructms wi1h very poor ratings 
may not beconie exceptiona~ teachers, there n>111d be nitical changes 
for first -year teachers who recci\'e only a\'erage ra1ings. 

The slight decline in rated effeni\'<:ness in llae la ter yc:ars of a 
teaching career (there is nu signifirnnce in the twclhh year per se; my 
recent analysis with a new sample indica1es that tt:achers with over 
twenty years of experience received even lower ratings on the a\·erage) 
has implications for teaching improvement progra ms. Some u·achers 
acquire substantial adminisnati\'e or research rt spo mibilitit's in their 
later years, along with a decline in u;ac.:hing in\'o lvenwnt; others 
become bored and indifferent . Facuh y de\idopment programs, there
fore, need to be concerned with revitalizing older tt·achers and with 
assisting those just entering &ht' profession. Highet ( 1976) poi111s out 
&hat changes occur over time in the subject mauer within a discipline, 

· as do &eachers' rela tionships wi1h their m1dcn1s. He belie\'es chat 
many &eachers ill'their lattr years ass,mw aoo much kno wledge 011 ihe 
pan of the young, whik their own grasp of tht· subject mauer has 
become more au1omatic Eble ( 1971) raro\ icies an t·xcellent discussion 
of career development for facuhy members in mid-ca reer and lacer. 

Numerous studies ha\•e con elated other reacher cha racteristics 
wi1h rnrings, such as academic rnnk, sex, cc;u:hing load , and rese.irch 
productivity. None of these, however, are si~nificantly a nd consis
tently related to ratings. 

Academic Rank. The mean scores for mort· 1ha118,000 teachers 
at four academic ranks (instructor through prnks!>or) are virtually 
iden1ical (C,enna and Creed,, 1976). Only 1t'.1d1ing assi:.t,ancs recc·i\'ed 
significantly lower scores- probably due to llwir li111i1cd tt•adaing 
experit·nce, as disc·ussed ca.-lin . 

Se.\ . Male a11d kmalc 1eadwrs .ueoccasi1111ally rated diffne111ly, 
but the differences do not ha\'e m11d1 prac1it al signific uu:e. Stuclc111s 
in one study (C..entra, 1972) ra1ed womt'n tcac hers higher than mt·n 
teachers on items dealing with tead1cr-s1mle111 imcran ion; however, 
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they found courses 1augh1 by men more stimulating. A few studies 
reported ratings to be slightly higher when teacher and student gender · 
are the same (Ferber and Huber, 1975; Elmore and LaPointe, 1975), 
but even these small difrerences are inconsistent and may depend on 
the particular course (Wilson and Doyle, 1976). 

Teachi,ig Load. One might expect that facuhy members with 
the heaviest teaching loads would receive lower student ratings be

causeof less time for preparation and other teaching-related activitit'S. 
Yet the opposite is true. Analysis of ratings for the more than 8,000 
teachers studied l,y C.e,ma and C,·eech (1976) indicates that teachers 

with a credit-hour load of thirteen or more were given the highest 
ratings. There is little difference in the ratings of teachers with less 
than a thirteen-hour 1ead1ing load. 1-'aculty with loads of thirteen or 
more hours are generally located at two-year or four-year n,lleges 
where teaching is the major faculty activity. Indeed, the ratings of 
teachers at two-year colleges are slightly higher than for teachers at 
four-year colleges and universities (Educational Testing Service, 1975, 
1977). For teachers at the same college or at the same type of college, 
teaching load would probably have little effect on ratings and need 
not be considered in their interpretation. Some colleges, howe\•er, do 
take teaching load into account in determining faculty rewards and 
promotions (see Chapter Eigl.u). 

Researcli P10ducti1,ity. Research and writing help to keep 
teachers refreshed and on top of their fields, a good reason to expect a 
positive relationship between scholarly productivity and teaching 
eUectiveness as assessed by students. A few studies support this expec
tation (see Stallings and Singhal, 1970). Se\'eral other studies, howe\'er, 
report no association between research producti\'ity-as reflected by 

the numbers of books and articles published-and student ratings of 
teaching dfecti\'eness (see Guthrie, 1954; Voeks, 1962; Aleamoni and 
Yimer, 1973). Publications apparently are not essential for good 
teaching; therefore the use o( publication counts in teacher evaluation 
will not reflect teaching performance as judged by students. Publica
tions also appear to be unrelated to colleague ratings of tcarhing 
(Aleamoni and Yimer, 1973). 
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Are! Te!achers Who "Entertain" Rather than "Teach" 
Rated Highly by Students? 
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This question, frec1uently raist·d hr faculty 1111·1nbc1 s, raist's an 
important issue: what students perceive as good tt'arhing . A study by 
Nahulin, Ware, and Donnelly (1973) tcstt'd the c11tn1ai111nc111 ques
tion by employing a prokssional actor 10 dclivrr a gradualt' -lcvd 
lecture that was nonsubstanti\'e ancl co1111,11linory i11 co111e111. Dr. 
Fox, as che actor was called, was a Vt'ry <·n1t·nai11i11g ;ind dyn;unic· 
lcc1t1rer. The high ratings that he rcn:ivcd, thl' rl's('a11 hns 11·as1111cd , 

. supporced cheir contention 1ha1 .. Cin:n a suffiril'nrly impll'ssin· 
lecture paradigm, an experienced group of l'duc11oi spa, 1 icipat i11g in 
a new learning situation can feel satis(it'd 1ha1 thn han· ll';1rn<'d 
despite irrelevant, conflicting, and meaningless ro1111 ·11t c1111n·ycd hy 
the lecturer" ( 1973, p. 63·1). 

The students gave DL Fox high ratings in org;111i1a1 ion, sr i 11111 -

lation, and interest in che subjcct-pwbahly accuratl' rdlt'nions o( 
the actor's performance. It was the co111e111 of the lcnmc 1hat was 
faulty. In a sense, then, the Dr. Fox results undcrscort' findings from 
ocher studies showing "lec1ming ability" to be an important part o( 
teaching effectiveness as rated by studen1s. :'\lanr of I hem rare a good 
teacher as one who has a great deal o( inlnt'st and 1·111husiasm in 1hc 
subjecc, organizes lhe material well, and is s1i111ub1ing in p1esc·n1a 
tion . So is a good entertainer. To somt' extcn1, then . reaching a11d 
enterlainment do overlap, at least in lenmt' prt'st·111a1io11s. Hui, as 
Gu1hrie ( 1954) found, high Ir rated ll'arhers lcnd 10 lie "s11bs1a111 c 
teachers" and 1101 merely good entertainers. Tht' Costin, Grt•enough, 
and Menges ( 1971) conclusion would still Sl't'lll applicable: shl'cr 
"entertainment" is not what mos1 s1mlen1s set' as good reaching . 

The Dr. Fox study has implications as 10 \\'ho should l'\'al11atc 
a teacher's knowledge of subjen ma11e1 . Gin·n 1hc fan 1ha1 lht' s1mly 
was based on only one lecture, ii is conrei\·able rhat thl' s111<k111s 
would e\·entually have rated 1he cu111en1 as poor. C:en a inlr i1 is n111d1 
easier to delude a group of s111den1s for om· session r han (111 an t'lll in· 
semes1er. En•n so, the resuhs support lift' \'it'\\' 1ha1 < oll<'agues an· 
more appropria1e than students as judgt's o( a l<'a1 hn's suhjecr 
knowledge. 
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Do S1uden1s Learn More (rom Teachers Whom They Ra&e Highly? 

C.lobal ratings o( teacher eUectiveness and course value corre
la te more highly with s1udent learning 1han do &he ra&ings of such 
specilic instructional practices as 1eacher-s1uden1 interac&ion. Global 
ratings may be more \'a lid es1ima1es o( student learning because &hey 
an: not tied to a spcci(ic ins1ruc1ional style. The research resuhs also 
suggest that some instnanional prac&ices work well for some 1eachers 
but 110 1 all. Close student relationships are not needed by all 1eachers, 
(o r example, to (;u·ilitate learning in their courses. for some it is part 
o( their teaching style. and it may well rn111ribu1e to their dlectiveness 
as measured by ratings or student achievement. Other practices may 
account for the eHectiveness o( 01her teachers. This means that in 
using ratings in personnel decisions, global ratings could be more 
ddemihk than ratings o( specilic prnctices. Ahhough global ratings 
,111d ad1icvemc111 arc generally correlated highly (or most courses in 
the studies, the except ions underscme the nec:d 10 supplement ratings 
with additio na l criteria o( teaching eHectiveness. 

Are highly rated teachers those from whom studems learn 
most? This question focuses on the critical issue o( what s&udent 
ratings actua lly mean. It has spawned numerous validity studies that 
emplo y the so-called criterion-related approach 10 validity : the 
amount tha t students have learned al the end o( a course is the 
criterio n of good teaching-an a1·gument with strong support (for 
example. Cohen and Bra\\'er, 1969; Rose, 1976). Student ratings, 
ho pefully. \,·ill be at least moderately related to learning. l\.luhisection 
courses with common final c:xaminations in each are used for these 
studies; for each senion, mean smdent ratings are correlated with 
mean (inal exall\ perfonnance at the end of the course. Students 
generally select 1heir sen ions or teachers .-at her than being assigned al 
random. which requires some kind o( s1atis1ical adjustment 10 com
pensa_ie for initial diHerenl·es in student ability or achievement. for 
example. Ellio1 ( 19~0) adjusted (or academic aptitude and (ound 
moderate n>nda1ions he1wet·11 1he adj11s1ed achie\'ement scores and 
ratin~s o( some aspens o( instmnion. Cohen and lierger ( 1970), 
Morsh, Burgess. anti Slllith ( 195t.i), l\1cKeac hie, Lin, and Mann ( 1971 ), 
and Doyle and Whitely (197·1) also report moderate correlations be-
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&ween ratings and learning, but again students wc·1·c not assigned 1o 
&eachers on a random basis. 

A high n.egative correla&ion hetween learning and ratings is 
reponed by Rodan and Rodin ( 1972), who found that students actually 
learned less from &eachers w~om they rated highly. Because o( this 
unusual result-and probably becauseo( its publication in Scieuce
the s_1udy rec~ived a grea t deal o( undesen ·ed attention. The sample 
studied co~s1s1ed o( &welve teaching assistants who were teaching in 
only a penphe.-al sense: they met with their classes two days a week 
~,he pro(essor lectured 10 the entire group on the other 1hree), prim,u
aly to help th~se students who needed aid in solving assignt.-d calculus 
problems. Smee the Rodins used as their criterion the number o( 
calculus problems done correc&ly by students a& ,he end o( &he team 
the neg~1ive rcla1ionshi~ with ratings is understandable. It is likel; 
tha& s&udents who had httle need o( hdp not only olna ined 1he best 
grades bu& also rated. &he teaching assistan~ lowest in ,caching per
formance (1.hey may, an fact, have skippeci many class sessions). Stu· 
dents most m need o( help solved the (ewest number o( problems and 
pmbably_ rated ~heir teachers highes&. In other words, aid provided by 
the teac~mg ass1s1am:-:-or teaching performance-may have had little 
to do wuh the number o( problems that students completed. 
. '\ proper study includes teachers in more typical muhiscction 
msuucuonal seuings and also indudes a random assignment o( 
st.udents 10 each class section. Randomiz,11ion helps to ensure that 
d1Hc:rences in final exam scores \,·ill be due 10 1eacher cf(ec1iveness 
rather than. '° di((erences in student mo1irn1ion. Highly mo ti\'alt'cl 
~lu~ents m1gh1 do .beuer than was predicted by a pretest and might 
seek out teac.hers wuh good reputations and rnte ,hem higher regard
l~ss of teadung performance (Le\'enthal, 1975). In short, randomiza
uon ~( stu~cnts is one o( &he steps m·eded 10 draw a cause and c((en 
rcla11onsh1p betwee_n rated t~acher effectiveness and student learning. 

In two s1~d1es (Sulh\'an and Skanes, 197·1; Centra, IY77h), 
students "'.ere assigned at random to multisenion courses in which a 
common lmal examin.uion was used . The Centra study also included 
some courses in which randomization was not used. Both stmlies took 
place at Memorial lJniversi&y in Newfoundland and togc1 lwr included 
analyses o( 202 sections in seventeen courses-the subjn:t areas being 
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first-year chemistry, biology, mathematics, physics, and psychology. 
Sullivan and Skanes report rhat the average correlation between 
ratings of teacher comperence and student learning as measured by 
the final exam was modesr but significant: .39. The relationship, 
however, was much higher for full-rime instructors (.53) than for 
leaching assisrants (.01 ), and for experienced reachers (.69) versus 
those in rheir first year of reaching (.13). Inexperienced teachers, 
Sullivan and Skanes reason, have not yet developed a consistent 
teaching style, thereby contributing 10 the low validity correlation. 

The Centra analysis finds a significant relationship between 
ratings of reacher eHecriveness and studem achievement: half of the 
conelations are .60 or higher and all but one are positive. Stude,u 
ratings of the course value show similar results. Ratings of course 
objectives, of organizarion, and of the quality of lecrures correlate 
fairly well with achievement. Ratings of the teacher-student relation
ship, of course examinations, and of student effort do not correlate 
strongly with achievement: the median correlation is .30. The weakest 
or most inconsistent correlations with achievement are for ratings of 
teaching assignments and for course diUiculty and workload. 

The relalionships between ratings and student achievement 
are significant, but they might have been higher if the range for both 
types of variables was greater. The restricted range of achie,·ement 
sco~es between the sections and the limited variabi I ity in mean ratings 
across instructors, e\'ident in both studies, suppress the correlations. 

Do Student Ratings Improve Instruction? 

There is a good deal of skepticism regarding the eHect of 
student ratings on changes or improvements in instruction-par· 
ricularly when the results are seen only by the indh•idual teacher. It is 
assumed that teachers value student opinion enough 10 alter their 
instructional pracrices when needed. But do they? Although the rar
ings that indi\'idual teachers receive ohen improve over time, it 
cannot be assumed 1ha1 the initial ratings caused 1ha1 improvement: 
acldi1ional teaching experience by itself ohen results in instrnc1ional 
changes. S1udcnt ratings may lead 10 some changes when only the 
teachers sec the results, but rhere are probably many ways to innease 
their impact. 
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To invesrigate the effects of s1uden1 ratings o n a teacher's 
practices requires an experimental design in which random groups of 
teachers receive feedback from students while other teachers-1hose 
in control groups-do not. Such a study (Centra, 1973h) involved 
more rhan 400 teachers at five differen1 types of college. In every 
department, teachers were randomly assigned to one of three groups: 
(t) The /udbaclr, group, in which teac:hers administer<'d the student 
rating form at midsemes1cr and received a summary o f the results 
within a week, along with some comparison data to aid in intcrpr<'la· 
tion. In research terms this is the " trcatme11t" group, tht· u eatment in 
this instance being whar is done at most colleges using st11drnt ratings 
for instructional improvement-the results are scc.·n only by the i11 -
structor. (2) The no-/udbaclt group ust·d the rating Conn at miclsc·
mester but saw the summary of results at 1he end of tlw semester . ·11,is 
is the "control" group. (3) The po.st-test group, in whid1 the rat ing 
form was used only at the end of the semester to determi ne whether 
midsemester ratings had a sensitizing dkct on teachers in the no 
feedback group-whether their use of the form resulted in changes 
even though they had 1101 had any feedback. 

In addition to using the form at midsemester, leachers in the 
(eedback and no-feedback groups administered the for111 at the end o f 
the semester. Both sets of ratings werecollened during 1hc single 1971 

fall semester, so rhat the same students could providt· both sets of 
ratings. Teachers were also asked at midsemes1er to rate their own 
instructional practices on a sell-rating Corm that parallekd the student 
rating form . 

The major conclusion of the study is that, for ins1rnc1ors 
whose self-evaluations were considerably better than ,,·ere the ir stu
dent ratings, changes in instruction (as assessed by repca1cd student 
evaluations) occur aher only a half semester. If, in 01her words, 
teachers are "unrealistic" in observing their teaching-u11rcal is1ic 
relative to their students' view, that is-then they tend 10 make ch anges 
in their instructional practices. A second finding is 1ha1 a wider 
variety of instructors change if given more thali a hall semester o f I imt· 
and if they have information 10 help 1he111 imerpret their ~cores. 
These changes are most evident in their preparation for class, use of 
class rime, summarization of major points in leclmcs or discussions, 
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openness 10 other viewponts, and making helphal ,:omments on 
papers or exams. 

The reason to relate changes in teaching procedures to the 
discrepancy between self-evaluation and student ratings can be found 
in social-psychological theory-in particular, in equilibrium or self
consistency theory, the central notion of which is that an individual's 
actions are strongly influenced by self-evaluation. Thus, when student 
ratings are much poorer than an instructor's self-rating, a condition 
of imbalance (Heider, 1958) or dissonance (Festinger, 1957) is created 
in ~he instructor. In an a11ernp1 10 become more consistent-or, in 
1he9re1ical terms, 10 restore a condition of equilibrium-the ios1ruc1or 
chai1ges in the direction suggested by the student ratings. 

These theories assume that rnost teachers value collective stu
dent ra tings and that they know how 10 make changes. The study 
results indicate that 10 some extent this occurs. Undoubtedly, however, 
some teachers write off student judgment as unreliable or unworthy, 
and for these individuals changes are unlikely even though they may 
be needed. Other types of evaluation or analysis may be more effective 
for these teachers, such as colleague reactions or use of in-class 
videotapes. 

Still other means of treating student rating responses might 
have greater impact. H instructors rate themselves on most items, it is 
possible to produce a discrepancy score between student and self
ratings that can highliglu aspects of instruction in special need of 
a11entiu11 . Publicizing ratings may also draw increased a11e111ion 10 
them. Rc:spotm: summaries in the five colleges studied (Centra, 1973h) 
were seen o nly by the individual teacher; publicized ratings might 
have pressured more teachers 10 change their methods. Including 
ratings in personnel decisions will also increase their importance, 
though some instructo.-s may not know how to go about improving 
1hei1 teachin~ me1ho<ls . h is therefore possible 10 use ratings in a 
t'.ounseling situation as pan of a faculty or instructional de\'elopment 
program. According to some research evidence (Alcamoni. 197-t), 
accompanying rating results with some kind of counsel-such as that 
of a faculty dc\·elopmen1 specialist or a master teacher-is eHective. 

The impact of ratings can be increased by e\'aluating cominu
ously rather than only at the end of the course. Parent and others 
( 1971) describe a program tried at the University o{ Minnesota. The 
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instructor plans the course content and instructional methods on 
what he or she has learned of scudcna expectations at the start of the 
course, their prior preparation, and personal descriplive information. 
A course and instructional rating form at midterm elicits student 
reactions to course content and organization, the adequacy of metho<ls 
used, the value of texts and assignments, and the like. In addition, six 
to ten students act as ombudsmen, funneling the reactions of 01her 
students to the teacher. According 10 the authors, this procedure has 
the ad\'antages of involving students directly in comse developmena, 
of providing teachers with information that allows them 10 adapt 
course content to the enrolled s1Uden1s! and of promoting good rela
tionships between studenas and faculty-thus increasing student 
motivation and learning experiences. 

Do Alumni Rate Teachers Differently? 

h is frequently said that studena ratings do not ade4ua1ely 
reflect the long-term effects of instruction . Student immaturity or 
lack of perspective are often blamed for this shortcoming, and it is 
assumed that later ratings-say, when the students arc alumni-are 
more valid m.fasures o( teacher effectiveness. There is the example of 
the hard~dri\'ing, demanding teacher supposedly not appreciated b>· 
students until they have gained more real-life experience. Though 
there may be times when this is indeed the rnse, researd1 suggests that 
it is rare; most teachers rated poorly by s1ude111s are also rated poorly 
by alumni. 

Because of the general agreement bee ween student and alumni 
ratings, there seems to be little need to use the lauer in faculty tenme 
and promotion decisions. Ratings by curn:nt students pro\'ide similar 
information and are much easier 10 collen. Alumni ratings are also 
less useful in instructional improvement since alumni may 1101 be 
able 10 recall the kind of specific information needed by teachers. 
Alumni, on the other hand, may be able 10 provide usd ul reactions 10 
the rele\'ance of courses in the cunic11h1111 and 10 othn <ollcgc expe
riences, reactions which could be useful in modifying department 
offe&ings. 

Three studies demonstrate the similarity between student and 
alumni ratings of instruClion. Drucker and Remnwrs ( 1951) surveyed 
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graduates who had been out of college for ten or more years and found 
positive correlations between ratings given to seventeen instructors 
by students and alumni. Correlations ranged from .40 to .68 on len 
such teacher traits as the presentation of student matter, interest in the 
subject, sympathetic attitude toward students, and fairness in grading. 
Had these correlations been based on an overall assessment of teaching 
rather than of specific traits and had the length of time away from the 
courses not been as great, they might have been higher. Student 
ratings of overall 1eacher effectiveness compared with similar ratings 
by alumni who had been out no more than five years (Centra, 1974) 
showed agreement between the two. In this study, some 500 alumni 
named the best and worst teachers they had had in college. The rank 
correlation for student and alumni responses based on the ratings for 
twenty-three teachers was. 75. The agreement between current studies 
and alumni regarding specific effective or ineffecti\'e teachers thus 
was substantial, particularly at 1he extremes: very good and very poor 
teachers were identified as such by both students and alumni. 

In some instances, however, a teacher was seen as both "good" 
and "bad" by the same groups; the same teacher was occasionally 
nominated as one of the best teachers by some alumni and as one of 
the worst by other alumni. Obviously, some teacher~ have a special 
appeal or lack of appeal to specific kinds of students. Other researchers 
indicate that it is not enough to speak just of "good"' or "bad" 
teachers; one might also ask "good" or "bad" for which students 
(McKeachie, Lin, and Mann, 1971; Dowaliby and Schumer, 197!J). 
While this admonition would seem justified for some of the teachers 
in the Ce111ra ( 1974) study of alumni ratings, most teachers in the 
sample appeared to be effective with a wide variety of students-at 
least, as measured by a single overall rating provided by alumni and 
students. 

A third stllll}' of long-term effects of instruction (0\'erall and 
Marsh, 1978) compares responses from alumni who had rated a 
scnior-le,·el course with their ratings of the course a11d instructor a 
year after graduation. Although the alumni ratings tend to he lower 
than ratings gh·en at the end of the course, the two sets o{ ratings arc 
consistent in that they correlate significantly. Unlike the previous 
two studies, the same individuals rated the teacher at both times. 
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Are Student Ratings Affected by Their Intended Use? 

Because of the serious implications for the teacher, one might 
expect students to rate the teacher more lenie111ly ii the rcsu hs are to he 
considered in salary, tenure, or promotion deliberations. On 1heo1 her 
hand, they might be more frank and perhaps mort· severe i_n their 
ratings and criticism i( the results arc to he usnl for <011rse or instruc
tional improvement; such information, they might logica lly assume. 
coult.l lead to needed changes. 

Ratings collected in forty-one classes at a midwestn1111nin:rs it y 
showed that students tend 10 rate teachers simila1 ly 11rnlc1 hoth cir
cumstances (Ce111ra, 1976b) . . Random halves of each of the classes 
were given different written direuions regardin~ 1h1· i11temlcd use o[ 
the results-i.c., '"will be used in salary, pmmotio11 or 1,,1111 re consid
erations lor this teacher," or "will he used 011/y b)• th r i11.1tmc tor 10 
evaluate and impro\'e his or her teaching." A C'Olllparison of responses 
indicated that only in a lew instances did s111den1s give more [avorahle 
ratings when they understood chat the results would be med adm inis
tratively. Later studies reponed similar results, so the findings seem 
to be valid. 

Although the small differences in ratings indicate 1ha1 studt·111 s 
are generally not influenced by wriucn instructiom. it may well he 
that oral directions given by a teacher. especially if gin·11 with a subtle 
appeal to generosity, could have a sizable effect. ,\ study hy Fentress 
and Swanson ( 1973) found that i11s1ructors got higher ratings by 
gh•ing reinforcemelll and praise 10 the dass at the I imc the fur ms were 
administered. They also found that the leaching assistants who par
ticipated in the study could influem:e their ratings tn·orably by 
combining praise of the class with olllright rei11forceme111 in the form 
or soft drinks, pretzels, and polato chips. 

Should Ratings Be Anonymous? 

To use ratings for tenure, promotion. or salary ronsiderat ions, 
it is ad\·isable to establish standardized prnn'dmes Im thl' administra
tion of forms, procedures such as the rc(Jnirr 111r111 that a s111den1 or 
some type or proctor distribute, collcc1, and pla,c thl' q11cs1ion11a ircs 
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in a sealed envelope and that che teachers not be present during the 
administration of che questionnaires. h is advisable also co keep 
1ati11g forms anonymous in all cases, thus ensuring that a student 
cannot be penalized for giving low ra1ii1gs. 

Some tcache.-s argue that signed rating forms mocivate students 
10 give 1houghaf11I responses and allow teachers to obtain detailed 
information from selected s1ude111s regarding critical responses. And, 
if ratings are used for atlminis1ra1ive purposes, they argue that they 
should know their accusers-a specious argument, since only the 
average class ratings are reliable and 1101 individual s111den1 responses. 
Although students who identify themselves are expected co be far 
1110.-e generous in their ratings, especially if the fo.-ms are distributed 
and returned to the instructor prior 10 final grading, evidence does 
not totally support this expectation. One study finds that students 
who identify themsdves rate their teachers no differemly than those 
who remain anonymous (Stone, Rabinowitz, and Spool, 1977), while 
anothe.- study by the same researchers finds the expected higher 
ratings by sn1den1s who completed signed racing forms (Stone, Spool, 
and Rabinowit,, 1977). 

What Are 1he Limila1ions on Student Ratings? 

Limi1a1ions of stude111 ra1i11g programs other 1han those al
ready gi\'ell iu this Lhapter should be considered: 

I. Because most student rating insnuments elicit numerical 
responses 1ha1 can be scored and quantified, it is easy 10 assign them a 
precision they do not possess. In a discussion of s1anclarclized tes1s, 
Turnbull (1978) terms this tendency the "micrometer fallacy." Deci
sion makers therefore should guard against overimerpre1ing small 
variations be1ween teachers; there is liule practical difference between 
a teacher whose mean rating is at 1he 601h percemilc and another who 
is at the 651h pe1n·111ile. A11othc1 fault is giving student ratings 100 

much weight in rela1ion 10 other criteria. Because 1he)' can be quan1i
fit•d, 1hc 1e111p1a1io1110 assign 1hc111 untl11c i1nponann· is 1111dcrs1and
ablc. 

2. The 111a11ip11la1ions of ra1ings by ceachers must be consid
ered when ra1ings arc used (or personnel decisions. At issue is whether 

. i'!: • • 
Uses and Limitations of Student Ratings 

teachers can influence ratings but not student learning. Te;u_-hers who 
argue, as one did, that they can improve their ratings by inviting 
studems to their homes for informal discussion accompanied by 
refreshmems can also be improving student learning and motivation 
as well. Their auempt 10 improve iatings is, in this instance, also a 
good educa,ional prac,ice. But the &cacher who is lenimt in assigning 
grades and ou1-of-dass work is not impnwing learning, yet may Le 
b~ue_r rated by some students. Th_e extent 10 which lenit·nt gr,uling 
consistently causes higher ratings is still in question. As one safeguard, 
a 1eacher's grade distribution oughl 10 be examined; in panicular, the 
course grades for students in the class should be compared with their 
avera_ge grades in other courses. An inflation-proof grading system 
along these lines has been proposed at the Univnsi1y of California, 
Berkeley (Carnegie Council on· Policy S111dit:s in Higher Education 
1979~ . 

3. Some institutions point 10 their stmfent r,11ing system as 
proof that they are concerned about impro\'ing teaching yet do li1tle 
el~e to help teachers develop their skills. In short, studmt ratings haw 
misled some institutions into thinking that nothing more is needed to 
~pgrade instruction. While some teachers can use the rating informa
uon to make needed changes, others need faculty and iustructional 
development services. 

4. Because of the positive bias in student ratings, 1<·;idiers who 
n~ed to im~rove may 1101 realize their wealmes!.es. Providing nimpar
auve data as one way 10 minimize misleading inrerpre1a1ions. 

Recommendations 

I· For personnel decisions, ratings of a teacher across courses should 
be considered, the minimum number of comses dept'nding on the 
number of scudent raters in each course. In general, five or more 
courses are needed for a dependable a~sessmeni if a1 least fifteen 
students have rated each course. 

2. Do not O\·eruse scudent ratings. Students will get bored and will 
respond haphazardly or not ac all. l lse can be limited hy recom
mending that tenured staff n,llen ratings in onl>· ont· n 111 rse t·ach 
yea~ an_J in new courses; nontenured staff could coll en r.atings in 
thear different courses but not in every section. 
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! . A rating form should not be txce"ssively long. Ten minutes to 
complete a form is all most students will want to· spend, and 
teachers are often reluctant to use up too much class time. 

4. For personnel decisions, items that rate the overall effectiveness of 
the teacher and course (global items) are especially useful. Other 
items might be used in making judgments if they reflect a teaching 
code thm all teachers are expected to fulfill. 

5. If a common set of rating items are adopted or developed by a 
college, teachers and departments should have the option of 
adding their own specific items. Written comments by students 
should also be encouraged for instructional and course improve
ment. 

6. Decision makers and teachers need to be aware of possible influ
ences on rating .-espouses due to specific characteristics of the 
course, of students, or of teachers-characteristics that have little 
to do with actual teacher or course effectiveness. Most extraneous 
variables have a relatively weak relationship to ratings. But a 
few-small classes, for example-seem 10 get higher ratings and 
are generally advantageous. Such characteristics should be con
sidered in interpreting results. 

7. Standardized procedures in administering forms are recommended 
if the results are to be used in personnel decisions. One method is 
to have a student or someone other than the teacher distribute, 
collect, and place the questionnaires in a sealed envelope, the 
teacher not being present during the process. The timing
preferably during the last week or two of class-should also be 
standard. Mailing the forms to students usually results in a poor 
response rate. 

• 
THREE 

Benefits 
of Self-Assessment 
and Self-A11alysis 

"f cacher self.evaluation or self
reports are generally minor factors in tcmm· and p romo tion evalua
tions. The department chairmen surveyed hy Ccnt ra (1977a) ranked 
self-e,•aluation as ninth among fiheen criteria , and fcw clcpan ment 
chairmen gave them mo re importance tha11 tha1. Other studies concur. 
According to Larson ( 1970), fewer than 10 p!'rcc11t of the English 
department chairmen surveyed hy him col leocd wriuen self-evalua
tions. Seldin (1978) reports that abo ut 20 prn-ent or the liberal arts 
college deans in his 1973 study used sdf-n aluation , but by 1978 the 
number reached 36 percent , imlirating that the mt· of self-assessment 
or self.reports in tenure and p romo, inn dt'cisions is increasing among 
some colleges. 
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from: 
AAl1P Bulletin, Academe, Vol. 65, No. 6 
(October, 1979) 

0 Student Ratings of Faculty: A Reprise 

Wilbert J. McKeachie 

IN 1969 I wu commissioned by the 
AAUP Committee C on College and 

University Tuc.hi.-ig, Raearch, and Publication to 
wri:e an u-:icle on s;ucient ratings of faculty for th11 
AAUP Bull,tin.1 

!:i :he ten yeus since that U'ticle appured. a gnat 
dul oi research h.u been done. .ind colleges anci 
universities have a,c:-.unulaced muc., ex;,enence with 
student ratings. In addition. Committet C. o£ ,vhich 
: was a :nembu. ;,re;,areci a "Statement on THclting 
Evaluation" adopted by the AAUP Council and ~~ 
;,roved at the An.-iual Meeting in June. 197,. Tr.e 
Project to Improve College Teachi.-ig. jointly spon
sored by AAUP a.-ui the Association oi American 
Coil.eges. wo ;,ubUshed. i.-i 1971. TM R«o9'ition 
and E:,alua:ion of T,a,hini by I<cn.-iet., E. Eble. T.,e 
purpose of this article is to bring t.'ie reader up to 
date on t.l.ie evicience with respect to the issues dis
c:-.issecl earlier. as well ar. covering aciditiona.1 issues 
that have i:ome to the fore more :ecently. 

VALIDITY: 00 STUD~ RAIDIGS MEASti:tE 
TEACHING EmCTIVENESS7 

There is now a good dul of evidmce supporti.-ig a 

WILBERT J •. MCKEACHIE is Prof ,ssor of Psyd:oi
og-,1 and Dine tor of the Cmtu for R,search on 
uaming and Ttachini at :he Uniou1i..7 of Michi
gan. 

This article .aa.s commissioned by the A11oda
tion ', Committlt C on College and Uniousi!y 
Ttachir:S, R,uarch. and p..,i:,Z:c.::ion. Tttt author 
srattfully ad-n.oi.,ladg,s u,zf:d suggts:ions from 
manbu1 of Commi::,, C and from colltagun a: :ht 
Ctnttr for Rt1tarch on Ltaming and Tta~hing. 

~a~ I ACA;inrz O.::ob.u 1979 
I : ' /' :_I :)_ c ·'> 

positive answer to our question, but it has also 
·· become evident that the question is overly simple. 

With respect to the gener.tl vaHdity question. the 
. cumulating evidence continues to support the con

clusion that high.iy rated teachers tend to be those 
whose students achieve weil. Such a. statement is, 
however. better understood in the context oi two 
more analytic questions. 

1. How are different as;,ects oi teaching effec
tiven11ss related to student ratings 1 Or put in other 
words. "What educational outcomes are related to 
student ratings oi effectiveness?" Ratu,gs may be 

· cillierenti.lly valid £or ciifierent educational goals. 
There is ample ~dence that we ac.!.ueve some goals 
at the expense of others. Teachers ctttctive in teac:.'l• 
ing a good deal oi knowledge are not neces-sarily 
eifective in teaching critical thinking. So one ntteis 
to make value judgments about the importance oi 
dmeri.'"\g goals of education. 
. i. What is the intended use oi s:uc:ient ratings oi 

ttaclung7 For personnel decisions? for im?roving 
teai:hing7 For facilitating student choic~ oi courses 
and tead,ers? Ratings may be differentially valid for 
different uses. 

For pcrsonnei decisions we want student ratings 
to be valid measures of :eaclting mectiveness. For 
improving teaching we want student ratings to be 
valid in terms of accurate diagr.osis of problems and. 
perhaps, for ?rescription oi soiutions. For guiding 
student i:hoices of courses we want !-;udent ratings 
to ?rovide information vailci :or enabling students 
to choose more valuable educational experiences. Let 
us consider these ;,urpoHs in :um. 

1 W. J. Mc!<cachie. HStudent Ratings oi ria.lty, .. 
MUP Bull•tin. S.5 (December, ~969). p;, ... ~9-4. • 

... 
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W.·ut Do We Meaa, by Tli!aching Efiectivenes57 

Obviously if we are to answer the question "Are 
student rati.'lgs valid measures of teaching effec
tiveness 7" we need to denne "teaching effec
tiveness." Simply put, we take teaching effectiveness 
to be the degree ~o which one has fa~tated student 
aduevement of educational goals." But assessing 
teaching eifect:iveness is not simple. Much of student 
achievement is determined by factors other than 
teaching; for example, student ability or previous 
.aperience. Moreover, student achievement in dif
ferent courses is not comparable since there is no 
way of estimating how many units 0£ mathematics 
achievement equli a given number of units o£ 
achievement in English. 

One might expect that one could simply judge 
effectiveness in terms of how well students achieve • 
course g~. But such '#aiter.on referenced" meas
ur~ent ultimately ruts upon a judgment about 
what sort of achievement it is reasonable to expect, · 
and what is reasonable to expect depends upon 
kr.owledge of what other teachers have done with 
similar classes. Thus, to validate a measure of 
teaching effectiveness, such as student rati.'lgs, we 
must have a number of teachers teaching the same 
course to comparable groups 0£ students. Only in 
s.:ch a si~ation can we determine whether those 
teachers whose students learn the most are rated 
highest by their students. Let UJ now examine the 
evidence from suc.i. siruaticns with respect to teach
ing effectiveness for different ~ucational goals. 

Validity of Student Ratings as a Measure of 
Teaching Effectiveness in Achieving Co'4'"'litive 
Coals 

Most college professors who have thought about 
their goals desaibe both cognitive and motivational 
goals for their courses. We want students to make 
gains toward such cogni~ve goals as knowledge, 
skill in solving problems, and ability to evaluate. 
Typically we also want to achieve a££ective goals, 
such as increasing students' interest in the area 
studied. so that they will be motivated to continue 
learning aftc:r they leave college. 

When we speak of student learning as the uitimate 
criterion of teaching effectiveness, we usually think 
of the cognitive outcomes. Frequent!y we assume that 
:hese outcomes are measured by the final examina
~on for the course. In fact. however, final examina
tions typic.iily weigh knowledge much more heavily 
;han opplication, problem solving, or other cognitive 
objectives. Moreover, since suidents are strongly 

motivated for grades, they will do the best they can 
to pass the examination regardless of the quality of 
teaching they have had. · I£ the teacher has been 
confusing or unhelpful, students often will make up 
for deficiencies by extra studying. Thus performance 
of students on a final examination is not m ideal 
measure of teaching effectiveness. Nevertheless, this 

. is the best we have in mo•t 0£ our validity studies. 
In my 1969. article, the most persuasive evidence 

cited for the validity of student ratings of instruction 
was the research of EUiott1 and Russel13 who dem
onstrated that student ratings of instruction were 
related to teaching effectiveness in terms of stucient 
achievement in multi-section courses in chemistry. 

A substantial amount of research on validity has 
been carried out since 1969. The results are mixed, 
but taken u a who,e they conwm our earlier con
clusion tNt teachers rated as effective by students 
are generally those teachers whose students achieve 
most.• 

The study most widely cited as evidence of lack 
of validity oi student ratings is that of Rodin and 
Rodin I in which a high negative correlation between 
mean s~dent ratings of effectiveness and mean per
form.nee of students on a mathematics test was 
found. Frey and others point out that both the meth
odclogy me! gener~lizations of the Rodin tindings 
with respect to other college courses are dubious. 
Even more imp,ressive are replications of the study 
with bt!tter research designs by Frry,• Doyle and 
'-1\'hitely,7 and by Marsh, Fleiner, · and Thomas,• in 
whi:h substantial positive correfations between mean 

2 0. H. Elliot, "Characteristics and Relationships of 
Various Criteria of Colleges and University Taching'~ 
(Ph.D. dissemtion, Purdue University, 1949). 

a H. E. Russell. Hinter-relations of Some Indica of 
Instructor Effectiveness: An Exploratory Study" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Univenity of Pittsburgh, 1951). 

• W. J. Mc.Keachie and J. A. I<:uuk, '"The Effectiveness 
of Instruction in Higher Education," and J. A. Kwik and 
W. J. Mcl<eachic ''The Evaluation of Teachers in Higher 
Education," in Rn1iDD of R,s«arch in Education, wi. 3, 
edited by F. N. krlinger (rtasca, Illinois; I'eaco.:k, 1975}. 

.i M. Rodin and B. Rodin, "Student Evaluations or 
Teachers," Science, 177 (1972), pp. 1164-oo. 

• P. W. Frey, "Student Ratings of Teaching: Validity 
of Several Rating Factors," Science, 182 (1973), pp. 83-SS. 

1 K. O. Doyle, Jr. and.S. E. Whitely, "Studmt Ratings 
as Criteria for Effective Teaching," American Ediu:IZtionai 
R«uarch Journal, 11 (1974), pp. 2S9-74. 

• H. W. Marsh, H. Fleiner, and C. S. Thomas, "Validity 
and Usefulness of Student Evaluations of Instructional 

, Quality," Journal of Educational Pyscholog<.J, 67 (1975), 
pp. S33-39. 
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sr.i.:.fflr ratings .i.~G liltllil.i S~l.i~t:n~ per~ilrmancs: w~e 
!ound, thus ;,rovidi.,g support for the validHy of 
student ratings. _ 

The studies by Sullivan and Sk.:ines • and t:entra 10 

are the only studies i.-1 which students were randomly 
_ assigned to instr.ictors. Such random assigrunent is 
an important feature in designing_ validity studies 
sir.ce differences in mean student achievement be
tween teacheri may otherwise be the result of dif
ferences betw~., the students rather than differences 
in teaching.11 Thus, t.?ie substantial positive relation
ships (.4 to .6) between mun student ratings and 
mean student achievement found in these two studies 
are ;,articululy significant • 

Of especial interest in the Centra study is the 
finding that global ratings of value of the course to 
the student tended to· have higher validities than 
items assessmg spec:uic aspects of teaching. Ratings 
of the d:fficulty of :he course, for example, had no 
signu1.:a.it relationship to student achievement. The 
Sulliv~'1 and Sunes study is also interesting in that ·· 
greater validity was found for student ratings of 
rrguw- faculty thm for rating of teaching assistants. 
It may well be that when students feel that they have 
learned a good deal in a course they are more likely 
to attribute their succ:ess to their own efforts if their 
teacher was a teachi."lg assistant and more likely to 
give :he tucher some c:reciit if the teacher is a pro
fesso: • 

I doubt that student ratings will ever account for 
the majority of the variance between cluses in stu
dent cognitive achievement. Most student rating 
forms ask students to evaluate t,aching, not their 
own learning. Even though Lathrop 12 demonstrated 
that students' perce;,tion of their own learning was 
a major factor in determining ratings of instructors 
and courses, it is not t.1le only factor. Moreover, 
students are not always able to judge how e££ectively 

• A. M. Sullivan and G. R. Skanes, ·~mty o£ Stu
dent Evaluation of Teaching and the Chuacteristics of 
Successful Instructors," Joun11ll of Educlllional Psycho
logy, 66 (1974), ?P• 554-90. 

1• J. A. Centra, HStuclent lutings of Instruction and 
Tneir Relationship fo Student Leaming," Amaican Edu

. catfonal R1Harch Joumal, 14 (1917), pp. 17-24. 
11 L. Leventlw, P. C. Abrami, and R.. P. Pury, "Oo 

Teacher luting Forms Rcvul as Much about Students u 
about Teachers1,. Journal of ~tuionlll Psychology, 64 
{1976), ;,p. 441-45. 

11 R. G. uthrop, "Unit factorial Ratings by College 
Students oi Courses and Instn1ct0rs" (paper presented at 
the 1964 meeting of Western Psychoiogical .Associ.tion). 
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higher-level cognitive obje(tives. Students undoubt
edly estimate their IHming partially by their per
formance on course examinations. (A weak reed in 
many courses!) One important educational goal is 
that of helping students develop the ability to evalu
ate their own learning. If we are at all successful, 
we would expect greater validity for student ratings 
i."'l advanced courses than in elementary courses. 
Unfortunately, validity studies require multi-section 
courses in order that the effectiveness or several 
teachers can be compared on common measures of 
student achievement. Such multi-section courses are 
most commonly found at the elementary level so that 
we cannot compare the validities oi student ratings 
in elementary courses with thoe in advanced 
courses. 

In any case, we should not expect student ratings 
oi teaching to be perfectly related to achievement of 
any one of several course objectives. But equally 
important, and seemingly overlooked in bemoaning 
the modest size Q[ most of these correlations, is the 
question, 'iiow much of the differences between 
achievement of classes is produced by teaching dif
ferences r Even in the best controlled studies it 
seems unlikely that teac.\ing accounts for all the 
diffe:-ences between d.aJises. Coruec;uently the corre
lations found between student ratings and achieve
ment may be about as high as could be expected 
in accounting for differences produced by tHchers. 

The studies of the validity of student ratings are 
thus reasonably encouraging with respect to the goal 
of achievement on coutH examinations measuring 
cognitive goals. What of other educational outcomes? 

Val!dHy of Student T'.' ilting1 as a Measure of 
T~aching Effectiveness in Achieving Attitudinal 
and Motivational Goals 

One important goal of higher education is that of 
motivating students for continued learning-lifelong 
learning. In most courses one would not be happy 
i£ students mastered the content of the course but 
wanted never to learn anything more about that sort 
of material. Rather, we hope that a given course will 
be but a step on a path of lifelong learning. T'ne 
ultimate measure of achievem~t of this goal is later 
learning behavior, such as buying books or maga
zines related to the discipline, later reading habits, 
attendance at lectures, workshops, or other opportu
nities for learning, election oi further· courses, etc. 
For end-of-the-course evidence i, is hard to conceive 
of a measure with more face validity th.n answers 
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to such items as: "This course is increasing my 
inte:est in learning more about this area." 

With respect to the goal of motivating further 
sn.dent learning, a small study by Mcl<ea.chie and 
Solomon ~ iound that students of highly rated intro
ductory psychology teachers tended to · elect more 
advanceci ··course$ in psychology. Sullivan and 
Sk.nes 14 re;,orted that students o£ highly rated psy
cho!ogy teachers were more likely to major in psy• 
c:.~ology, bu: students of teachers who were effective 
in terms of student achievement also influenced 
cou:se elections positively, even when the instructors 
did not receive high ratings. 

In the attitudinal domain, Mann is found that stu
dents i."\ classes of highly rated teachers . developed 
more sophisticated attitudes . about economics than 
students of las highly rated instructors. 

Other o~ta Relevant to Ques:ions of Val1dlty of 
Student Ratings as Measures of Tea.c..,ing 
Effectiveness . 

One common criticism of student ratings i5 the 
plai."\t, "You an't really appreciate good teac..'ters 
until you lave been out o£ college awhile. We lated 
'Old So-and-So' when we were swdents, but now 
we !q.O\v he really was a great teacher." 

T.,e e-lidmce is that such cases are the exception 
rather than the rule. Drucker and Remmers 1• and 
Centra 11 found that alumni ratings of faculty corre
late highly with thow oE current studmts. Aleamoni 111 

and Marsh 111 report similar results in comparing 

14 W. J. Mc.T<eachie and 0. Solomon, "Student Ratings 
oi Instructors: A Validity Study" Jounud of Educational 
R1uarch. S1 (19S&), pp. 319e83. 

14 Op. cit. 
IS w. R. Mann, "Changes in the level or Attitude 

Sophistication of College Students H a Mosure of 
Teacher E.'rectiveness," (l'h.O. clisserution, University or 
Michigan, 1968). 

1• A. J. Drucker md H. H. Remmers,''1'0 Alumni and 
Students Differ in Their Attitudes Toward Instructorsl" 
Journal of Educational P,ycholof!!, 42 (1951), ;r.,. 129-43. 

" J. A. Cmtra, "The Relationship Betwem Student and 
Alumni Ratings oi Teachers," Educ!liional and Psycho
logical i\tl~a,urmr•nt, .34 (1974), pp. 321-26. 

1• t. M. Aleamoni, "'Typical Faculty Concerns About 
Student Evaluation of Insttuction" (paper presented at the 
Sym;x,si1..m on Methods of Improving University Teach
i."lg, Haifa, Israel, The TiKhnion Institute of Technology, 
197;). 

•• H. W. Marsh, ''Tne Validity of Students' Evalua
tions: C.issroom Evaluation o;. Instructors Inde;,endently 
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current ratings with those by graduating seniors. 
Additional evidence supporting the validity of stu
dent ratings comes ironically from a series of studies 
widely believed to attack their validity. Tne Cr. Fox 
studies 20 demonstrated that even professors. profes
sion.ls, and administrators are unable to tell when 
a single lecture not directly in their field of expertise 
is not authentic. 

The series of studies carried out following this 
finding indicate that students, too, are not always 
good judges of whether teachers present more or less 
material than normal-not a surprising flnding since 
the students haven't been through the course before . 
However, when content is equivalent, students tend 
to rate higher the teachers" from whom they learn 
most. 

Perry, Abrami, and Leventhal 21 carried out a 
well-controlled study replicating the Cr. Fox re
search. Their results, however, did not replicate thos~ 
reported in the original Or. Fox studies. In only one 
of four situations were the results similar. In general 
students both learned more and rated instructors 
higher in s~tions with more content and in sections 
in which the instructor was more expressive. How
ever, ratings were iniluenceci more than achievement 
by the instructor's expressiVffless. This uncling was 
conwmed by Meier21 and fits with Frey's finding 
that student ratings of instructor skill are more 
highly related to student learning criteria than are 
student ratings on the "rapport" dimension.11 Tnis 

Nominated u Best and Worst Teachers by Craduating 
Seniors," AmuiclUI Educational R•s,arch Jo""'41., 14 
(1977), pp. 441-47. 

:o 0. H. Naitulin, J.E. Wue, md F. A. Donnelly, "Tne 
Or. Fox Lecture: A Puadigm of Educational Seduction," 
Joumal of M~dical Education, 48 (1973), pp. 630-35; 
J. E. Ware, and R. G. Williams, "The Dr. Fox E!fect: A 
Study of Lecture Effectiwness and Ratings of Instruc:ion;'' 
}011.mal of Medical Educalion, so (197S), pp. 149-S6: a. 
G. Willi.ams, and J.E. Ware, "Validity of Student R.itings 
of Instruction Under Different Incentive Conditions: A 
Further Study of. the Or. Fox Effect," Journal of Edut:a• 
tional Psycholog-;, 6S (1976), pp. 4a-S6. 

21 R. P. Perry, P. C. Abrami, anci L Leventhal, ''The 
E.'fect oi Instructor Expressiveness and Lecture Content 
on Student Ratings and Achievement," Journal of Educa
tional Psychology, 10. (1979, in press}. 

22 R. S. Meier, "Student Ratings of lnstruction: Char• 
acteristics That Influence Evaluations 0£ Teachers" (Ph.D 
dissertation, Purdue University, 1977). 

n P. W. Frey, "A Two-dimensional Analy!:is of Student 
Ratings or Instruction," Research in Higher Education, 9 
(1978), pp. 60-91. 
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does not mean that :;r~cm ratings ue invalid me.is• 
uru of "rapport." It simply means that "rapport" 
is not highly related to student achievement. In fact, 
the Dr. Fox sti .. dies provide further evidence that 
students rate teacher behai,ior validly, since the item 
showing the larges~ difference between their high
expressive and low-expressive conditions was "The 
lec:urer was· enth~siastic about the subject." H 

To sum up, students know when they are learning, 
out they do not know whether what they are learning 
is current, biased, or appropriate for course goals. 
They do rate Iower an instructor who provides, less 
content, but their ratings oE effectiveness are proba
bly less affected by ainount of cont~t than by other 
cnaracteristics of teaching. These £"indings suggest 
that when student ratings are used as evidence of 
teaching in promotion 4ecisions, peers should check 
term papers, enminations, sylubi, etc., to determine 
that the content is appropriate. (Although we do not 
know how reliable and valid such peer judgments 
are, one hopes that peers can provide uHful data.) 

Faculty critics of student ratings sometimes ~m
plain that stadmts cannot eval~te academic com• 
petence • . Such criticism seems oddly misdirected. 
Surely students should not be expected to be better 
judges of subject•matter competence than the 
de;,artme."lt chairperson, or other administrative of
nciaJ, who assigned the instructor to t.i.e course. One 
does not need to be an internationally famous re
searcher to teach an undergraduate course. effec
tively, and it seems that students have the right to 
assume that an instructor assigned to a course will 
have at least minimally adequate subject-matter 
competence. II faculty members have doubts about 
an i:lstructor's competence in the subject matter, it 
seems illogical for them to tum to students ior such 
judgments. On the other hand, when there are ques
tions about what instructors do in the classroom or 
how they af£ect students, the students themselves . 
seem a plausible source of information. 

C.n St-.ident Ratings Help Tea~ers Improve1 

The ultimate test of the usefulness of student ratings 
as a measure for improving teaching is whether 
teaching becomes ·more effective as a result of the 
use of student ratings. Although some studies have 
re;,orted no improvement, a few have reported posi• 

i• J. E. Wue .nci R. G. Wuliana, UOisaiminant 
An~ysis ol Student Iutings as ~ Muns oi Identifying 
Lecturers Who Oifier in Enthusiasm or Inform~tion Civ
ing," Educational and Psychological Mcruurunmt, 37 
(1977), pp. 627-39 • 
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tiv.t results.Z$ ,-ne most in!,i)Cl!SSIVe te5U1tS are those 
:eported by Overall and Marsh. 21 As compared with 
a control group, students of instructors receiving 
feedback from student ratings not only gave their 
instructors more favorable ratings at the end oi the 
year, but also scored higher on an achievement test 
and on a measure of motivation for further learning 
and application of the material learned. 

Failures of improvement after feedback from stu• 
dent ratings may be due to any of three factors: 

1. The ratings may not provide new information. 
2. Low ratings and critical comments may create 

anxiety, discouragement, and Ia,k of enthusiasm for 
teaching-lowering rather than improving motiva
tion for teaching. 

3. Even when faculty m.embers want to improve, 
they may not know what to do. 

Centra n and Pambookian 211 demonstrated that 
new information was important. Tneir research re
vealed that teachers whose self-ratings were higher 
~an their students' ratings improved alter receiving 
the student rating; teachers who were accurate or 
who underestimated the student ratings did not im· 
prove. Braunstein, I<lein, and Pachla 29 obtained 
similar results. J>ambookian a found that instructors 
in the middle range of ratings tended to benent from 
feedback while the top and bottom teachers did not, 
suggesting that teachers receiving low ratings may 
become discouraged. 

• For ex.ample, see: Marsh, Fleiner, ,nd Thomas, op. 
cu.; ind T. M. Shennan, "The Effects of Student Forma-
tive Evaluation of Instruction on Teacher ach.ivior,"' ]OM,.. 
1UU of Educational · Technology Systmu, 6 (19715), pp. 
209-17. 

:a. J. U. Overall and H. W. Marsh, ''T'ne Relationship 
Between Students Evaluation of Faculty and Instructional 
Improvement," (paper presented ar Trurd Intm,ational 
Conrerence on Improving University Teaching~ New• 
c.utle-upon•Tyne, 1977). 

21 J. A. Centra, "Effectiveness ol Student Feedback in 
Modifying College Instruction," Jour111Al of Educotional 
Psychology, 6.5 (1973), pp. 39!-401. 

21 H. S. Pambookian, HOiscrepancy betwem Instructor 
and Student Evaluations of Instruction: Effect on Instruc
tor," Instructional Scifflce, 5 (1976), pp. 63-75. 

3 0. N. Braunstein, G. A. I<!ein, and M. Pachla, 
#Feedback, Expectancy and Shilts in Student Ratings of 
College Faculty," Journal of Applied Psydrology, sa 
(1973), pp. 254-58. 

w H. S. I'ambookian, "The rnitial Level of Student 
Ev~uation of Instruction as a Source of Iruluence on 
Instructor Chinge after Feedback," Jour1UU of Edw:ational 
Psychology, 66 (1974), pp. S2-S6. 
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In a study~• at the University of Michigan, we 
attempted to meet the conditions governing im
;,rovement following feedback of ratings by giving 
counseling to provide encourag~ent a..,d suggesti.,g 
alternative teaching strategies. Tnis proved to be 
su;,erior to a pr~,ted report of the results. Aleamoni = 
obtah\ed similar results. Centra = also found that 
instr.:ctors were more likely to improve if they had 
information to help interpret their scores. 

We have little research on what items, what for
mat, or what conditions influence the usefulne55 of 
student rating fonns £or improving teaching. Nor do 
we know much about how accurate student percep
tions ar~ (although one might argue that the student 
perceptions are important in their own right). Tnere 

. is evidence that student perceptions correlate with 
those oi trained observers.u 

ea.~ Students Use the Results of Student Ratings 
to M.ke Better Choices of Courses and Teachers 7 

So far u I can ucertain, no one has studied the · 
va:idity oi stucent ratings with respect to st..ident 
UHS. Not only do we not know whether they enable 
students to choose courses or instructors more 
wisely, we do not even know whether the ratings 
provide valid desciptions of charac:terisnc:s that 
make a difference for student choices-right or 
wrong. A.,· article in preparation by Coleman and 
the author on the e££ects of instructor course evalua
tions in · stucent course selection is apparently the 
only study to date to demonstrate that student rat
ings can influence student decisions, although there 
are several studies indicating that imtructor reputa
tion is a Eac:"'.or in student choice and rating of teach-

~, W. J. Mcl<eachie and Y. G. Un, "Use of Standard· 
Ratings in Evaluation of College Teaching,'' Final Report 
to National Instituta of Education, Grant NE-6-_00-3-0110 
(Ann Arbor: Oepartmfflt of Psychology, University of 
Michigan, 197S). 

21 L. M. Aleamoni. "Tne Usefulness of Student Evalua
tions in Improving College Teaching," (Tucson: Office of 
Instructional Research and Development, University of 
Arizon:i, 1974). · 
~ 5" note.27 above. 
:u W. M. Stallings and R. E. Spencer, "Ratings of 

Instructors in Accountancy 101 from Video Tape Clips" 
(R.?Search aeport 265). Urbana, I1linoi1: Measurement .:ind 
Research Division, Office of Instructional Resources, Uni
versity of Illinois, t967; M. S. Touq, .ind J. F. Felcihusen, 
"Validity of Student Ratings of Inst:uc:ors," Collegr Stu-
d~nt Journal, 5 (1974), p~·. 2•5, · 
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ers. The research by Borgida and Nisbett.u indicated 
that ratings have Iess effect than face-to-face com
ments. 

General Thoughts About Validity 

Even though the data are now strongly supportive 
o: the validity of student ratings for certain goals, 
this does not mean that they are impervious to 
influences by other factors. Validity studies are car• 
ried out within a given course in which a group of 
teachers with comparable students and comparable 
teaching conditions is working toward common 
goals. In such circumstances, student ratings provide 
good evidence of teaching effectiveness. But promo
tions committees and administrators want to use 
student ratings to make judgments comparing indi
viduals in different courses and in different cie;,art
me."'\ts. Obviously, comparing the effectiveness of a 
mathematics teacher with that of a teacher of history 
is comparing apples and oranges. Even though one 
may be able to evaluate apples or oranges validly, 
one cannot as easily evaluate the relative worth of 
an apple versus an orange. 

In everyday li!e ~ do, neverthe!ess, 1nake such 
judgments regularly, deciding whether a new televi• 
sion set should be purchased rather than a new hi-G, 
whether the head lettuce is better than the romaine, 
and so forth. And in academia comparisons of two 
professors' research are made without concern that 
the research may deal with different ;,roblems in 
different fields. If I am deciding whether to hire one 
professor rather than another, I make a judgment 
0£ relative merit. In our own grading of students we 
m~y worry and vacillate, but we still are able to 
assign grades to students who differ in terms of how 
well they do on objective tests, how well they have 
written their term papers, or how well they have 
participated in class discussion. So we are able to 
make judgments about relative excellence even 
though the excellence may be achieved along dif
ferent dimensions. 

Student ratings can provide information that may 
help make such judgments, but we should remember 
that ratings by different groups of students about 
different teachers do not necessarily provide valid 
comparisons between two teach~rs even though the 
ratings result in numbers that appear to be compa-

JS E. Borgida and R. E. Nisbett, "The Differential 
Imp.:ict of Abstract vs. Concrete Information · on Deci
sions," Journal of Applied Social Psy.:hology, 7 (1977), 
pp. 258-271. . 
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rable. Tne evaluative judgments need to be made by 
peers or ad.-ninistrators using er,idlnc, from student 
ratings but not mechanic:ally assigning certai., values 
to certain numbers. Moreover, when using student 
ratings to evaluate teaching, we should remember 
that srudents cannot judge all aspects of teaching 
effectiveness equally well. Student ratings are highly 
valid as indices oi achievement of attitudi.-w and 
motivational goals 0£ education. They are reasonably . 
valid u . indices of achievement of cognitive goals. 
Judgments of the appropriateness of content, goals, 
and level of achievement are probably more compe
tently made by peers. 

WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCE STUDENT RATINGS 
Of TEAOllNC7 

We have now seen that student ratings can provide 
valid evidence with respect to important aspects of 
teaching mectiveness, but, ii we are to make good 
use of them, we need to know what factors may 
inffoence student ratings. Some of these factors may 
be valid in the sense that students may team more 
and rate teachers higher in certain situations; other 
variables may contribute to misinterpretation. In 
general, the results to be reported are encouraging 
in that most of the factors which might be expected 
to invalidate ratings have relatively small effects and 
those facton which affect ratings .!so affti!ct learning. 
We shall examine the evidence with respect to char
actffistics of students, of courses, of teachers, and 
of. the scales themselves. 

Student Chuacteristics 

generally And it' to be .'Co.s' As Leventhal, Abrami, 
Perry, and Breen.a have shown, students may choose 
certain classes or sections of classes because of the 
reputation oi the i.-1structor. Tnus a professor's cur
rent student rating may well be a function, in part, 
of the reactions of former students. But students who 
expect a teacher to be good may be more attentive, 
more highly motivated, and more likely to lorn than 
those with. poor expectations . 

Some writers a~ear to believe that students 
should all evaluate teachers th~ same way; i.e., that 
a teacher is equally effective with all studmts. When 
they find that some kinds of student rate a teacher 
higher than otherl do, they assume that student 
ratings are- invali<i~ However, since there is some 
evidence that teachers may be differentially effective 
£or different students, within-class correlations be
tween student characteristics and ratings are not 
necessarily indications of invalidity of ratings. 
Within-class correlations between student needs and 
course ratings may arise because teachers who met 
the relevant needs were indeed more effective for 
those students. 

For example, some studies have found that ;,artic
ular ';';,es of student respond differently to different 
tuching sty!es. Domino,• for example. found that 
students scoring high on the Achievement via Con• 
formance scale of the Calilomia ?sychoiogical In• 
ventory achieved more and rated the teaching higher 
in psychology sections taught in a conforming man• 
ner; students high in Achievement via Independence 
did relatively better and rated the te:iching as more 
effective in sections taught in a manner emphasizing 
independence. Most. studies of srudent charac-

A common misconception is that only more mature, teristics ~lated to ratings have lumped together stu-
monr ex;:,enenc:ed students can be expected to rate dents and teachers aaoss courses in such a way that 
instructors validly. As indicated in my 1969 article, · it is difficult to know what the results mean. 
and in more recent reviews,31 relatively few student . 
characteristics have signilic:a.nt effects on student· Course and Class Characteristics 
ratings. Age, sex, and level of student· are among 
the variables that have been shown to have little 
effect upon student ratings of teaching. 

Probably the single most important student vari
able affecting satisfaction is sr.1dent expectations. 
Students who expect a course o. !eacher to be good 

» F. Costin, W. T. Greenough, and R. J. Menges, 
"Student Ratings oi College Teaching: Reliability, Valid
ity, a.,d. Usefulness," Rn1iflll of ~atioru,l R6s~arc:h, 41 
(1971), pp. 511-3.$; K. 0 . Doyle, Jr., "Stucient Evaluation 
oi Instruction," (Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington 
Books, 197S); Kulik md McKeaclue, op. cit. 
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T.ne size ·of a class, whether or not it is rec;uired, 

u R. P. Perry, R. R. Niemi, md I<. Jones, '"Effect of 
Prior Teaching Evaluations and lecture Presentation on 
Ratings or Teaching Performance," ]0Mn1al of Edu,ational 
Psychology, 66 (1974), pp. 85.1-56. 

• L. l.r,enthal, P. C. Abrami, R. P. l'my, and L. J. 
Breen, "Section Selection in Multi-section Courses: Impli
cations for the Validation and Use of Teacher Rating 
Forms," Edu,ational and P,ychologic:aJ ,W~a,w,m,nt, 3S 
(197!), pp. S8S-9S. 
~ G. Domino, "Interactive Effects of Ac:hiewment Ori

mtation apd Teaching Style on Academic Achivement," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 67. (1971), ;,p. ~27-.n. 
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.:nd the subject matter-t.'lese are all characteristics 
:.iat m.ay affect ratings. While some studies have 
shown theff variables to make a difference, . others 
have shown no eifect,"° so that the amount of meet 
seems to be smaller than might be expected. Never
theless, it SfffflS wiff not to lay heavy weight on 
com;,arisons of ratings in courses differ.ng greatly 
i."t such characteristics. Centra "1 reports that classes 
oi size fifteen and less are more effective i."t producing 
student learning and are also rated higher by stu
dents. !uquired courses ter)d to be rated lower than 
electives, • 

Many teachers recognize that some classes go well 
and others more poorly simply because of key indi
viduals in a class or partic:ular combinations of indi· 
viduals. One student continually raising anxious 
questions about tests and grades an demoralize a 
whole clus. Such characteristics of classes have not 
been assessed, but the possibility of such effects 
suggests that when student ratings are used in per
sonnel decisions, ratings shou!d be obtained from 
several classes. 

Teacher Characteristics 

What characteristics of instructors are related to 
student ratings of teaching effectiveness? For ex
ample, are certain personality characteristics related 
to tttective ;eachi."lg or to in£lated student ratings? 
Do instructors who are easy graders get higher 
ratings? 

lesearc:h shows relatively small effects of instruc
tor characteristics. For example, sex of instructor 
makes little difference in the student ratings; con
flicting results have been found with respect to fac
ulty rank; and personality characteristics do not 
show consistent relationships to ratings of effec
tiveness .... In one of our studies of student ratings 
at the University of Michigan, we did find that 
teaching assistants rated . by their peers as high in 
general cultural attainment were rated as more ef
fective by students.41 

Some other ,,ersonallty charac:teristics may be re-

40 Kulik and Mcl<eac.,ie, op. cit. 
0 J. A. Caura ~ "Using Student Assessments to Improve 

?eriormance and Vitality," N~o Dirtctions for lnstilu• 
tional R651arch, 20 (1978), pp. 31-49. 

•a i<wik and McK~.ichie, op. cit. 
.a R. L. Isaacson, W. J. Mcl<eachie, and J. E. Milhol

land, "Correlation of Te.icher l'ersonality V.ui.ib!es and 
S~dent Ratings," Journal of Educational Psycho/0~.1, 54 
(1963), pp. 110•17. ..; 

l.ted to student ratings. For example, Hart and 
Driver 44 found that teachers scoring high in extra
version, intuitiveness, and 11£eeling'' on the Myer 
Briggs Type Indicator tended to receive higher stu
dent ratings. Similarly, Murray~ found that peer 
ratings or instructor extraversion, lack or anxiety, 
leaders11.iip, and objectivity correlated positively with 
mean student ratings of teaching effectiveness. Mor• 
stain., found that congruence of student and in ... 
structor educational orientation resulted in higher 
ratings. Sherman and Blackbum •1 found that highiy 
rated teachers were pel'ceived to be dynamic, amica
ble, and highly intellectual. However, we do not 
know whether these teachers were, or were not, 
effective in in..'luencing student learning. nor can we 
explain the apparent contradiction between "intui
tivtness" in the Hart and Orivei- imdings and Hob
jectivity" in the Murray results. 

The research on grading practices has produced 
mixed result.. A number of studies have found no 
overall effect of grading practices, alt..\~ugh an in
structor who is a hard grader is more likely to be 
rated low on the item, "Fairness in grading.n 411 Some 
studies have found a. tendency for teachers giving 
higher grades to get higher ratings. However, one 
might argue that in courses in which students learn 
more the grades should be higher and the ratings 
should be higher so that a correlation between 
average grades and ratings is not necessarily a sign 
of invalldi.y. Palmer, Carliner, and Romer•• con
trolled for student achievement and found no effec:t 
of severity of grading on student ratings. My own 
conclusion is that one need not worry much about 

.. J. Hut and J. Driver, "Teacher E:valu•tion as a 
:Function of Student and Instructor Personality," Tiaching 
of Psychology, S (1978), pp. 198•99, 

4 H. G. Murray. "Predicting Student a.itings of Col· 
lege Teaching from Peer R•tings of Personality Types." 
T6tzehing of Psychology, 2 (197S), pp. 66-09. 

41 B. R. Morst.iin, "Relationship of Student ar,d rn
structor Educational Orientations with Cuurse R.itings," 
Journal of Educational PsycholJJgy, 69 (1977), pp. 388·98. 

47 B. R. Sherman .ind R. T. Blackbum, "Personal 
O,aracteristics and Te•ching Effectiveness or CoUege 
faculty," Journal of Educational Psy.:hology, 67 (l97S), 
pp. 124-ll. 

.,. J. 0. Heilman and W. D. Armentrout, "The Rating 
of Collei;e Teachers on Ten Tr.iits by Their Students," 
Journal of Educa:ional P,ycho/ogy, 27 (1936), i'?· 197•216 . 

._ J. l'almer, C. Carliner, and T. Romer, "Leniency, 
Leaming and Evaluations," Journal of Eductitional P~y'P 
,hology, 70 (1978), l'P· 8SS•86J, . 
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,radi.,;; stanciu.:is w1~ua t.n~ range o. r.'1rma, va; ... -
bility. If, however, grading sta.,d.irc!s seem t.mu• 
suaily lenient, one might want to look more closely 
at the standards of achievement and the bases for 
grading in the course. 

:.-.s::uctor knowledge of the subject mat:er and 
knowledge of correct teaching procedures may be, 

• but are not invariably, reflected in ratL,gs by students. 
In £act, Elliott'° found a significant negative correla
tion between the instructor's actual knowledge oi the 
subjl?C! and student ratings of effectiveness. Riley, 
~t al,11 however, Eounc! that professors with published 
research were rated higher than those without publi
cations, and Centra II found lower ratings for in
structors in their first and second years oi teaching. 
Obviously, there are some limits below which in
structor knowledge is important, but, given a good 
textbook and a., instructor willing to work, di£
£erences in instructor knowledge are probably not 
major d•terminers of student learning in most intro
ciu..:::ory courses. 

In general, it seems unwise to assume that certain 
characteristics denote good teaching and to use stu
dent judgments about these characteristics to evalu
ate teaching. There is ample research evidence that 
good teachers come in many styles. Most presumed 
essentials of good teaching, such as organization, 
warmt.1\, or reHarch ability, are not highly valid. 

Ct.tier Factors 

One would expect that the validity of ratings would 
be affected by the time when they are collected. This 
seems not to be a aitic:al variable. Frey a found that 
ratL"\gs collec!ed the la.st week of clusa were not 
si:;nilicantly diHerent from those collected th• £int 
week of the following term. 

It may ina.ke a difference, however, whether the 
ratings are to be used for improving the course or 
for evaluating the i."Utructor for promotion. In the 
latter case ratings may be higher.u 

.. Op. cit. 
" J.E. Riley, B. c. Ryan, and M. Li!shitz. The Student 

Looks at Hi• Tecu:hu (New clrunswick. New Jersey: 
Rutgers tiniVfl'Sity Press, 19SO). 

sa See note 41 abow. 
53 P. W. Frr,, ,.Validity oi Student Instructional Rat

ings: Does riming ~tter7" Jownud of Higher Education, 
47 (1976), pp. 327-36. 

16 L. M. A.leamoni and P. Z. Hexner, 11:e Effect of 
Differml · Sets of Irutructio,u on Student COllrH and 
Instructor ETXllwation, Research Rcpon No. 339 (Urbana, 
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Questions are "of:en raised about the reliability of 
student ratings, indicating that the questioner be
lieves that a high degree of reiiability is "good," but 
oiten with little understanding of why reliability is 
important or when it is important. 

There are a number of ways of arriving at an index 
oi a test's reliability. The use of any ;,articular 
measure of reliability is, in at !east a broaci sense, 
also a measure of construct validity. By construct 
validity, we mean that a test does what it should 
do theoretically. We use a particular nleasure of 
reliability because we are making the theoretical 
assumption that the construct being measured 
should be stable or consistent under the conditions 
in which the reliability measure is obtained. Obtain
i.."'lg several different kinds of measures of reliabilily 
gives us some understanding of the !actors influenc
ing ratings. For example, one possible measure of 
the reliability of student evaluation of teaching would 
be the degree to which groups of students would rate. 
teachers in the Some way at two different points in 
time. For six classes we found that the correlation 
between mean student ratings of the teachers at the 
end of the course and mean ratings of the teachers 
by the same students flfteen months later was .94.8 

The classic study in this respect is that of Drucker 
and Remmers II who found correlations of about .6 
between ratings at the end of the course by current 
students and ratings by alumni who had graduated 
at least ten years earlier. Overall and Marsh ST found 
that the ratings of individual students one year after 
graduation correlated .59 with those given at the end 
of a course. These correlations are in one sense 
measures of reliability; i.e., they indicate that student 
ratings are not given randomly, but these results are 
also relevant to the problem of validity since one of 
the frequent criticisms directed at the validity of 
student ratings is that the true value of the faculty 
member can be apparent to students only some time 

Illinois: Measurement and Research Division, Office of 
Instructional Resources, University oI Illinois, 1973) • 

51 W. J. Mc.'<eachie, Y-G. Lin, and C. N. Mencielson, 
"A Small Study Assessing Teacher Effectiveness: Does 
learning ust7" Contemporary Edu&ational P$ychology, 3 
(1978), pp. 3S2-S7. 

M See note 16 above. 
s7 J. U. Overall and H. W. Marsh, "tong-Term Stability 

oi Students' Evaluations of Instructions: A Longitudinal 
Study" (paper presented at 197& Annual Meeting oi the 
Association for- Institutional Research, Houston, May, 
1978). 
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after a course has been completed. 
On the other hand a test•retest measure of relia

bility is obviously not what we want i£ our theory 
expects change between the two administrations oi 
a studint rating form. For example, a high test•retest 
co.rrelation for ad.-ninistrations of a scale oi teaching 
behavior _in two different class periods may not be 
a';,propriate i£ we expect e!fective teachers to vary 
their behavior from class period to class period. 
Reliability in terms of student ratings on more gen
eral characteristics is reasonably high (.6 to .9) when 
students .ue asked to fill · out the same sales with. 
two weeks to four weeks intuvffling.51 

Some of the most common indices of reliability 
are computed from correlations between items. One 
would probably not want a high reliability coefficient 
on such a measure because this would indicate that 
we are meuurlng only one thing, and we usually 
design student rating forms to .~sess various char
actmstics of teaching rather than a single dimension. 
Oapite this, such measures of reliability are usually 
hig.'i, indicating that on most student rating forms 
there is a strong evaluative dimension running 
through most of the items. 

Another common confusion about reliability is the 
notion that students should agree on the ratings they 
assign an instructor. This is a reasonable expectation 
i£ the item asks students to report their observation 
of an instructor's behavior; e.g., "the instructor calls 
students by name." When, however, the item is 
evaluative, such as "rate the instructo(s effec• 
tiveness," we can expect agreement only if we expect 
the instructor to be equally effective for all students, 
an assumption that research shows to be generally 
untr-.ie. However, when one looks at mean ratings 
given by groups of students, ~he correlations between 
the mean ratings given by groups of students in the 
same class are very high, ranging from the mid-.SO's 
for classes of ten to the .9<Ys for classes of twenty.58 

Other measures 0£ .reliability might deal with the 
dfgree to which a teacher's ratings tend to be the 
same from semester to semester or from course to 
course. I£ one believes that classes ~ve unique 
characteristics which make a difference in teaching, 
one should not expect correlations between ratings 
oi a teacher by cii!ferent classes t.o be high. In fact 

lll K. 0. Doyle, Jr., Stuthnt E:1aiwztion of Instruction 
(Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1975) p. 39. 

$t K. A. Feldman, "Consistency and Variai:>iiity Among 
College Students in Rating Their Teachers and Courses: 
A. Review and Analysis," Re:1earch in HighJr edu_cation. 
6 (1977), pp. 223-7.i. "' . . 

such correlations range from .J4 to .61.• 
My point is that a reliability index is meaningful 

only in terms of (1) the goals for which one is 
administe:Ing a student ratings form; and (2} one's 
theoretical conce?tion of what the constructs related 
to teaching effectiveness should be doing in the 
situations in which the measures are to be adminis
tered. 

For·the use of student ratings in persoMel decl· 
sions, the measures of reliability one ;,robably wants 
could be any of the following: 

a. Would the same students rate the instructor as 
well i£ they had been given a different, but equiva• 
lent, rating form7 

·· b. Would other students taking t!,.- same course 
~ve rated the instructor the same w.i.yl 

c. Is the teacher's teaching rated the same in this 
course as in other courses 7 

Note that there are valid reasons why ratings on 
a different form, by different students, or i.-i a dif
ferent course might well be di!ferer,.t. Thus we should 
not expect perfect correlations. Nevertheless all of 
these correlations tend to be quite high. Moreover, 
the reliability of classes of students rating teachers 
is substantially higher than that 0£ colleague rat
ings. 91 Reliability is not likely to be a concern for 
most uses of student ratings. 

Despite these positive findings, it still seems wise 
in using ratings for personnel decisions to ;et ratings 
from more than one class and from more than one 
course and to have the ratings interpreted by indi
viduals who know something about the differer.ce 
between courses; e.g., the difference between a con· 
tent course ancl a methodology course . 

CHOOSING SCALES OR l'!E.VS:S FO!t SCALES 

Establishing the Purpose oi Collecting Student 
Opinion. 

Whether one plans to use one of the ready-made 
scales or construct one's own, a necessary ?rer~ui
site is to examine one's goals in gathering student 
impressions, for different goals imply different items. 

• ·J.E. Morsh, G. G. Bllrgess, and I'. N. Smith, "Stu
dent Achievement as a Meas'lre of I.nstruc:or Eff ec• 
tiveness," Journal of Educational Psycholog-J, 47 (195oj, 
pp. 79-as. · 

•• K. 0. Doyle, Jr., and L. I. Crichton, "Student, Peer, 
and Self Evalua~ns oi College Instructors," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, 70 (1978), pp. S1S·Z6; J. A. Cl!n• 
tra, "Colle.-igues u Raters of Classroom [nstruction," 
Journal of Higher Education, 46 (1975), p;,. 327-37. 
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u me ,oai is h> •b••~ :n ~rsonnt?i .:iedsions, two 
ti> ave gent?ral items a;e prooably sumdt?nt; if the 
?Urpose is to im;:,rove instruction, a more ditaUed, 
behaviorally ori~"lti!d set of items ri!.leva."lt to partic
ular kinds of courses is probably more ap;:,ropriate. 

I shall .:ii5c:uss ;,artic:ui.r items -.aeful for each of 
these pur;,osa. But .u m alternative to developing 
your own scales, you might wish to consider the use 
of a scale developed elsewhere, such as those devel
opeci at Educ.tional Testing Service, Northwestern, 
Kmsas State, or other universities included in the 
book by Ce."\ova, Madofi, Chin, and Thomas.a 

In choosing items appropriate !or different goals 
you may be helped by cliiferentiating five types: 

1. items in which students report classroom events 
or teacher behaviors 

2. items reporting the student's perception of his 
or her achievement of course goals 

3. items reporting the student's own evaluation of 
the effectiveness of different upects of the 
course 

4. i!lms re;,orting the student's own behavior in 
the course 

S. items reporting student satisfaction. 
Different ki.-uis of items are useful for each major 

purpoH for which student ratings scales ue used. 
Moreover; differing items are appropriate for differ
ing typi!s 0£ instruction, such as lectures, seminars, 
laboratory, or tutorial instruction. 

Choosing Student 1bting Items for Improving 
Instruction 

As we saw earlier, the use of student ratings is 
Ukely to result in improvement when: (a) the ratings 
provide new iniormation; (b) the teacher i5 motivated 
to improve; (c) the teacher ~ use alternative 
methods of teaching effectively. 

This has implications for choice of items. Items 
chosen by the instructor because he or she wishes 
the information are more likely to be informative thm 
items on scales written for mo~ general purposes. · 
Aside from an item or two to indicate general feelings 
of satisfaction, more spediic: items reporting percep
tions or evaluations of teacher behaviors or specific: 
aspects of the course are likely to be more hel;,ful 
than very general items. 

Moreover one would guess that items worded in 

a W. J. Cfflova, M. K. Mado£f, R. Chin, md C. B. 
Tnomas, Mutu"1 Benefit E-:,a/wztic,n of Faculty and Ad
mini1:rators in Higher Education (Cambridge, Massachu
setts: Balli.,ger Publishing Co., 1976). 
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an evaiuative lali,,~n wou,a i!!JCJi more 1.«:u::u:o, • .u,6:loi. 

than those that are worded descriptively. ~1us one 
might prefer such an Hem as: 

"The instructor writes key poi,nts on the black
board," to an item such as: 

"Lectures are well organized." 
Factor analyses reveal the major dimensions stu

dmts and faculty members use in thinking about 
teaching. In constructing a scale it seems reasonable 
to include one or two items from each of the major 
£actors. Among · the factors commonly identified a 
art: 

Sk"ill-Ent husiasm 
''"The course stimulated my interest.'"' 

Structurt 
"'The teacher denned the objectives of the dis

cussion." 
Rapport 

''"The teacher is friendly." 
Work load-Difficulty 

''I'he teacher expects too much from students.'' 
Group intuac:tion 

''I'he teacher encourages class discussion.'' 
Mazuca and Feldhusen .. Eou.,d in a survey oi stu
dents that the Srst two factors above were particu
larly important ~ studmts. 

To facilitate adaptation of student ratings to the 
needs oi individual instructors, Purdue University 
developed the Purdue Cafeteria System. This system 
permits instructors to choose items from a catalogue 

· of items that have been previously used. Other uni
versities have now adopted or adapted the Cafeteria 
System to provide flexibility in obtaining student 
ratings likely to giw the instructor useful informa
tion. 

Choosing Student Raring Items for Personnei De
cisions 

Tne ~ent press for teacher accountability is one 
of the factors leading to attempts to mandate the use 
of standard, uniform student rating scales for as
sessing teaching effectiveness. As we have already 
seen, student ratings 0£ teaching art related to 
teacher effectiveness as measu.ed by the achievement 
of t.'ie teacher's students. Nevertheless this does not 

• ]. A. I<ulik and C. L I<ulik, "Student Ratings oi 
Instruction," Teaching of Psychclor;y, 1 (1974), pp. ~-S7; 
md Kulik .ind McI<eachie. op. cit., note 4 above. 

44 S. A. Mazuc.a and J. F. Felcihusen, "Effective Col:e~e 
Instruction: How Students See It," Co/1,g, Student ]our• 
na/ Monograph, U (197&), pp. 1-12. 
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mun that student ratings are sumcient evidence of 
teaching effectiveness. Ideally one would gat..\er evi
dence from a numbu of source,, giving ::nost weight 
to those sources most expert with respect to different 
aspects of teaching. For ex.imple, it is hard to c:on
c:eive of anyone more expert than students themscdvcs 
with respect to the degree to which the teacher h.1s 
stimulated inteilectu.u curiosity and interest in the 
subject matter fleld~an important educational go.u; 
on the other hand, one would expect peers to be most 
competent to judge the scholarly content oE .1 cours.:. 
assumi.,g that they have ewnined syllabi, examin.1-
tion papers, insauctor and student Iecrure notes, or 
other sources ol evidence. Thus persoMel decisions 
inevitably involve value judgments using data from 
SCVffal sources with respect to a teacher's effec
tiveness in achieving a number ol differen~ goals. 

As suggested earlier. a uniform standard scale is 
not likely to be very helpful for improving teach- · 
ing-nor is a lengthy swu.brd scale likely to be 
helpful for personnel decisions since it is unlikely 
to be equally well suited for different disciplines or 
dmerent courses within a discipline. Since compari
sons between insauctotJ in different courses cm at 
best be only very general. one should probably not 
attempt ::iuch more than ta determine whether stu
dmts :ate an instnictor as excellent, ac!~quate. or 
;,oor. An item or two of the degree to which a course 
stimuiated i."'lterest or curiosity,'and perhaps another 
item or two on general effectiveness, should be sum
cent for personnel purposes. 

Certain items have proved to relate to teaclter 
mectiveness as measured· by mean stu! ·int ;,erfarm
ance on an examination. Unfortunately such studies 
must be done in a multi-section course, and it is often 
diaicult to know how much the results c:an be gener
aliz~ to other courses. Frey's validity studies• in
duded both c:alculus and psychology courses so that 
his items are particularly worthy 0£ consideration. 
T'nree li.lcely candidates are: 

"'Each class period was carefully planned in ad- · 
vance." 
''The instructor presented the material clearly." 
"'This course has inaeased my knowledge and 
competence." 

Other valkated items include: 
"Teacher Control" 61 

111 See note 6 above. 
~ I.. A. Sraskamj> and D. C.iulley, "Student R.iting and 

!nst:-~ctor Seil R.irings and Their Re.l.&tionshi;, to Student 
Achievement," (Mimeo.ir.iphec!, November. !975). 

"Does the professor make students feel free to ask 
questions, disagree, express their ideu, etc.7"" 
"Does the professor use exam;,Iet from his (her) 
own research or experience 7" 1111 

One of the commonest misuses of student rc1tin,: 
scales in personnel pruccJurcs is to sum r.atin~,; ,,n 
.i group of items ilnd compute a mean. Such a 
procedure usumc:s th.it the: items arv all mcilsurinr, 
the same thing-effective tc.1ching. In fact most 
SC.lies contain scvcri1I types of items each providing 
useful inform.1tion, but their purpo!iC..., ;ire: difforc:nl 
and they cannot meaningfully be lwnped together. 

Choosing Student Rating Items to Assist Students 
in. Choosing c~urses 

One of the first ;miversities to collect student r.i.tings 
was Harvard, where students began in the 1920's 
to publish a book reporting student opinion 0£ 
courses and professors. Such books are now: com• 
monly found on college and university campuses. U 
this is to ~ the primary purpose of the scale, one 
would presumably want to include items that are 
likely ta provide information that will make a dif
ference £or student decisions. So Ear as I know there 
are no data desaibing items that made a difference, 
buf there have been a number oE studies oE qualities 
students believe to be related to superior teaching. 
Feldman's a and Miller's 111 reviews of these studies 
list the following qualities as being c:onsistently re
ported: 

Stimulatior, of interest 
Clarity 
!<nowledge of subject matter 
Fairness 
Preparation 
Enthusiasm 
Friendliness 
Helpfulness 
Openness to other's opinions 

"' M. G. Massey, 11rt Rclatio11shi;, attwun Instructor 
Ratings and l.ear,iing: Somt &tensions, (Los Angdes: 
California State University and Colleges, 197S}. 

• R. C. Wilson, J. G. G.ff, E. R. Dienst, t. Wood, .ind 
J. L. Bavry, College Professor, and Their Impact 011 Stu• 
dents (New York: Wiley, 1975). 

• K. A. Feldman, "The Superior Coi!ege Teacher from 
the Students' View," R,search in Higher education, S 
{1976), pp. 243-138. 

70 R. I. Mill~r. Developing Programs for Faculty Educa• 
tion (S.m rrancis.:o: Jossey•3.15S, 197~). 
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One of the poten:ial unfortunate outcomes of t.~e use 
of student ratings is that students are iruiuenced to 
focus upon the instructor u the person chiefly 
responsible for student learning. In fact, however, 
learning should be a joint responsibwty o£ students 
and instructor. Before blaming the instructor for 
failure to achieve educational goals, students should 
consider wJ\ether they have done all they could to 
m.ike the course a valuable experience. 

On my own srudent tating form i include a section 
on student responsibility for learning. My purpose 
is to inaease students' sense of responsibility for 
their own learning and to encourage. them to think 
about their own edui:ation.al goals. I include su~ 
items as: 

I attend class regularly. 
I have aeated learning experiences for myself in 
connection with the coUl'H. 
I h&ve helped clusm&tes learn. 

General Comments About Procedures £or Student 
R.itings of Teaching 

1. Allow space for comments. Faculty members 
uniformly re;,ort that these are helpful. Students 
need the chance to express feelings that do not quite 
iit the prestructttred questionnaire fon:atr Fre
quently comments give examples .or incidents which 
clari£y the meaning of ratings or indicate what 
changes need to be made. 

2. Inciic:ate in· the instructions . who will read the 
conunents. Students will be more focused if they 
understand to whom they are writing. 

l. I prefer items worded in terms of the individual 
student's perce;,tion or evaluation to more general 
statements •. I think a faculty member is likely to 
resent global evaluations more than those worded in 
terms of the impression made on a particular sr.ident. 
and I ~hink a student is gener~y better able to report 
how he or she felt than to make global judgments. 

4. Faculty mem~ should have the right to par
ticipate in the selec:tion oi items or forms to be used 
in evaluating teaching in order that ;he form may 
be appro;,riate for the _goals of the particular classes 
in which the data are to be collected. 

S. If rati."'lgs are to be used in personnel decisions, 
some control :.hould be exercised over conditions of 
adn".inistratian. Rumors circulate about instructors 
who roa.'11 up and down the aisles, lose poor evalua
tions, or introduce the ratings by annou.-icing that 
the stuci.?nts will be determining not only the in• 
structor' s fate but that 0£ spouse and children • 

o. • 1.1.?Jieve teacn~rs ;.1,e J~e.y .o oe mo,~ '-••'-i:.1w 
and are more likely to improve i! :hey enjoy teaching. 
This im;,Hes that re;,orts of student ratings should 
be in a format that encourages good feelings rather 
than discouragement. Thus a report emphasizing 
;,ercmtile ranks in relation to norms may be less 
helpful than a report emphasizing the distribution 
of student responses (since typical classes like their 
instr.:ctor). It probably is not very helpful to tell a 
teacher rated as "good" by his students that this 
is only "average.'' 

7. If teaching ratings are to be puhlished in a 
booklet for students and . made available to col
leagues, experience indicates that faculty motivation 
is enhanced if the booklet reports teacher strengths 
rather than weaknesses. 

a. Effective teaching is a skill that can be learned 
and that develops over time. Teaching ratings can 
help development. Buing career decisions on ratings 
in a single course early in a teaching career is not 
wise or fair. Basing decisions on a single visit by 
& ;,eer or superior is even more unwise. 

9. I£ srudent ratings are ~ in persoMel deci
sions, the instructor should have an opportunity to 
present his or her interpretation of the data u well 
as wh.itever additional evidence seems relevant. 

10. Student ratings tend to focus on classroom 
teachi.-ig. Evidence with respect to out-of-class edu
cational funmons such as course planning, advising, 
etc., also is needed. 

11, When student ratings are used in personnel 
decisions, they should be evaluated by peers who 
are f ai:tiliar with the courses in which the ratings 
were gathered, who know the teac:.1ting methods 
uud, and who can take into accou.-it the circ:um• 
stances unJer which the course wu taught. 

SUMMARY 

Student ratings of teaching can be useful for several 
purposes, such as: 

l. ::nproving teaching 
2. providing data relevant to judgment about 

teaching effectiveness 
3. aiding student choice of course and instructor 
4. stimulating students to think about their edu

cation. 
Student ratings <1re not automatically valid and 

useful !or ~.,y of these purposes. Thus we need to 
understand what student ratings can and cannot do 
before e:nbarking upon large,;,scale institutional pro• 
grams of student ratings. 

We use ratings to improve the quality of education. 
No :natter how technically sophisticated our ques• 
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tii,nn.ure and ou.r evaluation system, they are worth• 
!.?ss ii th,i,r uH generates such confl:ct, .inxiety, or 
confusion that education is affected adversely. Stu• 
dent racings should not be used as the si."\g!e measure 
oi :.?ac..~g. Rather we should t..'unk of thll!m as data 
v~uable for problem solving, a.nd their impac:t upon 
t.w climate for teachi."\g is more import~t than the 
ttc:.v.ic.u excellence of the for.n to be used • 
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II students are to provide careful ratinr,s and if 
faculty members .ire to mo1kc 1~0<><.l U!.f: <Jf tt,,: inf1,r
m.i.ti1Jn, both nc,:J lo h.ivc ~un(iJcm:c: i11 th•: rrwth,,d•, 
used. Thus even ,1 i;ood form m.iy n<."Cd to oc reexa
mined .ind revised frequently by student-facult, 
committees i£ new generations are to have a sense 
that the system is theirs rather than one imposeci 
upon them. 
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CHAPTER14 

SUMMATIVE TEACHER EVALUATION 

MICHAEL SCRJVEN 
Ei·uluu/ion lnslitule 

l!11i1•e1·sity ufSw1 f'ru11ci~w 

INTRODUCTION 

Teacher evaluation is a disaster. The practices are shoddy and the princi
ples are unclear. Recent work has ~uggesled some ways 10 clarify the issues 
and to make the procedures more equitable and reasonably valid, but one 
cannot yet point to a single exemplary system in which the pracaices come 
near to matching our knowledge . This state of affairs is a terrible indictment 
of the universi1ies since the problems are sufficiently 1rac1able that a modesl 
investment of only approximately 2% to 3% of Jheir internally controlled 
research funding would have solved them SO years ago . Thal the great 
research and teaching centers of learning never pul serious efforts into 
research on leaching, lhough they had lo evaluate teachers all the lime, is one 
more scandal in the history of the guilds, of professions that fail to practice 
what they profess, in this case, research-based decision making . Once more, 
the pressure to reform is coming from outside, from the Congress and the 
courts, not the conscience. But belated is better than never, and these notes 
sketch the traps and paths in the jungle, for those who want 10 avoid impo
teni:e, inefficiency, and inequity. 

The emphasis throughoul the chapter is on teacher evaluation for person
nel decisions (summative evalualion), but there is some explicil reference 10 
evaluation for faculty development (formaaive evaluation), and, since ahe 
two are not intrinsically distinct, there is substantial indirect relevance lo 
formative evaluation. But sumrnaaive evaluation is primary because (I) 
human careers are al stake, not Mmere" improvement; (2) if it i) not possible 
to tell when teaching is bad (or good) overall, it is not possible lo tell when ii 
has improved; (3) if it is possible to tell when ii is bad or good, personnel 
decisions can be made even though ii is not known how ao·make improve
ments . In short, diagnosis is sometimes easier than healing, and an cssenaial 
preliminary 10 it. 
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1be chapter in general applies lo elementary and secondary teacher eval-" 
~~iop as well as lo postSccondary; where key differences eKist, they are 

·discus~. To avoid cumbersome circumlocuaions, lhe language is some
times simplified, and the reader with, for example, K-12 interests will 
occasionally have lo translate ·dean" into "principo4l" and ignore references 
to th~ evaluation of resean:h . 

INSTITUTIONAL PREREQUISITES 

II is improper 10 proceed \\ith a system for evaluating leaching that is 
· · supposed 10 operate well or ethically regardless of the administrative and 
, . l~gal context. The following are some of ahe condiaions that must be presenl 
;. , ip that context. 

I . A system for the evaluation of adminislrators must be in plaa in order 
to avoid the entirely justifiable resistance of ahe .. serfs" to being evaluaaed by 
"1ose in the castle, who are iibove such lhings themselves . Adminislrator 
evaluation, if ii occurs al all, i~ chiefly remarkable for being even worse than 
lhe evaluation of faculty. Where it is done in what is thought lO be an 
especially enlightened fashion. ii is usually based upon some bastardized 
version of managemenl by obje..:tives (MBO) which, even in opaimal form, 
is totally inappropriate as a ba~is for lhe evaluation of administrators. But 
that is anolher saory. 

2. The evaluation of teaching must be part of a syslem chat also has an 
appropriate process for evaluiiting research (if research is valued al all) and 
service (defined clearly l, and a ~pecific commilment to their relati\'c weight
ing. Oaherwise one is playing in a game for which only a few of the rules 
have been stated. It is notable thal, for example, personnel manuals for the 
Universiay of Texas system and ahe University of California at Berkeley 
(UCB) have (as of September 1980) no such commilment 10 ahe relative 
worth of leaching and, hence. no binding commitment toward ils having any 
worth. The fact lhal UCB requires, and enforces lhe requirement, thal data 
on teaching meril, including student evaluations, musl be included in a 
dossier before it will be comiJered for personnel decisions looks as if it 
shows a valuing of teaching, but ii does not. The dala may show that the 
teacher is a bcuJ teacher, yet the data requirement does not specify any 
penally; if lhe daaa show the ~acher 10 be a good teacher, no determinale 
benefit results. Specified rclati\e weightings of all the relevant criteria of 
faculty assessment is lhe only nonvacuous procedure for objccti\·e evalua
tion and, not incidentally. the only equitable one. II is hardly surprising 1ha1 
in the two systems mentioned 1and in most others), the standards vary by 
cam~us and depar1men1 and, inJeed, by who happens to be lhc current chair 
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or provost or vice-president. One cannol say lhat Berkeley does or does noi 
value good leaching; one can only say lhat the official personnel manual. 
despile a page or two of rhetoric, does not require it for favorable action. 
Systems in which the weightings vary from individual to individual (and 
even from year to year) are fine if each individual's contracl specifies ahem 
explicitly. It is nol rigidity that is desirable, only clarity. 

3. The institution musl have clearly understood and defined the differ
ence bc1ween the evaluation of worlh and the evaluation of meril. with 
respect lo the evaluation of teaching in particular. (The distinction also 
applies to lhe evaluation of research and service.) The impact of this distinc
tion is crucial in half a dozen areas, but two examples should suffice. 
Suppose thal an institution employs a teacher whose teaching is superlative 
by every reasonable standard and who is also producing substantial quanli
lies of absolutely first-rate research, while rendering impressive service to 
the profession, lhe campus, an<! the community. If the institution is not 
absolutely clear that in spite of all this, and even though money is available, 
ii may have to deny lenure 10 this teacher, the instilulion does nol understand 
lhe difference between worth and merit. 

. The decision whether to make an initial appointment. the decision to 

. grant tenure, and the decision to push for early retircmenl by the various 
means available for that should all depend upon the worth of a faculty 
member to lhe institution and not merely upon the faculty member's 1>rofes
sional merit. The worth to the institution is essentially connected with such 
issues as the income generated and likely lo be generated by the sludenl 
enrollment (or grant support) thal thc inslructor produces, lhe special ser
vices 10 lhc institution's general mission lhat are provided by lhe instructor 
(e.g .• an uniquely talented Lalin scholar or leacher at a Jesuit institution, a 
woman mathematician in an otherwise all-male department that was anxious 
to recruit women as mathematics majors, etc.). Neither private nor public 
inslilulions can loday afford 10 be awarding lenure on merit alone as if lhe 
enrollments were i1TClevan1, but many of them are locked inlo a system of 
facuhy evaluation thal makes it impossible to dcviale from merit consider
ations even in extreme cases (except at the appointment decision). Several 
olher cases of worlh are imporlanl; for example, an interesting case can be 
made lhal multidisciplinarians are worth more to an institution lhan most 
specialists, in lhese uncertain times, because they are less likely to be lefl 
high and dry by the aides of changing in~rests and emerging new disci
plines. 

If worlh is lo be given any weighting at all, as it should be, then ahe exacl 
size and limit of t_his weighting must be as carefully defined as possible ir, 
order thal one does not gel into obvious abuses-such as faring leachers whose 
political activities lead to complaints or the loss of support from alumni, 
school boards, or legislatures-the sort of abuse that results from 
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thinking that worlh ,neans only financial worlh. Worrh also has something lo 
\;: . do wilh the integrity of lhe mission of lhe school. There is no worth left in an 

~~?. inslitulion that sells ils curril:ulum content lo the highest bidder. . 
/ '·, . Incidentally, salary level will commonly involve yet another value d1-

(1i:,'.. ' Q1Cnsion, namely, market \'alue (or cost, or external worlh). It is as well to 
. ":\ , specify the limils on these markel adjustments, for example, in separale 

schedules for various areas . 
.,; 4. There should be an independent supporl system of some kind (e.g., a 
K· ·.· ~onsultanl or leaching services unil) available lo faculty lo ass isl ahem in lhe 
· · effort to improve, so lhat th~ system of faculty evaluation is neither merely 

· punitive nor seen as merely punitive . This support system should be inde
pendent of both administrators and peers, including I where relevanl) ileparl
ment chairs and deans or assistant principals/curriculum specialists, and so 
on in order to avoid the disincentive lo use ii that results if instructors know 
lhal adminislrators will know (or can find oul) when this support system is 
being used by a particular ins1ruc1or. The consuhations must nol only be 

· absolutely confidential but also professionally based and supportively 
oriented. Finding somebody who can provide the appropriate kind of assis
tance is very difficult because few mighl be said 10 l'k:'. qualified in the firsl 
place, and many of ahem are too inclined lo think that lhere is one true 
solution to the problem of how best lo teach. 

The cost of providing this support system is low . One professional and 
one secretary/assistant for several thousand sludcnl~ i:an do this and also do 
a number of olher jobs thal should be done in any college or s<.:hool syslem. 
such as keeping up wilh research and praclice in lhe fields of faculty evalua
tion and leaching research, maintaining a small <.:cmsulting library for fac
ulty, improving the sludenl questionnaire (if one i!. used) and managing ils 

. administration, and supen·ising the data synthesis process in any multidi
mensional evaluation. That involves research-reading competence, nol re
search performance. The helping role that works with the prima donna type 
of faculty is nol somelhing wilh which prima donna leaching researchers are 
familiar, so a nice balance of skills is required. It is therefore rash lo make 
appoinlmenls lo this job for more lhan a lrial period al firsl . 

S. The background syslem musl have consislenl and appropriate prac
tices, not just consistent and appropriate rhetoric. A rypical (college) exam
ple of how nol to achieve consistent practice is to ha,c a system in which the 
quality of teaching is said to be imporlant, whereas in fact, departments are 
issued new positions and replacements for retiring or dcparling old appoin
tees almost entirely on the basis of enrollments. Although lhis is admirable 
in the sense that ii reflects an auention lo a reasonable consideralion thal a 
decade or two ago was almost totally disregarded . in many contexts it 
amounls lo rewarding the departments for, among other things, inOatt:d 
grading, which is inconsistenl with lhe rhetoric of res~cl for high standards. 
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The same lypc of inconsis1ency in a K-12 selling occurs when leachers are 
called in to justify failing grades but not passing ones. Another example is 
the use of a student questionnaire that a11ends to the extent to which instruc
tors get to know lhe names and personalities of individual students, provide 
ample office hours, and so on, all of which are results easily achieved for 
small classes but not for large classes. Having thus provided an incentive for 
fal:ulty to restrict enrollment in their classes, administralors then cry about 
declining enrollmenls, which this approach reinforces. Consislenl systems 
are hard 10 set up, bul the inconsistencies in syi.t~ms are extremely expen
sive. 

6. A reasonable modus 1,fre11di with studenl governmem musl be worked 
oul so thal bo1h pa{lies obtain mulual l>enefil from s1uden11=valuation. · 

7. The use of evaluation must not only be consistent but also comprehen
sive. In parlicular, each type of personnel decision must use ii, especially the 
major ones: selection, retention, promotion/demotion, salary action, tenure 
and its revocation, early or postponed retirement, and layoff. In the many 
sys1ems in which contracts restrict the administrator's options with respect to 
1he major decisions, careful study always reveals a large second set of 
benefi1s or penahies, which are also options. They should be distributed with 
care and wilh regard to merit/worth; the effect of doing so can be great, and 
the effect of not doing so speaks loudly of the true values of the administrator 
and the sys1em. 

THE DEFINITION OF GOOD TEACHING 

The best teaching is not that which produces the most learning, since 
whal is learned may be worthless . There is a connection belween teaching 
and learning, but not a simple one. 

No definitions of good teaching in the literature avoid a series of coun
terargumenls and counlerexamples. The following definition avoids the 
so-far-idenlified counlerexamples, but possibly has some of its own. 
Teachers are merilorious to lhe extent that they exert the maximum possible 
inllucnce toward beneficial learning on the part of their students, subject 10 

three condilions: (I) the leaching process used is ethical, (2) lhe curriculum 
coverage and the teaching process are consisterit with what has been pro
mised, and (3) lhe teaching process and its foreseeable effec1s are consistent 
with the appropriate institutional and professional goals and obligations. 

The in lent of the three qualifications can be illustrated with some exam
ples of what I hey are intended to exclude. (I) Unethical processes include 
not only cruel and unusual punishment but also those processes that are 
wmplclcly nonuniversalizable, for example, pulling so much pressure on 
the students that lhey ahandon their work for other classes in order lo do the 
wort.:. for this one. Since it wollld be impossible for all teachers to <!o 
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likewise, it is an unethical proci:dure. (Gelling students to do more home
work at the expense of an already utensive leisure is, on the other hand, 

.«lmirable.) 
JI is often argued on weak a priori grounds that the use of a reward system 

such as a token economy or grades is unelhical; in fact, the failure to us.: 
some kind of .. reward system"-at least a grading system-is usually both 
unethical and unprofessional. It is unethical because it fails to inform lhe 
swdents aboul their progress or competence, and ii is unprofessional be

. cause it fails 10 show that the institution (or profei.sion or future employer) 
v.iues quality work as ~pposed 10 minimally competent work. It also hltp

·: ; pens that grades provide a legitimale incentive for ~any st~dents; not to use 
C .·. them is thus poor pedagogy unleis the teacher has direct evidence for a ~Her 

· approach. Grading can even be arranged to make i.nter~tude~t.compeuuve
ness impossible, while retaining the feedback required 111 stnvmg for excel
lence. So, even if grading did reduce learning, it would have to be done and 
done properly. Properly managed it should increase learning. 

(2) Certain contracts are made by instructors and institutions, both expli
citly and implicitly, IO which they frequently do not adhere. Such contracts 
are involved in promises as 10 what a course will cover, made in, for exam
ple, a course catalogue, school or departmental handouts, the faculty hand
book, the union contract, the dass handouts or in the language of the 
opening presentation in class, or at a parents, faculty, or counselors meeting. 
Apart from misleading advertising, much of the hierarchical structure of 
sequential curricula has been made laughable by the failure of ins!ructors to 
adhere to these commitments. Maximizing learning cannot be given auto
matic and complete precedence over these obligations. 

(3) It would usually be appropriate, if the maximization of learning were 
the only obligation of an instructor, 10 adjust lhe level of instruction to the 
class average so that more peopli: would be able to benefit from ii. But there 
are institutional and professional commitments trust trapscend this commit
ment. For example, if one is faced with a class of medical students who will 
graduate at the end of this year. and if one's obligation is to instruct them in 
professional procedures that they will be praclicing at thal time, and if it is 
clear that most of them are so far off the pace that no instruction within the 
time available can get them to a level of compe1ence, then it is professionally 
~ligatory to focus the instruction upon those who ca,, be bcought up 10 the 

appropriate standard and fail the rest. 
Other obligations that are importanl and must be coni.idered very se

riously include the problems of providing compensatory justice for minori
ties and women, which may mean focusing more effort on them than would 
maximize total class learning; providing knowledge that will be expected by 
the instructor of a higher level course; and so on . Ultimately there is alwayi. 
an obligation to quality of learning rather than to quantity which pr~ludes 
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any s~mp.le ma.,ti~iza1ion criterion from legitimacy. since ii is essentially a 
quan111a11ve cruenon. 

Noce Chai Che learning referred to in the definition above can cercainly 
cover auicudes, in Che rare cases in which ii is possible co juscify Che claim 
thac leaching a certain attitude is an appropriate part of an inslnictor's obliga
tions .. Teaching •.he ~iencific attitude might be a case in point, as might be 
teaching the moc1vat1on lo learn . Note, too, that tea~hing can often be done 
and often is done lo a very important extent, outside the classroom; hence' 
evaluating it must involve looking for and al chis out-of-classroom teaching~ 
Remember also chat the value of a teacher must include worth as well as 
merit, and worth involves very different considerations from maximizing 
learning. 

The most important feature of our definition of teaching is that it does not 
identify good teaching with the production of(even good) learning, Chough it 
does. not ~reak all connections either. I have discussed several overriding 
cons1de~a11ons already, but there is yet another type of example that should 
be mept1oned. If you have a number of students in the class who for various 
reasons unconnected with your own performance are not working hard 
enough to keep up with the class, you should not be downgraded as a teacher . 
for the failure of these students to learn. If you happen to get half the 
baske~ball team in your class, it should not count against you if they are not 
plan~mg to graduate or are not capable of it. A teacher's task is only to 
provide lhe best possible environment, not to guara,:itee that the results will 
be effective no matter how little effort is made by the students. It follows 1ha1 
one must never use on a student questionnaire the question NHow much did 
you learn fr~m this class (that you think was valuable 10 you)r' or cognates 
of that question. One must instead use questions such as "How ·well do you 
think the instructor taught the course?" 

. It is partly for the above reasons that the answers to studenc question
naires are not to be regarded as intrinsically inferior to or as substitutes for 
studies of the learning gains of students in class. They are more ,•a/id in one 
respecc, in Chai they address the correct question. 

Another incorrect definition of good teaching which has some sup
p<>rters, perhaps deserves a footnote . This involves the idencificacion of 
teaching with Che transfer of learning from the teacher co the student. But, as 
has often been poinced out, inspiring the student to seek learning elsewhere 
may be the besc approach for maximizing learning even in the short run and 
more likely in the long run. 

HOW NOT TO EVALUATE TEACHING 

It will be clear from the preceding discussion 1ha1 any method of evaluat
ing leaching Chai simply identifies teaching merit with che amount learned is 
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... gyershnplified and can be extremely unfair lo some teachers. in particular to 
;/ ·ICBChers of slow learners. II should also be clear that cvah1a1ing a teacher's 
{ ·worth only, or merit only. is. on occasions, also entirely inappropriate. And 
.• : · in the absence of certain ins1i1u1ional requirements, good evaluation is either 

· ! · difficult, inappropriate, or impossible . We should now look al a number of 
other auraclive errors that have also been widely incorporated into systems 
for evaluating teachers. 

Classroom Visits 

' . . r· 
lir:.··. !/i'./ •, . '.,t;:;,;,· 

Using classroom visits by colleagues (or administrators or "experts") lo 
evaluate teaching is not just i~orrecc, it is a disgrace . First, the visit itself 
alters che leaching, so that the visitor is not looking al a representative 
sample. This defect is exncerbated by preannouncing the visit. Second, the 
number of visits is too small lo be an accurate sample from which to general
ize, even if it were a random ~ample . Third, the visitors are typically not 
devoid of independent personal prejudices in favor of or against the teacher, 
arising from the foci that ,isitori are normally adminisrralors or colleagues 
of the teacher and in their other role are involved in adversary proceedings 
with them, alliances with them. and so on . Fourth. nothing that could be 
observed in the classroom (apart from the mosc bizarre special cases) can be 
used as a basis for an inference to any conclusion about the merit of the 
teaching. That this is so follows inexorably from the results of the enormous 
number o( studies on style research that have been done and summarized on 
various occasions (see Centra, 1979). These result in lhe conclusion that no 
style indicators can be said lo correlate reliably with short- or long-cerm 
learning by Che students acros~ the whole range of subjects, levels, students, 
and circumstances . (Anything less could scarcely be defended for personnel 
evaluation.) Fifth, regardless of the fact that no observations of leaching 
style can legitimately be used lb a basis for inference about the merit of the 
teaching, the visitor normally believes lhe contrary. This is often because 
visitors have their own preferences as to a certain style or have many years of 
experience in teaching this same type of course or student. Consequently, 
they believe that not doing it their way, or perhaps in one or two other ways 
that they approve, is doing ii badly. These prejudices are without founda
tion, to the best of our knowledge, and should nol be allowed lo come into 
lhe evaluacion of teaching in any normal case. Among the hypothetically 
possible exceptions are the possibility that what the teacher is saying is 
known to be false by a visitor and is so grossly false as to constitute an 
impossible vehicle for teaching 1he truth, that the visitor observes racist or 
sexist or other immoral practices by the teacher, or that the visitor observes a 
total lack of classroom discipline 10 a degree 1ha1 cannoc possibly be recon
ciled with the continuance of a learning process of any kind . Since none of 
these events has ever been recorded on any of lhe classroom visiting sheets of 

.: .',!ft·.i. 
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lhe many thousands th,d I have either inspected directly or of which I h se . . 1. aw 
en summaries, t us cannot be taken seriously as a reason for v I· . . . . . ma .. mg 

c ~ssroom v1s!ts part of teacher evaluation. It is scarcely surprising that the 
research studies (see Centra, 1979, pp. 74-76) show that colleague re t 
are n~t even mutually consistent; hence Ibey are unusable as e~id:~r s 

Ulumately, the problem about 1he visitor is the lack of similarity be·tw ~ti . . • I een 
. ~e _v~_suor s I lt~ught processe~ and _those ~f the student. They are generally 
scp,ua. h:d by several decades m their learning maturi1y; thus, they may h· 

b I · II d. · · ave 
s.~ s a~l~a Y 1lleren1 voc~b~lar_i~s and cognitive repertoires, and they cer-
~mly la~k many cult~ral s11mlar1t1es. Because of lhis, the visitor's empathic 
1m~ress1o~s are not hkely to be a good indicator of how much learning is 
gomg on m the heads of the students (quite apart from ihe correc1ions that 
have _10 be ~pplied to this first approximation to the key process in good 
teaching). Smee the sec?nJary indiqttors in teaching style (i.e., everything 
el~ you can see, leaving the empathy aside) turn out to be invalid as 
111d1c~1.ors of leaching effectiveness, this leaves the visitor-or should0 leave 
1he v1s11or-at a loose end. 

. In spite of these staggering objections, the method of classroom visitation 
I~ of ~ourse the universal me1_hod whereby teachers in the elementary and 
~1g~ school are evaluated and is-depressingly enough-being quite stead
ily _1mplemen1ed al the postseco_ndary level, on 1he grounds that it represents 
~n improvement over past pracllces. No variation of this kind of observation 
ts of any value either; visits by experts are no better., and visits by peers are 
no belier, for purpoSC!s of personnel evaluation. There are no valid inclicators 
•0. ~ seen, no_mauer who looks. Visits by a consuhant are defensible in the 
effort_ 10 _provide help to impro,•e teaching if it is already known that the 
•.each mg ~s very unsuccessful, because the consultanl may be able to suggest 
some opuons. However, the (costly) classroom visil is usually unnecessary· 
a tape recording, or even a verbal report by the teacher, along with th: 
student _eval~auon forms. is more than enough basis for consulting recom
mendauons an most cases. 

Course Content 

Teaching is usually evaluated wi1hou1 any serious attempt at evaluating 
the quall.~y of the content of the course. This is one side of the "methods
madness that has made schools of education a laughingstock in the intellec
tual community, and increasingly in the total community for man F . , y years. 

rom what we have said about the definilion of good teaching, it is clear that 
one cannot make one's judgment of teaching merit entirely on the basis of the 
cont~nt of ·~·Jwt fr learne,J by the studenls, but to do so is much beuer than 
makang the Judgment on the basis of merely inspecling wh_at is presented to 
students. Both should be considered, bu1 wiCh the emphasis upon student 

.·, .. . .... 
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' . 
·:~rform_ance. Here is !he on~ place ~here peer evaluation of a limited kind is 
) apj>ropnate-evaluatmn ot matenals (both lex.ts and studc_n1 ~o~k) not 

.· ·prqccss-and even here ii is belier to use people trom another mstuutton but 
i: · in the same subjecl-mauer area, eliminating costs by trading services in kind 

dt \vith 1hat institution. Such an arrangement, with its attendant social pressure. 
;~f ~nds to do more 10 impro,·c standards than in-house evaluation of materials 

· (toes anyway, apart from increased validity . 

Te~hio& Processes 

If one half of methods-~adness is not looking at content, the other half is 
looking 100 hard at process. This not only involves the obvious traps of 
substituting style preferences for validated merit criteria but it also ofter, 
involves making lhe formulalion of behavioral objectives (or lesson plans) 
an end in itself. Yet the very best teachers (e.g., Socrates). on any criteria we 
can juslify plausibly often eschew a predefinition of coverage because of 1he 
advantages of picking up on what turns out to be of current or great interest 
or difficulty to the panicular students being taught, the "targets-of
opportunity" approach. Excesses are possible here. too; neither approach 
should be unbridled or totally excluded. · 

Enrollments in Further Courses 
" 

Another popularly acclaimed, though infrequently employed, measure of 
te~hing success is checking on the relative number of enrollments in further 
courses in lhe same subject mauer by "graduates" of the instructor being 
evaluated. This is an unethical indicator, and its use cannot be countenanced 
by ccnlral administration because it is nonuniversalizable. That is, one can 
only score points on this dimension by stealing, buying, or seducing students 
from other departments . his exactly like the process of getting more work 
out of lhe students by having them give up their homework for other col!rses. 
However, reducing droPouts-the other end of the effects spectrum- is a 
highly legitimate cri1erion of merit, if the education missed can be shown to 
be a truly serious loss. 

Student Questionnaires 

Most student questionnaires are improper bases for faculty evaluation, 
despite lhe great potential of the approach, eilher because they involve 
ratings on style or ratings on nonuniversalizable indexes or because of the 
way in which the data from them are synthesized. If only mean ratings are 
used, then the imporlanl case of the instructors who are tremendously suc
cessful with a subgroup of the class, perhaps the best students, is over
looked. J\hhough their mean score may be no different from those of other 
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instructors who receive weak ratings from everybody in the class, their 
leal·hing potential is obviously different, and a sensitive administration 
s_hould be making some provisions to lap such a promising source of inspira
llon in a more appropriate silualion lhan lhe type of class thal resulted in a 
low overall score. Or lhe consullant may be able lo work out a way 10 
generalize from this promising basis to success with the rest of the students. 
Similarly, averaging lhe means from courses taughl al different levels may 
be unfair lo teachers who are good at one grade level and not at another or 
good with introduclory bur not with graduate courses. 

Alumni Surveys 

More honored in principle than in practice, alumni surveys are essentially 
useless for normal formative and summative evaluation of teachers though 
they can sometimes be used for course or program evaluation . They have 
extremely low response rates; they relate to the ancestors of present perform
ance and, hence, may exaggerate or underestimate the merit of the only 
performance thal should be used for current personnel decisions, namely, 
current performance; they involve a perspective as to what will be valuable 
that may no longer apply to new graduates; and the attributions of causation 
involved are suspect. These reasons do not exclude some use of alumni 
surveys in selecting Distinguished (Elderly) Teacher Awards. 

Overkill 

Evaluation done every term on every course is likely to produce hostility 
from both faculty and students and stereotyped responses or low response 
rates, especially if a long form is used. It is also unnecessarily expensive, 
takes up too much class time, and is unlikely to achieve the best results 
because ii allows no chance for experimentation, for example with new 
texts or approaches. Of course, undersampling (once every five years) and 
leuing the instructor choose which classes are to be evaluated are worse 
alternatives. 

HOW TO EVALUATE TEACHING 

Student Questionnaires 

The studenl questionnaire should be a key componenl in the evaluation 
process from about grade six . 1be piece of paper itself is only part of the 
story. Preparing s1udents as evaluators is another part, and the methods for 
administering the questionnaire arc a third. lbese methods musl be proof 
against complaints about the possibility of selective relurn and prompling. A 
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, < ''pod straightforward approach is to have ~ssis_tanls from t~e central admini~
'ili,_t/ ·. 1ra1ion sraff (a cheaper f~llback system 1s using scnclanes) take lhe ques-

•·, tionnaires out lo each class , have the instruclor leave the room for a few 
minutes, provide a brief explana1ion of the process and how lhe resuhs a~e lo 
be used (possibly in writing), encourage queslions , and pass out question
naires to be filled oul by every member of the cla~s . One should gel a 99~_ 
return rate from those present, and one should worry if it is less lhan 75% ol 
those who complete lhe course . . 

At the college level, lhe date for distribulion should be announced m 
advance if one wants most of 1hose enrolled for the class 10 allend, since 
knowing that the questionnaire will be distributed on that date is .somelim~s 
an incenlive 10 attendance. This does weaken one's defenses agamsl certain 
types of preparation of the students by t~e .professor, but_ lhis can be con
trolled by asking about ii on the form so 1t 1s a less wor~ymg pr~hl~m than 
low altendance rates. "Absentee ballots" are not a good idea, log1 s11cally or 
for inferential purposes. One can gel that 99% response rale and tolerance 
from 1he faculty for laking time out of their clas~es. if the whole process 
takes less than five minutes . This is lhe.fin,t of lhree inlerlocking reasons for 

using a very short questionnaire . . . . 
The second is the cost, which goes up quickly w11h lcnglh of pnnung, 

collating, keypunching or scanning, synthesizing, reporting , and inte~ret
ing .' The third is that all the apparent justifications for using_ a long quesll?n
·naire are unsound. The usual questionnaires with ZO lo 70 items are fislung 
expeditions of an entirely improper kind . Unless it is demonstrable lhal s?~e 
possible answer to each particular question indicates merit or d~ment m 
teaching, then the question has no place on the personnel evaluation ques
lionnaire. Derailed questions may be used in a questionnaire designed by the 
instruclor with the assislance of a leaching support consultant. or vice versa, 
when the instructor wants to gel feedback on some specific effort or style 
venture of personal concern. But no such sly le choices can be legitimated for 
purposes of personnel evaluation, and no such questions should ever be on _a 
form l!Cen by anybody except lhe instruclors and the consultants of.their 
choice. If placed on a form along with legitimate questions, they will be 
likely to bias lhe response of somebody who favors or disfavors the style that 
they uncover, and such biases are illegitimate . For this reason the~ ~ould be 
certain to affect seriously the legitimacy of any personnel dec1s1ons lhat 
were appealed in court, for example, but the ethical point is more serious 
than that. 

Since one cannot help but be worried by the contamination of instructor 
ratings by irrelevant personality factors and by factors connected with like or 
dislike of the subject matter or course content, one should make some efforl 
lo syphon off those considerations . A simple way is to slress lhe contrast 
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bc1wecn these considerations in the verbal and wrillen introduction to the 
basic juJgment;il question on the questionnaire, that is, the difference be
tween liking or dislili.jng the instructor 1,1s a persoa\ and thinking well of him 
or her as an instructor and bc1ween liking or disliking the course content and 
thinking that the instructor "id or did not do a good job of teactling it. 
Another approach would consist in asking specifically for an expression of 
liking (I) for the instructor as a person and (2) for the subject mailer, and 
then asking for (3) an evaluation of the job done by the instructor in teaching 
this course. The content rating (2) could then be torn off the form and sent to 
the relevant administrator for course evaluation; the personal evaluation (I) 
could be torn off and thrown away or gjven to the instructor if requested, and 
one would then use the rest of the form (3) for personnel evaluation. 

Special thought must be given to the cases in which the instructor is 
responsible for course content (e.g., graduate h:vel specialty courses) and 
cases where attitude toward subject mailer is important (e.g., in K-3 reading 
instruction). A promising approach is to divide the .. attitude toward content" 
question into two parts: "general auitude" and "altitude improved because of . 
1his teacher's approach to i1," and add the latter rating to the instructor's file. 
It is also possible that the latter will be picked up on the holistic rating of 
goodness of teaching. We need some empirical research to find out whether 
this is true; meanwhile, the safest approach is to add the extra question. 

The crucial question is a simple request for an overall judgment of the 
merit of 1he instructor as an instructor, and this question is enough. There are 
some other possible questions on such a form of a kind not often encoun
tered . They should come before rhe requests for an overall rating, since they 
tend 10 depress it (and probably increase its validity) . Technically this is 
desirable, because the main problem with the usuai results is that the scores 
are too high to allow adequate headroom within which exceptionally good 
teaching can distinguish itself. These other possible questions arc of two 
overlapping but loosely distinguishable kinds. The first concerns mailer!> 
1ha1 can be described as ethical or professional obligarions of lhe inslrucaor 
and can be phrased in ei1her a positive or a negative way or alternately. They 
may concern such mailers as the malch between ahe preannounced conlent of 
the course and the actual conrent, the malch between the content of ahe 
course and the content of the tests or assignments, the extent to which ahe 
reasons for grades were explicitly and adequately justified, the extenl to 
which 1he possibilily of appealing a grade or disciplinary action was ex
plained, lhe reliability with which scheduled class and conference hours 
were met. lhe use of racisr or sex isl or other bigoted remarks or male rials ( in 
and out of class), and so on. This is ahe so-called Blacl, Marls list (when 
phrased negalively), and lhe extent to which it reminds instructors, as well as 
studenls, of the minimum professional obligations of the .instructor is sur
prising. These arc obligations that can be discharged rather easily and thal 
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'.i;~ constantly finds are an underlying cause of dissatisfaction and bad 

,' l)plistic ratings. . • . . 
'.: ,, 1be second kind of legitimate question consists of a hsting. of the compo-

{: ·pents of instruction for independent ~microasse~sment," t~at 1s. ·please t~~e 
l ibe merit of the catalog descripuon/1ext/qu1zzes/grudmg system/class 
, handouts/sections/labs/fieldwork, etc." Probably the .best general-purpose 
. f~rm includes these component-evaluaaion microquestt~ns, the overall. mac
roquestion, and (optionally) a request for suggested improvements m the 
fonn ~ in the process of administering it. B~t one c~ vastly redu~e the 
eff~rt by first using only the 1-3 macroevalua11on que~tlon~s) an~ going to 
component analysis only when the instructor requests at or 1s sen~usly and 
regularly below the mean for comparable courses. At . that_ pomt, ":hen 
remedial action is appropriate, the components evaluataon ts an obvious 
wurce of help. When a crucial personnel deci~ion has t~ be made, the 
"professionality" questionnaire can provide a useful and val~d supple~ent to 

. information from the other two. (The two can be rather easily combmed, at 
some cost in length that is unimportant for occasional use .) 

·. Data from these forms should be accompanied in the file.by comments on 
them from the instructor. Note that in all of the preceding only student 
evaluations are used. Students are in the best positi~n to judg~, and the 
evidence suggests they are at least quite good judges (1.e . '. ther~ ts a strong 
positive c.~elation of ratings with actual learning), es~ct~lly if some care 
is given to preparing them for the rating &ask and making its value an.d use 
clear. Below the sixth grade, student evaluations require more prepar.&11~n of 
the class imd perhaps can best be done in group discussions. Where poss1bl~, 
ratings by paraprofessionals shQUld be used, either as a su~le~ent to or (m 
K-4) a substitute for student ratings. Failing these. no subsmuuon should be 

made of ratings by administrators. 

Quality and Professlonallty 

The quality and professionality of conrent and process must be given 
careful consideration. The three key quality dimensions are currency, cor
r~tness, and comprehensiveness. These are pick.ed up by pe~r or ex~rt 
review. For professionality, the concern is with the implementation of a Just 
and helpful teaching process. Ratings for both are made from a sample of ( 1) 
the materials provided, (2) the texts required and recommended, (3) the 
exams, ( 4) the term paper or project topics, (5) student performances, ( 6) the 
~strUCtor's performance in giving appropriate grades for student work, ~d 

· (7) the instructor's perfonnance in justifying the grades to the studenhi (via 
. writ&en material) and providing other helpful feedback, for ~xam~le,_ com
ments on projectli or term papers. The workload involved m this kmd .of 
evaluation is quite modest, contrary to appearances , because only a (matnx) 
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sample. is required . Other sources of data on these issues are the· students' 
evaluations and the instructor's self-report. Major discrepancies among the 
data sources•require further investigation. 

. Some traps exist. The text cannot gain points for the instructor unless the 
instructor chooses it; even then, since It may be liUle used, it can only 
account fo~ a few points, perhaps 4 out of 20 or 30. The grades given to 
students might be all A's or all Fs and justified, or they might be "on the 
curve" and unjustified, either because the performances in general deserved 
better or worse or because of particular inconsistencies (i.e., inequity). One 
needs to see the performances, the grades, and the justifications. · 

Although peers must be used for the evaluation of content, they are 
usually and culpably not competent lo evaluate all that falls under this 
categ?ry, notably what we have here called professionality. This is the 
lechmcal competence of the instructor in the small area of validated peda
gogy, f?r example, in constructing examination questions that are unambi
guous, involve adequate coverage of the intended target area, are not over
c~d, and so ~n. ~his kind of quality is rather easily identified by somebody 
WII~ good skills an test construction, ;1nd such a person should routinely 
rev1~w sam~lesofthe tests of those instructors that are up for(or a year from) 
pa_rr~ularly important personnel decisions like tenure . In the K-12 situation 
thas 1s only sometimes a key skill, but it should be checked wheneve; 
relevant . 

Another point at which expert evaluation of professionality has some 
relevan~e concerns the way in which essays are graded or marked. There are 
profess1onall~ req~~red standards here, with which virtually no facully 
member ~t umvers1t1es has the slightest familiaricy; K-12 teachers are often 
bett~r .•rained. As a remedy for this situation, when ic is unsatisfactory. 
~dmm1strators should request that, in talking about self-improvement, the 
instructor ~II out, as a normal part of the process, a form indicating how 
papers are m fact graded. The kind of grading that is legitimate involves at 
least the followi~g requirements: the papers are graded "blind"; the papers 
are graded question by question, not paper by paper, to avoid the known 
large halo effect ~at results from having read a good or bad first question by 
the same author Just before reading the second question; the exams are 
shuffled after each qucslion is graded so that different students stand the 
brunt of one's fatigue (or inilial optimism) for different questions; and when 
ooe has graded all the Nth questions in a given set or papers, one must then 
go b~k and grade the firsl 6 to 10 papers again in order 10 see whether one's 
grad1~g standards have slip~d, upward or downward. With multiple-choice 
exams, many of the preceding requirements are oliose but the · . . . . , requ1remen1 
for lechmcal profictency an constructing them becomes much m · d · . ore impor-
tant an ts somethang beyond lhe competence of most· academic instructors 
at the moment. 
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. Learning gains are U!!Cful in evaluating leaching only if one can, in 
. J(lvance, specify and justify the standards or comparisons that will be used . 

. ·" :/: By themselves, they have no legitimate inlcrprctation except, perhaps, when 
' ':}/'1) : ihey arc zero or negative . In the ca~ of elementary schools lhat randomly 

j;;f;:} assign pupils lo teachers, or for multiply laughl sections for an introductory 
\.,, ,~/ college course, comparisons between sections can be extremely useful. In 

,.,,, ·, cases in which there are national norms, they can sometimes be useful. And, 
f ; ·. . • 
.'.. · for purposes of instructional improvement, one can run a companson against 

one's own previous performance and discover whether slight or large 
changes in approach or text turn out to have significant results. 

The main aim of the comparisons is to try to determine what could 
reasonably have been taught to the students. Although it is always fairly 

. straightforward to find out what was actually taught, that is evaluatively 
useless without some sense of what was possible and what was remarkable . 

· If allocation of students between the afternoon sections of a large introduc
tory class is random , then one can rather easily discover something quite 
important about what can be done, i{ several instructors are involved and 
prepared to experiment . Patterns of low or high performance by a particular 
instructor that extend across a couple of years or more become very signifi
c.ant. Shorter periods of study are likely lo yield results that are due merely lo 
unrecognized idiosyncracies of lhe par1icular classroom, time, groups 
present, and so on. 

One must first realize that only highly salient performances deserve any 
.::I',·,,-,, · attention al all and that !here may be none of lhese . No rankings should be 
'{f: · · squeezed out of this kind of data but if someone consistently produces half 
, .: _ ,;~ . the gain scores of five others, after warnings and help, it is time to fire him or 

her. (The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals in 1979 upheld a superintendent's 

ti .• · · • 

right to do this.) Second, it is nice that just where saudent evaluations are 
least plausible (K-5), the measurement of learning gains is easiest. Third, 
this method also works on a posnest only basis, with random assignment, 
but of course the tests must be (I) secure, (2) reasonably comprehensive, and 
(3) professionally constructed . Fourth, superleachers do somecimes emerge 
from this process and should be given lhe opportunity 10 work as the teach
ing improvement consultants, with plenty of recognition and reward. They 
deserve every bit of it. Fifth, using this approach on sections of inlroductory 
courses at the college level gives a wonderful cross-check on the validity of 
student evaluations, at least at lhe first-year level . 

Proresslonal Development Dossier 

Although the results of self-evaluation and self-improvement efforts 
should show up eventually in improved performance on the above scales, ii 
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is worlh including them directly in a dossier since doing so encourages 
focuhy efforts al professional development and hence speeds up the im
provement. This procedure also improves the validity of decisions that have 
to be made under a time constnaint. A professional development dossier 
should include a rationale for each course's or year's methods and coverage 
(when! 1hesc are the ins1ructor's option); evidence abou1 professional devel
opmenl activity such as readings, courses, workshops, and consulting aimed 
to improve teaching; and, most important, a description of planned and 
performed experiments on the individual instructor's own teaching ap
proach. A basic list of courses Jaught, enrollments, and grades; of commit
tees (inslructional, departmental, school and district); and of other forma
lized service should be included here, preferably as hard-copy output from 
the institutional data base . These four crucial types of data can be ramified 
usefully and without significant extra cost; for example, feedback from the 
student should be supplemented by feedback from teaching assistants or 
teaching aides when these are employed and when confidentiality of the 
responses can be preserved (as is usually the case). 

For purposes of facuhy self-development (only), the student question
naire can be expanded to include an open-ended question in which there is a 
call for identifying particularly good and particularly bad features of the 
instruction. One should keep the volume of 1hese responses down when 
teaching over 500 students a year, because it is so hard to simplify large 
numbers of these responses, by requesting that 'they be provided only when 
either the top or the bottom two scoring categories are used (i.e., only when 
an A or a Dor an F rating of the instructor is given by the student). This also 
improves their utility, because it avoids the problem of, for example, in
terpreting favorable responses with long lists of criticisms attached. Re
sponding to what are perceived as salient features is more sensible than 
trying 10 balance out large numbers of free-form responses. 

Exit Interviews 

In addition to the student ratings of the instructor during the class, another 
type of student rating is exceptionally valuabl~, at least when done sporadi
cally, and that is the ~exil'' interview done al graduation. It falls midway 
between the in-class rating and the alumni rating and is vastly better than the 
alumni rating because: the rate of return can be around JOO% instead of 
around or below 30%, memories are more reliable at the earlier time, it 
refers to more recent editions of the courses and the instructor, and causal 
inferences are more likely to be valid at that point. Exit interviews or ques
tionnaires have sometimes turned up really interesting results, identifying 
ins1ruclors who are thought of as truly outstanding by a quite disproportion- . 
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'\:· ly large proportion of the stuJc:n~s, ~ut who do nol s~w. up _i~ a~y other 
>~ h The "interview" may Cllns1st m no more than an add1t1onal short : :; ;,&:; 1~ fill out when applying for the degree or certificat~. 

: ·
0 

•• ·_:' · 1be a oach outlined here does a great deal 10 protect faculty from two 
. i,;.t'~.f ~· urces !hnjustice that are particularly pervasive. in current systems. The 

· .; ~Jl,.. r, · the kind of iniustice tha1 makes it impossible for the teacher of a 
--," •f, . ,trst is " . . . . . for exam-, (.'.'..:i -:. II unpopular but absoluicly essenual prerequ1S1te course, 

~.;,,'¥-'.,/~~t ~;::.:U1u1t for architect studen1s, to score really w~II c~~ared to the usual 
' ·· The other kin4 of injustice relates to the md1v1duals who put an 

oorms. k · ·, up to date 
. enormous amount of work into developing a course, eep1~g 1 • 
· · · ~ making it as effective a ttaching device as they possibly ca~, ~t. the 

.: ;xpeosc of lots of happy friendly humanistic interchanges and soc1al1Z1~8· 
WIien an evaluation system is used that does not pay a great deal of auenuon 

i!h,, to the content of the course and that throws i~. irr~leva~I request~ that ask 
~ '.:: ~t, 1 1ttudents to rate the course on "touchy-feely d1mens1ons, these efforts 

:,:_it.I,_· :.~!~ba:;:::'.:o~::!:~g:·:o;, ~::':,.:"';~:,.;:.:7':i 
•:' !·j.,t,'ji. ·; · we are careless in selling up a teacher evaluauon system, we reve.rse these 

it { p<ioritic<.) WGl~~:;~o;i~:':~~~:::SooUT 

lf<~l{' · dee~::.:~:-~!.7t:~: .. ~=~.:: ;·::::: ,!'..::;:'. 
\t · · s if used at about lhe same time in the term for all mstruetors. 

uonna1re , , f S F · ued 
: . · · Whal is the best time'? The faculty at the University o an ranctsco arg 
• thatthe time from the JOth through the l]th weeks of class (semester sys~m) i · is about right, not too near to the beginning to give a readi~g on the ~su; of 

inadequate experience and 001 ,00 near 10 the end so as to mte~fere with t~e 
I . • . pen'od for ... _ examinations and the occasional drop an I mtemilve review u"' . . 
f auendance while students v.-or" at home. Geuing all the classes v1s1ted . 

l within this period is logistically feasible for a relatively small campu~ ~ut 
would involve substantial difficulties in a large one . _How~ver, vahd1ty 
consideOltions suggest 1hat administration of l~lC questionnaire a~ter ~~al 
grades have been issued is preferable. and this procedure also increases 

headroom on the distribution . . 
How often should the evaluation process be run'? Every second or third 

course given~ or term of teaching (K-6), stratified by upper ~d lower 
division and gra<luate categories (college), is a g~ c~m~rom1se. More
over, ii cuts the personnel and lime requiremencs for d1stt1butmg and collect-
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ing lhe forms by one-hair or lwo-thirds and gives facully a chance 10 do 
something about an unsatisfactory readout before the next evaluation is upon 
them. Student ratings are only one measure and an obtrusive one. Unobtru
sive measures, such as reading a sample of student papers, assignment lists, 
and so on, could be used more often, though it seems unnecessary. More 
effectively, a matrix sampling across teaching assignmenls and evaluation 
components might be used. 

On the issue of preserving confidenliality and the integrily of dala collec
!ion, one could, especially in the precollege situation where consultant help 
1s scarce, turn to secretaries to distribute and collect questionnaires, but 
there is still a credibility problem about that. It is much better not to use 
graduate students or indeed any students from the same campus, for similar 
reasons. The system of having each class elect a student who will do the job 
and take the materials over to the central administrative offices has worked 
quite well at some institutions, but it does not provide a person wtlo can 
ans~er qu~stions and exhibit authority and inside knowledge about the 
details and importance of the process and its results. Under no circumstances 
can one go to mail ballots, or .. drop it in the nearest collection box" ballo1s, 
~ause the response rate deteriorates seriously. It is hard to justify validity 
with return rates under 75%, especially iflhey are variable between classes. 
One must select the best procedure in terms of the accessible resources at a 
particular site. · 

Allho~gh it is fairly easy lo use optically s'<annable cards, this usually 
gel~ one into the business of providing the appropriate . marking pencils, 
which can be a problem. It is better lo use straightforward forms and have 
them keypunched; this approach, rather surprisingly, often turn,; out to be 
l~s~ expensive, even with an error check. The computer program for com
bining the data on the types of questions that I have been talking about is 
extremely simple and can provide a variety of interesting readouts . After 
i?vestigating variations between small and large classes, required and op
tional classes, first-year and fourth-year classes, and differences between 
fields, one often gels a pleasant surprise, finding that most of these differ
ences are not sufficiently important to be worth reporting separately, al
though ~ne can ~n them through the machine for a check every time the 
system as operating . In general, however, the principle is always the same; 
teachers should only be compared to teachers with comparable tasks . 

One should also have the computer automatically flag performances that 
are a half (or a full) standard deviation above the mean and those that are one 
(or two) standard deviations below the mean, not because a standard devia
tion means something in terms of traditional significance with the kind of 
skewed .distribution one gets here, but because it is a 'convenient and quite 
appropnate flag . If one does not use a set of questions on components or 
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ii: professionality before the hol!stic q~estion. one wil_l p_roh~bly h~ve to set the 
:·.\ upward nag at half or two-tlurds of a standard dcv1a1ton In onkr 10 get any 
·'. success stories at all, but the top or bottom 15'7i, , IO'k '. and so m~ should not 

{:' be used becaui:e the system does not make a rank mg meaningful. The 
;{,:standard deviation is just a convenient statistkal measure _that works well 
( ': here· there may be better ones, for example . semiinterquar11le range . It may 
· · · ~ell 'be the case that no teachers are two stamlarJ deviations down on any 

occasion, and none may be consistently down by as mu1:h as one. Su1:h ~ 
situation is quite desirable, if the overall performance is about where It 

· should be . The system described does not require that there be any losers, 
• unlike a ranking syste·m in which there must always be a bottom IO%, and 

there can still be winners . . 
·.· · The general issue of records-keeping deserves a men_t,on here . Great 

· universities and small school districts or private schools alike often have no 
record of what courses an instructor has taught over the years before, for 

· example, a promotion review and, hence, no enrollment or gr~ding data. 
School districts often have venerable central office records. dehned b~ the 
board as the only official record and from which adverse com~enls d1sap

. pear, hence no longer "exist.~ College administrators _(and not J~St college 
· faculty) are known 10 have falsified student responses in order to unpug.n or 
favor a particular individual. It is quite easy to avoid a~I these abuses with a 
little care: Faculty and administrators should regard this as a necessary duty 
for the needed fresh s1ar1 toward satisfactory faculty evaluation . 
· Certain by-products 'lf the questionnaire kind of approach are of some 
interest to administrators, especially at the college level . For example, o~e 
can get a very good readout on the actual teaching load of the faculty, m 
terms of numbers of classes and numbers of live bodies; it turns outthat there 
is sometimes a startling number of "phantom" classes, thal is, classes that 
are not in fact meeting although they have not been cancelled. usually 
because there weren't enough people to justify a scheduled class meeting but 
the instructor didn't want 10 convey to the department chair or dean the fact 
that the assigned teaching load had partly evaporated . A ~omparison o! t!,e 
number of grades awarded with the number present at_ the time of the_offac1a_1 
questionnaire will give an attendance ratio, whi~h 1s al_so someth,~g that 
bears watching for faculty members who are trying 10 improve t~,r per
formance. The number present for the evaluation shoulJ not be printed out 
on the summary sheets without a reference lo the number absent, if the 
central administration's records or the registrar's computer can produce a 
current figure on that. Printing out some index of bimod~I di.stri~ution~ is 
also easy but should, in general, be reserved for the s11uat1on m wluch 
someone is looking for help . Which brings us back to the "development 

connection." 
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HOW TO USE STUDENT EVALUATIONS IN 
A •'ACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Most of the preceding refers fairly specifically to summative evaluation; 
it is time to say something more specific about formative evaluation, partly 
because the summative system described above is often thought to be "hos
tile" to formative evaluation . In general, there is no need at all for the latter 
to involve the kind of rigorous supervision of questionnaire administration 
so for described. Nor need formative evaluation be done at any particular 
scheduled time, except when a rather careful evaluation of some new proce
dure is involved. The aim is simply to get useful suggestions for improve
ment; which leads to very different procedures. In my classes I have fre
quently used the following rather eccentric approach; although collegiate in 
specifics, much of it can be transferred to K-12 . Evaluation forms are 
distributed to everybody who comes into the class the moment they walk in 
the door on the first or second or third day, while the tourists are 5till 
shopping around. These forms request the student to turn them in by putting 
them on the front desk or by giving them to another studem to turn in, if they 
decide not to continue with the course after even one or two sessions. One 
wants to hear from them whether there was something misleading about the 
advertising, something needs-irrelevant about the content, or something 
off putting about the early presentations, and this is the best possible way to 
pick it up . Perhaps, for example, there was something about the way one 
outlined thi: proposed examination and assignment process that seemed 
particularly formidable . One will not pick these objections up from people 
that left because of them and hence are not there toward the end when the 
usual forms are distributed. Indeed, UM: usual process is heavily biased in 
favor of the instructor because of the highly self-selected population that 
stays around . One loses much of the critical and negative feedback, and I 
personally find that I learn a good deal from it, though I do not pretend that I 
like reading all of it . 

With respect to students who stay around, one next requests that all of 
them should foe I free to submit anonymous suggestions and criticism at any 
time throughout the term . One needs to make very careful and specific 
arrangements about this, to preserve their anonymity and to encourage them 
to see that one is going to do something with the results . One might issue 
feedback forms and put a collection box in the back of the room, perhaps 
pa~sing it around once a week . Immediately after the mid~mester test is 
returned, one requests that a full component analysis form, preferably in
cluding a Black Marks list, be submitted. A student volunteer may help with 
synthesis. Now one has the chance to show that this input really is valued, by 
discussing it and taking whatever steps seem best 10 imprQve the class in the 
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light of ii. This is also a very good lime to demonstralc that some of _the 
criticisms are contradictory and, hence, that one cannot satisfy everybody. 

Next, one applies to the faculty senate or the appropriate administrator 
for permission lo give an early final. The final is given during the last c~ass 
(or two classes) and is quickly corrected so that it can be returned at the tame 
originally scheduled for the official final in finals week. Attendance ~t that 
session is required, as it would be for a final. the penalty for absence bemg an 
incomplete in the course and possibly a lower grade. At that final sessi~n, 
the exam questions are reviewed in front of the class, an answer key wath 
"model answers" is handed out, a sheet of actual but unsatisfactory answers 
that illustrate common mistakes is handed out with the appropriate commen
tary on it, an opportunity is provided to raise objections 10 the grade with the 
instructor and perhaps with teaching assistants, and then the students are 
required to hand in a final evaluation form on the class. 

Now one finds out whether one's auempled remedies worked with those 
who request.ed them. The students who had been optimistically supposing 
that they were going to get an A and, in the light of this , had given the 
instructor quite a good grade in the 10th, I Ith, or 12th week are now 
suddenly confronted with reality; unsurprisingly, their evaluation of the 
instructor is often affected. However, one cannot expect them to provide as 
accurate a judgment of the course before receiving a grade as after. More
over this arrangement-apart from improving the evidential basis of the 
student evaluations and, probably, the validity of the ratings-makes the 
exams p~t of the learning process, not an arrow shot into the air and falling 
to earth one knows not where except for a grade . This scenario illustrates the 
point that improvement and effort should be directed by the most accurate 
evaluation that can be combined with good leaching practice. whether or not 
the institution uses the best system. Credibility here can be a trade-off for 
validity, since one does not have to persuade anyone except oneself. That is a 
major feature of formative evaluation. · 

In the course of formative evaluation, it is entirely appropriate to ask 
questions of the students about style, when one is striving to achieve a 
particular style. But one's rationale for such striving n~eds ve~ care~ul 
examination. It is even more appropriate to ask some m1croquest1ons that 
identify possible problem areas, such as the text, handouts, quizzes, mid
term, assignments, grading process, treatment of questioners, availability in 
office and after class, and final exams. There are no style assumptions lying 
behind the belief that it is beuer to perform well than poorly in each of these 
areas. Whereas it is certainly possible to have all instructors ask everybody 
about these matters on the standard form, that is, to build them into the 
generaJ form, such a procedure is not ideal; the consequent increase int~, 
load on the computer and/or staff is not only costly but also the process 11 
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less effective because the rigid time for collection of that data does not 
provide one with the opportunity to see whether improvements can be imple
mented that work well with the class that registered the complaints. A 
one-shot feedback is ne\·er as useful formatively as the two in the above 
model. A reasonable compromise that makes the extra load worthwhile for 
the institution consists in instructors usini the "long form" (with the micro
questions, and so on) twice, once after the midterm test or assignment, for 
the instructor's own edilication and to identify needed changes. and once al 
the official lime, with only the holistic responses going into the official 
record. 

Now we come to the sequence of external events related to formative 
evaluation. If an instructor is getting bad ratings overall on a short form that 
do not seem to be uplicable in terms of, for example. the peculiarity that the 
course is required and has unpopular content, then the next step is to recom
mend the use of the components analysis ("long") form that I have just 
mentioned. Professional consulting provided at this point will often suggest 
a number of ways to improve performance. Only if all of thal fails should one 
even consider going to an analysis of style and a discussion of alternative 
possible approaches 10 that, because the results of style research make this a 
last resort. The consultant has several nonstyle possibilities to worry about 
first, the professionaliry considerations, such as the giving of unusually low 
grades , which may precipitate a suggestion that the instructor alter a particu
lar teaching process because jf is unprofessional. 

It seems probable that most pec,ple who have'the requisite content knowl
edge are capable of becoming quite good instructors, but it is not clear that 
many of them do so. It is possible or likely that some faculty-including 
those with tenure-neither could nor will become or remain ,easonable 
instructors. Hence, an evaluation system must, first, identify any unsatisfac
tory instructors, second, lry to upgrade performance, and. third, provide 
evidence to remove them either from the faculty or from the instructional 
faculty if improvement does not occur. 

Tenure is not an insurmountable obstacle to removal for nonperfonnance 
al an appropriate level. and tenure should be phased out anyway. We are now 
moving away from the legal model of the "master-slave" relationship In 
colleges and toward the legal model of "just cause" for dismissal, as a result 
of the affirmative action legislation and the gradual development of an 
orientation toward collective bargaining. Therefore, previous fears about 
violations of academic freedom, which were the most important basis for 
tenure, are somewhat less of a worry and can certainly be taken care of 
through protective contracts, whether formal or informal. The residual in
famy of tenure, due to the number of people who are "burned out" (or 
wrongly tenured) but kept on by it, stands as a proclamation of lack of 
responsibility that is becoming increasingly prominent as the hard limes for 
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education develop. We cannot afford to con1in11e that way. and we cannot 
move any other way without a rock-solid pm(;css forcvalualing teaching and 
for improving it, which must be the court of fir sl rcsnrl . Bui one must not 
forget that ,•ali,I smnmati11e-ty11e e1·al11atio11 iJ tlu' e.uemia/ hmis for recom
""""tling and ,letec:ting i111pro1·e111em. 

INTEGRATING THE RESULTS OF 
FACULTY EVALUATIONS 

Whereas the results of formative feedback go to the instructor alone or lo 
some consultant chosen by the instructor, lhe summa1ive evaluations from 
students also go to the responsible first -level administralor. They must be 
combined, on appropriate occasions, with the information in the files. dirc!CI 
measurement of learning gains (if available) and appropriate comparisons. 
ratings by reaching assistants, the quality ralings by lopic experts of the 
content and by process experts of the examining and certain other profes
sional processes, and a pick -up of out-of-class con1ribu1ions to teaching, for 
example, individual tutoring. science club talks. forums . campus newspa
per. articles, or curriculum revision work . In addilion . considerations of 
worth must be brought in for the appropriale decisions . The integrative 
process is a very tricky one, and all the preceding work may be wasted if bias 
can sneak in, as it usually can and docs . It is not possible to give a complete 
outline of what should happen at this point without excessive length, but the 
ideal toward which one should strive is clear enough: The integrative pro
cess should be one in which the relalive importance of 1he components is 
clearly expressed in advance, so that the calculalion of an overall score/ 
grade is automatic, given the grades on each component , that is, a simple 
weighting and summing procedure . In this respect it should be lhe same as 
the procedure used al the college level for combining the results of the 
teaching evaluation wi1h the results of research and service evaluations . 
Evaluating teachers involves more than evaluating lheir teaching. though 
we have focused on that, as the hardest part. Extreme rigidity in the integra
tive process is far better (although nol necessary) than allowing the depart
ment chair or the dean or the principal to do a seal-of-the-pants synthesis.of 
the data at this point, a major way for bias lo come in . , 

There are, of course. a variety or situations in which one does not want 10 

use equal weighting for all these components. hut ii should be a mailer of 
complete openness 10 all involved as 10 how the actual weights are deter
mined and what they are . Where it is possible lo arrange for individual 
variations in the "contract ," this should be done at 1hc lime of appointment , 
subject to later revision, and in fact usually can be done . 

This is an incomplete version of what is only a fairly complicated proce
dure. It is a perfectly comprehensible procedure and can readily be made a 
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rather equitable one. One of the fesulls lo be avoided if al all possible is the 
pressure 10 go with dift~rent evaluative approaches by different depll("tmenls 
or schools. It may be a useful political procedure lo start off with that as a 
possibility in order to get people on board who cannot admit that their 
teaching process in a lab or a clinic has anything in common with the 
teaching process in a philosophy seminar or a basic statistics course. But the 
ri:al truth of thi: matter is that the pluralistic view is without intrinsic merit. 
All essentials of the procedures recommended here work perfectly well in a 
kindergarten or on a university campus, for any course from finger
painling, through School of Music courses, to molecular biology. One may 
want 10 add an extra question or two here, drop one or two there, especially 
fro,n the formative evaluation procedua:es and perhaps even from the Black 
Marks list, but these are very minor changes. At a given site, all of the 
questions should be on all of the forms that are generally distributed, with a 
''not applicable" option for the students. The backup use of other forms, 
with reference lo style, where necessary or desired, may certainly be made 
as idiosyncratic as the instructor pleases, and schools or departments may 
have a preferred version of Jhese '. But those forms should not gel into the 
personnel review process even at the departmental level, because of the 
legal, ethicaJ, and scientific hazards. 

KEY ETHICAL CONSTRAINTS ON 
FACULTY EVALUATIONS 

• 

The underlying reason for taking such a firm line about excluding style
related 4uestions and answers and observations from personnel &:valuation 
procedures is not merely the absence of any scientific evidence that connects 
particular approaches 10 teaching with successful results; it is a much graver 
matter. It affects formative as well as summative evaluation, which is why it 
has been left 10 the end . The error in racism, or sexism, does not lie in the 
empirical falsehood of the claim, for example, that the crime rate among 
blacks is higher than ii is among whites, or that management success with 
male subordinates is much less likely for women than for men; both these 
and many other similar generalizations are probable or true . However, their 
truth fails to justify the appeal Jo them in order to make it personnel decision 
adverse 10 a black or female candidate, not because ii happens 10 be illegal or 
unethical, but because it is scientifically indefensible. Generalizations like 
this are very much less reliable as predictors than inferences made from the 
track records. of the individual candida1es. In adJition, it is unquestionable 
that any use of such generalizations would lead to self-fulfilling and socially 
undesirable results, so on 1ha1 pragmatic as well 1ts ethical ground they must 
also be abhorred. One dlX!S not need the 1tdditional ground in order to see· 
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that, no mailer what the results of research on teaching styles ever turns oul 
to be, one will never be able to use those results for making decisions about 
individual instructors because 10 do so would be a case of guilt by associa
tion. One may well ask what the point of research on teaching styles is, if it 
can never be used in this way. The best answer is that it can increase our 
repertoire of possibly useful last-resort options. The guilt-by-association 
point is simply this. Even if high correlations be1ween certain teaching 
styles and good learning did exist, there would be individuals who used a 
different style and were successful, since correlations are only slalistical . 
One could not take adverse action against someone who shared the charac
teristics that tend to i"denlify the unsuccessful group, since that person might 
l>e one of the exceptions. One can only use data that refer specifically to that 
individual's performance: the learning gains of that pen,on's students, the 
student evaluations of that person, and so on. Not only does this avoid the 
ethical errors but also the evidential force of such data far overpowers any 
loose generalization about teaching styles; it is, in fact, el'.aclly the kind of 
data on which the style generalizations are based. Hence, going to it in the 
actual case preempts the generalization. The student and content quality 
judgments are based on this e X.iM;t case; the generalizations are based only on 
cases something like this case. Given the generally quite good validity of the 
student evaluations, when they are discrepant with style desiderata (if any) 
the student ratings would have to be treated as belier indicators. In their 
absence, and the absence of other instructor-specific data, the case is unde
cidable. Personnel decisions require personal data. 

1llC preceding result affects formative evaluation too. Because of the 
costs in time and psychic energy, teachers should not be subjected to any 
pressure lo modify teaching style except as a last resort. after the f1tilure of 
components and professional evaluations to turn up remedies. Hence, no 
style questions should appear on standard required questionnaires. 

Ethics and, increasingly, the law require certain other steps. when pos
sibly unfavorable personnel action is con~emplated. These include: 

(I) a chance to review lhe C\idence and reacl 10 it 
(2) a chanc:: lo scrutinize the chain or argument from the evidence to the unfavor-

able conclusion 
(3) advance warning th.at pro\·ides time for improvement and II cle.ar description 

or what degree of impro\·(ment will be s11tisfactory (This should not be t.aken 
to meao thal the admini~alion must provide • sure-fire remedy- because 
lhat is not alw11ys possible-but only a clear definition of what would consti

tute accepaable performance. ) 
(4) the above events to be recorded as having occurred on specified dates , prefer

ably with the log signed off by both parties (This is the ··.audit trail" require

ment.) 
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(5) since age (lill 70) will be disaliowed 85 I crilerion, we urgenlly need I sound 
cvalualion syslem 1ha1 can be used 1hroughou11he tenured years, or else no 
dotard can be dropped before 70 (and perhaps not 1hen, in the_ future) . Often a 
reduction in load. and salary, and a change of title is lhe kindest move, bul ii 
must be done usin1 a system applied lo everyone regardless of age , or ii will 
he disallowed, and righlly so . "Applied" means enforced, nol pantomimed, 
on younger lenur.:d 1eacheu. 

A final point on the ethical side. It is nol ethical, and ii may not even be 
legal, lo deny to the students who generate the key evaluation judgments in 
the process recommended above the opportunity to see the summarized 
results. One might certainly argue against it with respect to some detailed 
written-in remarks, because those cannot properly be used without balanc
ing them against all the rest, something that students may not be in a position 
to do; but the summarized holistic responses, and.their distribution, cannot 
properly be_ withheld from the students. In addition to questions of propriety, . 
there is the thoroughly unattractive possibility that the students, frustrated in 
their attempt to get these results. will set up their own evaluation system and 
the administration will then either have to cooperate with it, which increases 
the chance of questionnaire overload with a reduction in response rate and 
validity as well as a loss or class time, or take the indefensible position that 
students are not allowed to poll their peers in order to evaluate instructors. 

Some compromises will be necessary in negotiating a joint effort, be
cause the kind of evaluation of instructors that students are interested in is as 
different from the kind described as formative is from summative. Students 
are interested in such questions as the assignment mode and load, the cost of 

.·the textbooks and whether they are really· necessary, and certain teaching 
~tyle variables, which can well be an appropriate basis for a student with a 

• ·certain learning style to use in selecting in or out of a particular class. But 
compromises of this kind should and can be made in the interest of a 
campus-community approach. Student morale and cooperation are not well
served by leaving them out of this process, and, in the long run, faculty 
evaluation and faculty improvement suffers from not having the best input 
from students. 

None of the above entails an obligation lo publish the results. As Centra 
has pointed out lo me, making them available might be enough. However, 
publishing may produce more substantial improvement by faculty and more 
learning by students. 

CONCLUSION 

Personnel evaluation is, in general, a field that requires some care and 
attention, and it is usually done with amazing incompetence, as one can 
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d . the forms used by the While House . by large 
. .:>ver ';,Y s:~ y.::~tary. tr it is to be improved. presumably ~he 
s, or Ybe. he r the leadership These institutions, alter 
,hould t source o · . k 
. of the little relevant research and interpretation. In the ey 
,t I . r teachers al the K -12 as well as at the college level. 
eeva uauono . d · nt 
hown a disgraceful disinclination to work on it. an m rcce 

~ that indifference has part!~ evaporate~ ~c'.m: t~~:~; ~:~~ 
-re remains a depressing fatlure to do it m ., e _e . . 
. k . th' and the opening paragraph of this arucle will 
• remar s m IS • r ti • · 
~iently irritating to lead to improveme~t. It is easy ~ore ute icm . 

. I roduce a single school district or college m the _coun~ry 
'"Y P . d "d the gross invalidity and mJusuc, 
her evaluauon proce ures avm . even if that 
. from the dozen sources of error discussed here . Or 
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•ndone one nee on y s d . 
~rfinn that neither response is possible and that faculty , stu ents, 

•ers deserve better. 
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From Jim Clark, Chair, Faculty Welfare Committee 

Subject Faculty Survey on Salaries and Fringe Benefits 

Attached are some very brief summary statistics on the results of the 
fringe benefit survey (450 usable surveys were returned). More detailed 
statistics will be available at the next Senate meeting, or may be 
obtained from me before the meeting (stop by 109 Clinton or call x3220) • 

.. 
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Responses to Salary vs. Fringe Benefits Question 

"Out of a 10% increase, how much do you want in salary and how much in 
fringe benefits?" 

Option % Choosing 

10% salary, 0% fringe benefits 10.6% 

8% salary, 2% fringe benefits 20.9% 

6% salary, 4% fringe benefits 30.0% 

4% salary, 6% fringe benefits 19.2% 

2% salary, 8% fringe benefits 8.9% 

0% salary, 10% fringe benefits 10.3% 

Some Significant Correlations 

1. Those choosing higher percentages of fringe benefits te'nd to be 
older and higher ranking faculty . 

2. Compared to younger faculty, older faculty give higher rankings 
to increasing TIAA/CREF and early retirement benefits, while 
younger faculty give higher rankings to higher salaries, dental 
insurance, and free faculty tuition at Regents' institutions . 

-2-
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SUMMARY STATISTICS 

Item Evaluation (1-5) Rankin (1-15) 
Median Mode Median Mode 

1. Higher salaries 1. 3 1 1. 7 1 
2. Increase TIAA/CREF 1.4 1 2.6 2 
3. Dental insurance 2.3 2 4.6 4 
4. Optical insurance 3.0 3 7.6 8 
5. Occupational therapy 4.1 4 11. 7 13 
6. Psych. insurance 3.9 5 11.1 14 
7. Family med. insurance* - 2.2 1 5.3 3 
8. Liability insurance 3.1 3 8.8 7 
9. Prepaid legal services 3.6 4 10.7 12 

10. Early retirement benefits 2.3 2 6.9 6 
11. Free faculty tuition 3.3 5 9.8 13 
12. Free family tuition* 2.9 5 9.1 14 
13. Ticket discounts 4.2 " 5 13.0 15 

• 14. Enrichment 2.5 2 7.3 7 
15. Menu approach* 2.5 1 6.0 1 

* Summary statistics may be misleading due to multimodal distributions . 

• 
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From Faculty Welfare Committee 

Subject Survey on Fringe Benefits 

For the first time in many years the Kansas Legislature has appointed a committee to 
take a serious look at improving fringe benefits for state employees. In response, 
the Council of Senate Presidents is trying to develop a unified position for all the 
Regents' universities on the relative importance to faculty of fringe benefits 
improvements compared to salary increases, and on the relative importance of different 
possible fringe benefit improvements. Your answers on this survey will determine 
WSU 1s position on these questions. Taking a .. few minutes to think about and answer 
(on the response form) the survey. questions will help make the survey as representative 
as possible. 

I. The first part of the survey asks for inf ormation about you, using the 
IDENTIFICATION block on the form. Please use the codes below to fill in this 
part of the survey. (If you would. prefer not to give this information, please 
go on and answer the rest of the survey anyway.) 

A. Faculty Rank (in your primary role) 

1 . Professor 4 . Instructor 
2. Associate professor 5. Administrator 
3. Assistant professor 6 . Other 

B. College/division affiliation 

1. College of Business Administration 6. Fa i r mount College 
2. College of Educa tion 7. Academic Services 
3. College of Engineering 8. Central Administration 
4 . College of Fine Arts 9. Other 
5. College of Health Related Professions 

c. Years at wsu 

1. Less t han 3 4. 10 - 19 
2. 3 - 6 5. 20 - 29 
3 . 7 - 9 6. 30 or mor e 

D. Years of Age 

1. under 20 5 . 50 - 59 
2 . 20 - 29 6 . 60 - 69 
3. 30 - 39 7. 70 and over 
4. 40 - 49 

Appointment type 

1 . Tenur ed 
2 . Proba tionary 
3. Continuing 
4. Tempora r y 
5 . Other 
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II. The second part of the survey asks you to indicate your relative 
preference for salary increases compared to fringe benefit improvement, 
using the GENERAL CODE J block on the form. Assume you have a dollar 
amount equal to 10% of your salary to receive as a salary increase and/ 
or fringe benefits increase. (We should mention that, since fringe 
benefits are not subject to income-based taxes, the state could deliver 
more benefits to you per dollar spent by buying you more fringe benefits 
than by adding to your salary.) Which one of the following combinations 
would you most prefer? 

1. all 10% in salary, no increase in fringe benefits 
2. 8% in salary, 2% in fringe benefits 
3. 6% in salary, 4% in fringe benefits 
4. 4% in salary, 6% in fringe benefits 
5. 2% in salary, 8% in fringe benefits 
6. no increase in salary, all 10% in fringe benefits 

III. The third part of the survey asks you to give both your ranking of the 
importance of salary increases and various fringe benefits and your 
absolute preferences for these items. In the left column of the 
answer sheet, rank the items . from 1 to 15, with 1 as most important 
and 15 as least important (no ties, please - give each item a different 
rank). Then evaluate the importance of each item individually to you, 
on a scale of 1 = "extremely important to me" to 5 = "of no importance 
to me. 11 

When you have finished, please return the answer form unfolded to the 
Faculty Welfare Committee, Box 78. If you have any questions, please 
call your representative on the Faculty Welfare Committee, or call 
Jim Clark (committee chair) at Ext. 3220. Thank you for your assistance 
in our efforts. 

Faculty Welfare Committee 

Russ Adkins 
Lloyd Benningfield 
Jim Clark 
Dennis Ingrisano 
Don Killian 
Susan Kruger 
Ray Olivero 
Mel Snyder 

Academic Services 
Administration 
Business 
Education 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Health Related Professions 
Fine Arts 
Engineering 
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UNIVERSITY SENATE 

WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Minutes of the meeting of November 8, 1982, (Vol. XIX, No. 5). 

Members Present: Aagaard, Alexander, Billings, Breazeale, Brewer, Brinkman, 
Carmody, Chaffee, Childs, Clark, Crown, Dreifort, Duell, Egbert, Gosman, 
Graham, Greenberg, Harmon, Hunt, James, Janeksela, Kruger, Lee, Mathis, 
McCabe, Meisch, Menhusen, Milbrandt, Millett, Myers, Nelson, Olson, 
Rozzelle, Schoenhofer, Schrag, Sojka, Stevens, Terrell, Thomann, 
Throckmorton, Tilford, Triplett, Wilkerson, Wineke, Zoller. 
Members Absent: Ahlberg, Davis, Fox, May, McCollum, McLeod, Rhatigan, 
Soles, Tanner, Thibault, Wilhelm. 
Guests: Virgil Pangburn, Ben Rogers, Milt Myers, Paula Rhoads, Lorraine 
Kee, Bob Wherritt, Catherine Yeotis, Mary Lou Goodyear, Sid Rodenberg. 

President Mathis called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m. 

Senator McCabe moved a suspension of the rules for the purpose of allowing 
the reporter from the Sunflower to tape-record informal statements and 
announcements. Senator Hunt seconded. 

The motion to suspend the rules was defeated on a standing vote, 14 - 18. 

Vice President Breazeale read a press release issued by President Ahlberg 
earlier that day announcing the resignation of Mr. Ted Bredehoft as 
Athletic Director and the appointment of C. Russell Wentworth as Interim 
Athletic Director. 

The minutes of the October 25, 1982 meeting of the Senate were approved 
as distributed. 

The Senate received the revised version of the Statement on Professional 
Ethics which had been passed at the September 27th meeting of the Senate. 
Senator Wineke, chair of the editing committee, briefly summarized the 
changes made in the document. 

Senator Zoller asked whether the document was intended to cover the activi
ties of Teaching Assistants. Senator Clark replied that the Welfare 
Committee had intended that the sections dealing with teaching responsi
bilities were intended to apply to anyone with a teaching function at the 
University. 

President Mathis suggested suspending the rules to allow ch~nge in the 
order of agenda items for Senate consideration. There was no objection. 

Senator Clark, chair of the Welfare Committee, presented the committee's 
report of the Survey on Fringe Benefits (Attachment C). He announced that 
he had prepared twenty-five copies of a more complete report, with an item
by-item analysis of responses to the questionnaire, available for any 
Senator who wished to inspect it. He observed that the results of the 
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survey were not particularly surprising, although responses to a question 
regarding the preferred distribution (salary+ fringe benefits) of a hypo
thetical 10% increase were more balanced than he had anticipated. 

Senator Gosman asked if there was any chance that the results of this and 
similar surveys conducted at other Regents Institutions could be correlated 
and made to frame a consensus on the issue before requests were sent to the 
State. President Mathis stated that he has talked to all but two Senate 
Presidents at the Regents Institutions and that their responses have not 
been uniform. He also noted that methods of soliciting faculty preferences 
have differed among the institutions and stated that he did not know how 
existing differences could be reconciled. He announced that the issue 
would be discussed at the upcoming meeting of Senate Presidents. 

Dr. Ben Rogers, chair of the ad hoc Committee on Teaching Evaluation, 
presented that committee's repor~Attachment B). In his remarks he noted 
that the committee had initially been charged to make a study of student 
evaluation of teaching performance. In reviewing literature on the subject, 
the committee found a fairly consistent pattern of evidence and felt that 
it would be in a position to make positive recommendations respecting the 
development and implementation of a program of evaluation. Accordingly, 
the committee requested and received an enlargement of its charge. 

Dr. Rogers stated that the committee wished to educate the faculty as much 
as possible regarding the process of student evaluation. Thus it included 
with its report a survey of evaluation procedures currently in use on this ( 
campus, as well as the copies of several useful articles on the subject. 
After directing the Senate's attention to a minor error, he moved adoption 
of the report. 

Senator Graham expressed praise for the committee's effort and asked if the 
committee members might be identified. President Mathis then identified 
John Belt, Charles Burdsal, Ben Rogers (chair), Robert Egbert, Ron Winters, 
Catherine Yeotis, Douglass Lee, and Tim Dickenson as committee members. 

Senator Dreifort moved a division of the question so that the report proper 
and the recommendations might be considered separately. Senator Brinkman 
seconded. 

Senator Terrell objected that a statement on page 15 of the report, 
regarding evaluation procedures in the College of Business Administration, 
was either erroneous or misleading. That not being the question immediately 
before the Senate, his remarks were ruled out of order. 

The motion to divide the question passed. 

Senator Terrell took issue with the section of the report (page 15) in 
which procedures in the College of Business Administration are discussed. 
He pointed out that the College faculty did agree on the adoption of an 
experimental system of student evaluations on the condition that faculty 
members participating would not be identified, that the survey would be 
conducted once every five years, and that the adoption of this system 
would not set a precedent leading to the imposition of a mandatory system 
of student evaluations. He also pointed out that faculty in Business Admin
istration had also approved a resolution that acknowledged the legitimacy 
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of a variety of teaching styles and the right of faculty members to regulate 
teaching activities on the same basis that they regulate other professional 
activities. Dr. Rogers stated that the connnittee's report was not intended 
to contradict the points made by Senator Terrell. He pointed out that in 
none of the student evaluations conducted on campus are faculty members 
publicly identified. Senator Terrell responded that in the project con
ducted by Business Administration faculty did not even receive results of 
evaluations conducted in their own classes. Dr. Rogers asked if it were 
not true that, once all results had been gathered to form a data base for 
the College, individual faculty members were given the results from their 
classes and allowed to use them as they saw fit. Senator Terrell replied 
that that was the case, but that he would like to see the distinction made 
explicit in the report. Dr. Rogers offered to do that. 

Senator Clark asked if there is any role for anecdotal evidence in summative 
evaluations. Dr. Rogers replied that the role of such evidence is not 
widely discussed in the literature. He pointed out that administrators 
regularly receive, and remember, this kind of information, but there is a 
problem with soliciting and gathering it systematically. He also observed 
that there is strong interest in peer evaluation, but procedures are lacking. 

Senator Zoller asked if the report and recommendations, if approved by the 
Senate, would be sent to the General Faculty. President Mathis surmised 
that it probably would be. 

Senator Billings asked who is mandated to administer this program. Dr . 
Rogers replied that adoption of a questionnaire would be mandated and that 
it would be used, first, to establish a data base for measurement of faculty 
performance. Its further use--for instance, in personnel reviews--is not 
mandated. Dr. Rogers stated, however, that a questionnaire of the kind 
proposed would provide a faculty member with a good means of soliciting 
student evaluations of his teaching performance; faculty are under pressure 
to provide evidence of teaching competence and should have a reliable means 
of doing so at their disposal. 

Senator Gosman observed that alternative methods of evaluating teaching 
have been tried in the past and have not generally succeeded. He expressed 
concern that, in all likelihood, student evaluation will become the only 
method of teacher evaluation. Dr. Rogers pointed out that the ad hoc 
committee did not consider the matter of alternative methods of~valuation 
but restricted itself, as charged, to the issue of student evaluation. 

Senator Greenberg likened teaching evaluation to intelligence testing, 
observing that the latter process has not been notably successful in 
measuring intelligence and that intelligence testing has been perverted 
to political uses. He expressed fear that the same development could 
occur in teaching evaluation. Dr. Rogers replied that the committee is 
aware that there has been misuse of evaluations on this campus and else
where; that is why the committee wanted to create the best, most reliable 
possible questionnaire to evaluate teaching effectiveness. He also ob
served that the adoption of a university-wide system of evaluation would 
allow students to register their opinion in reviews of faculty for tenure 
and promotion. 
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Senator Dreifort, noting that the report states that there is no direct 
correlation between teaching evaluation and teaching improvement, asked 
if the committee had any particular feeling on that question. Dr. Rogers 
replied that on certain types of evaluations--for instance, formative 
evaluations conducted during a semester--there was some correlation; that 
is generally not the case with summative evaluations. 

Senator Billings objected to the use of questionnaires, observing that most 
teachers, in testing their students, do not rely on objective examinations. 
It seems inconsistent to use objective questionnaires in evaluation of 
faculty. She argued that the burden of evaluation should be placed on 
chairmen and administrators and that we ought not to overvalue question
naires if we do adopt them. 

Senator Terrell acknowledged that the committee had received a difficult 
task, for there is a great deal of literature on the subject in the various 
field journals. He asked how extensive the committee's research was. Dr. 
Rogers replied that the committee did not exhaust the research and that 
it relied primarily on the articles cited in the report because they seemed 
to be highly reliable surveys. Senator Terrell objected that there are 
other points of view than those in the articles cited and that it would 
be useful to have those presented. 

Senator Milbrandt and, after him, Senator Zoller raised questions regarding 
the usefulness and fairness of a standardized questionnaire to be used by 
faculty in a wide variety of disciplines. Dr. Rogers replied that standards 
of performance in various disciplines could be determined once data bases 
were established. 

Senator Dreifort moved the previous questioa. Senator Thomann seconded. 

The motion to move the previous question passed. 

The motion to accept the Report of the ad hoc Committee on Teaching 
Evaluation passed. 

Senator Sojka asked if one standardized questionnaire could be used for both 
formative and summative evaluations. Dr. Rogers replied that it would depend 
on the nature of the questionnaire. On this campus, the LASTIC and IDEA 
forms are used both ways. He noted, however, that students have objected 
to the length of these forms; on - the other hand, a short form may lack 
reliability. 

Senator Thomann asked if, on recommend.ation Ill, we are mandating that every 
class be evaluated at least once. Dr. Rogers replied that the committee is 
not ready to recommend that at this time. Senator Thomann observed that, 
to establish a reliable, unbiased data base, we would almost have to 
require universal compliance. 

Senator Greenberg stated that such a recommendation should be approved by 
the General Faculty • 
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Senator Dreifort observed that teaching evaluations, while purportedly 
not mandatory, are in fact mandatory for any faculty member whose 
performance is reviewed. He also objected that teaching evaluations fail 
to include, and therefore account for, such ,influential factors as the 
physical conditions under which faculty must teach and students learn. 

Senator Gosman stated that recommendation #1 raises a number of unanswered 
questions and suggested that the Senate is being asked "to buy a pig in a 
poke." 

Senator Zoller observed that the report does not include an estimate of the 
anticipated costs of a university-wide evaluation program. 

Senator Nelson stated that if the University has decided to make teaching 
performance an important factor in tenure, promotion, and salary reviews, 
it is up to us to decide how to measure it; anecdotal and other types of 
hearsay evidence are unreliable. She also stated that the faculty, not 
administrators, should take responsibility for evaluating teaching 
performance. 

Senator Thomann observed that the Senate, in approving the recommendations, 
would not be approving a particular questionnaire; rather, it would be 
appointing a committee to develop one that would eventually .have to be 
approved . 

Senator Terrell expressed several concerns about the recommendations, based 
on his belief that evaluations are best conducted by experts. Noting that 
there is virtually no evidence of teaching performance other than student 
evaluations in current tenure and promotion dossiers, he observed that the 
faculty may already have defaulted on its responsibility to ensure that 
teaching performance be subject to expert evaluation. 

Senator Greenberg reiterated his concern about the possible political uses 
of student evaluations. Senator Billings renewed her appeal for the develop
ment of an alternative to the presently proposed system. 

Senator Thomann moved adjournment. Senator Zoller seconded. 

Senator Greenberg asked, as' a point of information, what would happen to 
the question before the Senate. President Mathis replied that it would go 
automatically ,on the agenda for the next Senate meeting. 

The motion to adjourn passed and the meeting adjourned at 5:08 p.m. 

.. 

Donald Wineke, Senate Secretary 
Lucille Brodie, Recording Secretary 
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